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PREFACE

After finishing a book the first duty incumbent on the writer is to

apologise for its existence. The apology for the present volume is that,

while there are numerous valuable papers on individual fonts, or groups

of fonts, e.g., by Mr J. Romilly Allen, Dr Alfred Fryer, and Miss

Emma Swann, to which should be added an excellent chapter by

Dr J. Charles Cox and Mr Alfred Harvey in English Churxh

Furniture., no book has as yet dealt with the subjt^ct as a whole,

except, to a somewhat limited extent, the two volumes published

more than sixty years ago by Mr F. Simpson and Mr T. Combe.
Each of these contains a brief introduction, in the latter case by

Mr F. A. Paley ; otherwise in both the text is little more than a

catalogue raiso)ine of individual fonts. In both books the illustrations

were of necessity reproduced from drawings, and in Mr Simpson's

book the engravings were of great beauty ; but drawings are apt to be

inaccurate, and, however beautiful, cannot be relied upon for the

scientific accuracy of a photograph. Nor are the examples given

sufficient in number to cover the various types of fonts \ Mr Combe
illustrated 123 fonts, Mr Simpson only 40, and in both cases the

illustrations were on a very small scale. In the present volume the

number of illustrations amounts to 426, of which by far the greater

number have never appeared before, and the more important examples

are reproduced on a large scale. As for the subject of Font Covers,

it is practically virgin soil.

It is believed that the great number, variety, beauty, and interest of

the fonts and font covers here illustrated will come as a surprise and

revelation to all but the very few who know their England. It is

indeed a subject for thankfulness, that, in spite of all her troubles and

vicissitudes, the English Church has been able to preserve and hand

down to us such a priceless store of mediaeval art. Too long English

folk have been indifferent to or ignorant of tlie treasures of their own
country. But there are signs that the times of indifference and neglect
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are passing away. Year by year our own native art is receiving more

and more attention and appreciation ; monograplis are being multiplied
;

there are even art pilgrimages to the churches of East Anglia ; the

rood screen in the Broads at Ranworth last year attracted 6,000 visitors.

Of equal interest with the rood screens are the fonts and font covers.

It may be doubted whether in any country in Europe is preserved such

a series of examples, infinite in number as in diversity of design. Next

to the great Rood, with the Mary and John above the lofted screen,

the most conspicuous feature in the later Gothic churches of England

was the high-platformed font, with the open traceries of the font cover

soaring aloft to the roof, as still may be seen at Sudbury, Castleacre,

Ufiford, and elsewhere. Nor did delight of the craftsman in font

design pass away with the passing of Gothic art; many graceful chalice

fonts and font covers of classic design were erected in the reigns of

EHzabeth and the Stuarts, and even in Hanoverian days. A large

proportion of space is given to the illustrations of the later font covers,

for the reason that, as a rule, Post-Reformation work is too often

regarded with contumely or indifference ; it is not necessary to dislike

classic work in order to appreciate Gothic.

In this, as in other works of the writer, in the main the historical

method is employed, and the story begins at the very beginning with

the baptism of Christ. It is attempted to show how and why the rite

bulked so large in early Christian days, demanding detached baptisteries

on the largest scale—baptisteries circular or octagonal, evidently modelled

on the form of the bathrooms familiar in the Roman Thermae and in

every important Roman house. In the baptistery, as in the bathroom,

the piscina was at first a sunk tank reached by a descent of two or three

steps ; later this gave way to a tank no less large, but placed on the floor

of the baptistery. But with the changes of ritual which are detailed,

such great tanks became unnecessary, and gave way to tub-shaped fonts,

still, however, resting on the floor. In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries

many fonts were mounted on legs, usually on five legs. In the next

two centuries these supports are generally reduced to a single pedestal.

Then come the religious changes of the sixteenth century. Some con-

servative Churchmen produce what they imagine to be Gothic fonts
;

others, more sensible, design their fonts as chalices in the revived Classic

style ; economical Puritans are satisfied with a basin of base metal.

By the nineteenth century there were even those who officiated in a

baptismal slop-pail of earthenware, shaped like a kitchen bowl or a

muffin dish. All these changes are correlated with and dictated by

changes in the methods of administration of the rite, which are detailed

at considerable length (see Chapters IV. and XV.).
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The second part of the volume is mainly analytical. A new classi-

fication of fonts is proposed, and special chapters are assigned to fonts

with various appendages or accessories, to fonts of other material than

stone, especially the fine group of lead fonts, to the position, construc-

tion, and dimensions of fonts, to the remodelling of fonts, to the

conversion of altars, columns, and pillar crosses into fonts, and to

inscriptions placed upon them.

The third part deals historically with Pre-Conquest, Norman, Gothic,

and Post-Reformation design, and concludes with a chapter on the

desecration and destruction which has befallen so many fonts and covers.

It may be mentioned here that, as in his other publications, the writer

recognises no hard and fast periods of font design any more than he

does of architectural design. While for convenience labels have been

attached, it must be borne in mind that they do not necessarily connote

chronological facts. When a twelfth century font is spoken of, it is not

to l)e inferred that the font is necessarily work of that century. All that

is meant is that its design is such as was most common in the twelfth

century. It may actually be work done in the later years of the eleventh,

or in the early years of the thirteenth century. As for fourteenth and

fifteenth century work, no line of demarcation can be drawn at all ; font

design of the first half of the fourteenth century shades off by imper-

ceptible transitions to that of the work of the last half of the fourteenth

century, the fifteenth, and the first half of the sixteenth century.

Last comes the chapter on Font Covers, for which Mr F. C. Eden

has placed at my disposal the materials accumulated by him in inquiries

spread over several years.

To a large extent, for statements in the text, reference is made only

to those examples of which illustrations are given, on the principle that

" Segnius irritant animos demissa per aurem

Quam quae sunt oculis subjecta fidelibus."

The writer's inductions are really based, however, on a much wider

survey, not only of fonts visited by him, but of collections of illustrations

put at his disposal by many friends, totalling certainly not less than

four thousand examples, and in several instances comprising every

important font in a county. A glance at the Index Locoritm will give

some idea of the number of examples which have been examined.

It should perhaps be added, in justice to some who have contributed

photographs, that in certain cases a picture is blurred, not because the

lens was not in sharp focus, but because the surface of the stone, having

till recently been exposed for long periods to rain and frost out of doors,

has greatly weathered. Also, in the case of some suspended font covers,

b
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it was found that they were in imperceptible but constant motion, which

it was impossible wholly to check. In addition, some fonts have been

photographed in the Easter holidays at a time when they were disfigured

by tin pots of flowers ; it is to be desired that these should be relegated

into limbo with the churchyard wreaths of galvanised wire.

It is believed that no book on the subject so copiously illustrated

has appeared in any country. For the illustrations the writer is deeply

indebted to archaeologists and photographers all over the country ; but

for their generous help it would have been impossible to produce the

book except at a totally prohibitive price. Various portions of the proofs

have been revised by the Rev. R. A. Davis, the Rev. J. T. Fowler,

D.C.L., F.S.A., Mr F. T. S. Houghton, Rev. Clement F. Rogers, Rev.

G. W. Saunders, and Miss Emma Swann, to whom grateful acknowledg-

ment is due, as well as to many, especially the clergy, for the information

which they have courteously and readily supplied. F'or the preparation

of the Index Locorum I am indebted to Rev. R. A. Davis. For photo-

graphs and drawings thanks are due to Mr H. Percy Adams, F.R.I.B.A.,

the Hon. Mrs Agar, Mr F. J. Allen, M.D., Rev. W. J. Alston, Mr A.

Whitford Anderson, A.R.I. B. A., Mr R. J. Atkinson, Miss F. Bagust, Mr
R. H. Barker, Rev. R. G. Bartelot, Rev. T. N. Baxter, Mr H. Compton
Beckett, Mr E. M. Beloe, F.S.A., Mr T. M. Birdseye, Mr F. Bligh Bond,

F.R.I.B.A., Mr G. G. Buckley, M.D., Rev. P. A. C. Clarke, Rev. W. G.

Corbett, Mr F. O. Cresvvell, Mr J. J. Creswell, A.R.I.B.A., Mr F. H.
Crossley, Rev. E. Hermitage Day, Mr G. C. Druce, Mr J. F. East,

Mrs Eden, Mr Y. C. Eden, Mr J. R. Edis, Rev. J. F. E. Faning, Mr
Fawsett, Miss G. A. Fryer, Mr Cecil Gethen, Miss A. E. Gimingham,
Mr Harry Gill, Mr G. F. Gillham, Mr Charles Goulding, Mrs Graham,
Mr E. E. Gregory, Mr Everard L. Guilford, B.A., Mr G. Hadley,

Mr J. E. Hamilton, Mr G. A. Harrison, Mr A. Hartley, Mr Harry
Hems, Mr G. Hepworth, Mrs Hoare, Mr F. T. S. Houghton, M.A.,

Mr H. E. Illingworth, A.R.I.B.A., Mr F. Jenkins, Mr C. B. Keene,

Mrs E. M. Leather, Mrs Jessie Lloyd, Mr C. G. MacDowell, Mr W.
Maitland, Mr A. R. Marshall, Rev. Walter Marshall, F.S.A., Rev. N. W.
Paine, Mr Roland Paul, F.S.A., Mr W. Percival-Wiseman, Miss M. P.

Perry, Rev. H. Bedford Pim, Mr A. H. Pitcher, Mr H. Plowman, Miss

E. K. Prideaux, Mr G. Randall Johnson, Miss C. Ransome, Rev. C. F.

Rogers, Mr Noel Russell, Miss Saunders, M. Paul Saintenoy, Rev.

Canon Sewell, Mr E. Mansel Sympson, M.D., Mr Albert Smith, Mr
E. W. Smith, Mr Worthington G. Smith, Mr E. E. Squires, Mr J. C.

Stenning, Miss Emma Swann, Mr F. R. Taylor, Mr J. G. Thorold,

Mr G. H. Tyndall, Mr W. H. Walford, Mr E. B. Warr, Mr Alfred
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Watkins, Mr G. H. Widdows, A.R.I.B.A., Mr H. R. Wintle, Rev. R. O.

Yearsley.

The writer is indebted for permission to reproduce illustrations to

Messrs Batsford for that on page 20, to the proprietors of the Btalder

for that on page 63, to the Abbot of the Benedictine Monastery at

Farnborough for those on pages 6 and 22, to Mr John Murray for that

on page 29, to M. Paul Saintenoy for those on page 118, to Signore

Rivoira for that on page 7. All the illustrations have been reproduced

by the Grout Engraving Company.
The text is preceded by a bibliography, and is followed by a general

index and by an index to the illustrations and to the localities

mentioned.

It is hoped to follow the present volume shortly with one on
" Stalls and Misericords ; Bench Ends and Poppy Heads

;
Jacobean

Pews, Squires' Pews, Corporation Pews; Bishops' Thrones; and Chairs."

Descriptions and photographs of important and interesting examples

will be welcome ; they should be addressed to Francis Bond, Stafford

House, Duppas Road, Croydon.
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PART

CHAPTER I

THE ORIGINAL IMPORT OF THE RITE OF
BAPTISM

Up to the Protestant Reformation seven sacraments were fully

recognised in England ; many a font still remains, especially in

East Anglia, in which these seven sacraments are represented

in graphic form for the instruction of believers (2). Of these

seven sacraments, two have been held at all times to be of

primary importance, those of Baptism and the Lord's Supper.
But in the Catechism and Articles the Church of England now
makes a distinction between " those five commonly called

sacraments " and those two only that are " generally necessary

to salvation " and "ordained by Christ himself." In all Christian

Churches the sacraments of Baptism and the Lord's Supper
are de jure of equal authority and obligation. The rite

of baptism is not a whit behind the other in dignit}- and sanctity.

It might, indeed, be held that Our Lord laid even more stress on
Baptism than on the Eucharist. The complexity, too, of the

ritual which soon gathered round the former rite in the early

Church shews unmistakably the very great importance in which
it was held. P^irst of all, the baptism of adults was preceded
by a long prej^aration of them as catechumens. Then, when the

day of baptism had arrived, there was the Bciicdictio aquae, the

blessing of the water. Then came the actual rite of baptism,

which was itself threefold
; first, there was the renunciation of

Satan, which itself, again, was sometimes triple :
" Do you

renounce Satan ? " "I renounce him." " Do you renounce all his

A
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works?" "I renounce tliem all." "Do you renounce all his

pomps ? " " I renounce them all." The second part of the rite

of baptism was to make triple profession of faith. " Do you
believe in God the ]''athcr Almit^hty ? " "I believe." " Do you
believe in Jesus Christ?" "I believe." "Do you believe in

the Holy Spirit ? " "I believe." Then came the triple ablution.

The act of baptism thus complete, there followed the laying on
of hands, various minor rites, and the first Communion. Nowa-
days the rite of baptism is very far removed from the primitive

conditions. The two rites are no longer de facto held in like

and equal regard. The sacrament of the Lord's Supper has

continuall}- bulked larger to the religious eye, and is and has

long been the very corner-

stone of Catholic theolog)'

and ritual.

What has happened to the

(ither rite is clear!}' written

in bricks and mortar. The
series of transitions from
the baptisteries of St John
Lateran at Rome and Arch-
JM'shop Neon at Ravenna, to

the tanks of Verona and Pisa,

the tub-fonts of Walberton
and Tangmere, the mounted
fonts of Winchester and
Walsingham, the pewter and
earthenware basins of the

eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, is a material wit-

ness that may not be gainsaid

to a steady and unceasing
falling awa\' of the estimation in which the sacrament of Baptism
is held. It is undeniable that the sacrament of Baptism has
been allowed to fall into a secondary position. It is equally
undeniable that this secondar}- position has come about by no
deliberate intent of the authorities of the Church. How then
did it come about ?

Two main factors to a large extent account for the decay of
the importance attached to the rite of baptism. The first is that

for some tiine baptism was mainh', if not wholly, confined to

adults; for it was administered almost wholly to converts, who
were adults. Now, it is a ver)- grave and serious thing for a
grown-up man to conie forward and announce in the presence of
a |)ublic either hostile or indifferent that he proposes to give

Stalham
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u|) what now appears to him the evil manner of life of his

relatives and friends, and in particular to discard the religion

in which he has been born and bred, and to adopt something
altogether neu^ and strange. More especially would this be so

when the convert was an aristocrat, perhaps an officer in the

imperial service of Pagan Rome, and the religion which he was
about to adopt that of a despised and alien sect. The sacrifice

would be no whit the less than for an Anglican peer or bishop to put

away his state and take up the yellow robe of Buddhism. It

would indeed be a much greater sacrifice. One may join the

Salvation Army, or Mohammedanism, or Buddhism nowadays
without risk of^ life or limb. It was not so in the first three

centuries of Christianity ; to enter on the Christian novitiate

was to many to take the first step on the crims(jn road of

martx'rdom. In these centuries, then, baptism was of momentous
import in a Christian's life ; it could not but bulk far above
all other rites and ordinances ; never again, all the days of a

man's life, would he confront a crisis of such dire possibilities.

But in 312 A.D. there came the Peace of the Church, and the

black and sinister aspect of the rite was for the most part

dis]jcllcd ; nevertheless still, for many centuries onward, baptism

meant usually the solemn profession of a grown-up man. But
quite early it became the practice for children also to be baptized.

A S\'rian father, St Isaac, writes c. 450 A.D. :
" Let the lambs

of our flock be sealed from the first, that the robber may see

the mark impressed upon their bodies and tremble. Let not

a child that is without the seal suck the milk of a mother that

hath been baptized. Let the children of the kingdom be carried

from the womb to baptism." It was natural enough that fathers

and mothers and every one who loved children should desire

that they should not wait till adult age for baptism. And so the

baptism of children and infants had become common by the

eighth century, and the baptism of adults less common, till in the

end the latter became the exception, and the former the rule.

But it is of very different solemnity when a man comes forward,

like little three-year-old St Cyril, to say, "I am a Christian";

and when a baby boy is brought to the font making his profession

merely by prox)-. It is no longer felt to be the most momentous
epoch in his life. So, out of \ery love of children, the estimation

of the sacrament of Baptism was inevitably lowered.

The second reason for this depreciation is still more simple.

It is that baptism takes place but once in a person's whole
life. Of a function of such rare and exceptional occurrence the

Church could make but little. On the other hand, the P2ucharist

could be pressed, and was pressed, into daily use. Every day
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for hundreds and hundreds of years the CathoHc Church has

celebrated the sacrifice of the Body and Blood of Christ ; daily

celebration of the Mass is still of obligation to every priest

of the Roman Catholic Church ; so it was also in the English

Church before the Reformation. It was on this solemn rite,

then, far more than on that of baptism, that the Church relied

as a means to bring its people to the worship and contemplation

of God. For this reason also the one rite waxed in importance,

the other waned— it could not be otherwise.



CHAPTER II

METHODS OF ADMINISTRATION OF THE RITE
OF BAPTISM

The methods of administration of the rite of baptism were not
uniformly the same. In the first place, they may be divided into

those employed in the open air and those employed inside a

baptistery or a church. The baptism of Our Lord Himself was in

the Jordan. So in the eii^hth chapter of the Acts we read, "As
they went on their way, they came to a certain water. And
they went down both into the water, both Philip and the

eunuch ; and he baptized him." Tertullian says that St Peter

baptized in the Tiber. So in later days when a mission went
out into a heathen countrx' where churches and baptisteries were
not, baptism was necessarily administered in streams or lakes,

or even in the sea.* In a letter of Pope Grei^ory the Great, St
Augustine is said to have baptized 10,000 persons on Christmas
Day, A.D. 597, at the confluence of the Medway with the Swale,

the river which divides the Isle of Sheppey from Kent. St
Paulinus is recorded by Bcdef to have baptized vast numbers
in Northumberland in the Glen or Bowent, in the Yorkshire
Derwent, and in the broad Trent near Southwell. So also that

greatest of missioners, St Boniface, went up and down heathen
Germany and the Low Countries, baptizing in river or lake.

Nor has open-air baptism ever completely died out. This very
autumn (1906) men and women have been baptized in the icy

waters of the Dee near Llangollen.

But in town life open-air baptism was rarely possible ;
the

rite had to be administered indoors. In times of persecution,

but in such times only, it was administered at Rome in the

Catacombs. These bad times fortunately were exceptional, and
subterranean baptism, being but a temporary expedient, can

have had but little influence on the later history of the rite and

* So Tertullian, Dc Baptisiiio, c. \\\

t Bede's Htsto?y, ii., cc. 14 and 16.
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its suri-OLiiKlinsj;s. There is still shewn a baptisten* of the sixth
century in the cemetery of Pontianus (6), approached fnjin the
Trastevere railway station

; a flight of ten steps leads down to
the water, which is fed by a spring ; the baptistery is ornamented
with frescoes of the sixth centur)-. Two other baptisteries, of
less certain authenticity, are shewn in the Catacombs.

But for some three hundred years the services of the
Christian Church at Rome were usually held in private houses,
in the vast mansions of the Roman aristocracy, as soon as

members of the aristocracy adopted the new religion. Now
every good Roman house possessed a set of bathrooms. There

was a complete set of chambers

—

what we now call a Turkish bath
—heated by a hypocaust below

;

and there was a cold bath. The
peristyle with the triclinium for

some nine generations of Christian

worshippers was utilised as nave
and chancel ; it may be surmised
that the cold bath was used for

the administration of Christian

baptism. Such a bathroom is

figured in Cell's Pompeii (j).

Two steps lead down into the

piscina
; in the external wall are

small apses or excdrae ; the room
is circular and is roofed with a

dome. Similar bathrooms have
been found in every country wher-
ever Roman civilisation took root.

Even more than the modern Eng-
lishman the Koman was a washing
animal. In the Roman villa at

Bignor in Sussex there was found
a room in the centre of which was a cold bath, i8 feet 2 inches

by 12 feet, and 3 feet 2 inches deep from the level of the floor, from
which three steps led down to the bottom of the bath.* A some-
what similar Roman bathroom, still survives at Bath. Among the

sketches preserved in the Uffizi Palace at Florence is one by the

Renaissance architect, Peruzzi. This shows an octagonal bath-

room roofed with a dome and lighted by an ociiliis after the

manner of the Pantheon. In the walls are exedrac. In tlie

centre is a small hexagonal basin into which there is a descent

* For plan and sections see Lyson's Reliquiae Jh'i/ci/i/iico-Roiiianne, vol.

iii., Plate 29.

Baptistery of Fontianus
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of three steps. Ihis bath-

room is probably of the

fourth century (7).* In the

bathroom, therefore, of the

private houses of the weal-

thier Romans may be found
one origin of the form and
arrangements of the Chris-

tian baptistery. Another
ma_\- be found in the halls of

the Roman tJieruiae. One
or more of these was alwa}'s

circular or octagonal

—

e.(^.,

that in the Baths of Caracal la

•—these forms being preferred

no doubt because of the ease
with which they could be
roofed in with the favourite

form of Roman vault, the
dome. A similar building,

which, however, was more of
the character of a winter gard

Konian ISatlirnnm

en or conservator)-, is the so-called

Temple of Minerva Medica,
near the Central railway station,

Rome.
As to the manner of the ad-

ministration of the rite of baptism
in the early Christian baptistery,

a considerable amount of infor-

mation exists not only in the
works of the fathers, but in

frescoes and mosaics of very
earl\' date and of undoubted
authenticity. On few matters
of ritual has there been more
controvers}- than as to the jjrimi-

tive manner of the administra-
tion of this rite It may be
taken as certain, however, that
the practice of total immersion
of adults, whether in a river or a

tank, has little, if an)-, warrant
in primitive practice. In the

* Ri\oira, Archiiettura /.oiu/xtrda,
FJcr. 113.
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earlier days of Christianity this form of the rite seems to

have been quite unknown. The earHest baptism of all is

that of Our Lord Himself;* as to this there is an unvarying
consensus of tradition,f amounting to absolute certainty, that

the baptism of John was not by total immersion at all, nor
was it simpi}' by sprinkling. The archaeological evidence as

to the manner of administration of the rite of baptism has
been collected by the Rev. Clement F. Rogers

:|: in his Baptism
and Christian ArcJueology. The evidence adduced by him takes
us back to the end of the first, or the beginning of the second
century. From that time onwards, as late as the "Seven
Sacraments Fonts " of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,

there is a continuous series of representations of the baptism of
Our Lord. Only in minor details do the representations vary.

These differences are as follows : First, Our Lord is represented
in early Christian art at His baptism, as in the other scenes of
His life, as a beardless boy

; He is not depicted as a bearded
adult till A.I). 586.§ Secondh', though He is invariably repre-

sented as standing in water, yet the depth of the water varies

curiously. In the three frescoes anterior to the fourth century
in which the water is shewn, it is so shallow as only to

cover the feet. Early in the third century, in a cubiculum
of the so-called gallery of the Sacraments in the cemetery of

S. Callistus, there is a fresco with a representation of a baptism.
The baptizer wears a white toga

; the catechumen is a nude bo}',

with the water barely covering his ankles ; in the same cubi-

culum is a representation of Moses striking the rock (8). In a

cubiculum of the cemetery of SS. Petrus and Marcellinus is another
fresco, c. 250, in which is a representation of the baptism of

Christ. The Baptist is laying his hand on the head of Our Lord,
who is shewn as a nude bo\', up to His ankles in water ; above is

the dove (8). In various sarcophagi of the fourth century and
the early part of the fifth, the depth of the water is seen to

increase ; once it covers the feet, twice it rises to the knees (8

and 9), and once to the thighs (8). Late in the fifth and in

the sixth century, the depth of the water increases still more.

* The rite of Baptism was in use in the Jewish Cliurch, but was probal^Iy

hmited to proselytes.— (i. W. S.

t The second Council of Nica;a (787) ordered that the baptism of Our
Lord should be represented in one uniform way. From that period the
river-j:od, Jordanus, with his crab-claw locks disappears.

X For information about the primitive administration of the rite, and for

many of the illustrations, I am indebted to Mr Rogers, whose treatise has
been of the utmost value to me.

;^ A beard is shewn in the sixth century mosaic of the baptistery of Neon
at Kavenna (11), but it may be a later addition.
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In sixth ccntui')' examples, i\i;\, the fresco in the baptister}- of

Pontianus at Rome (6), and at Ra\enna in the mosaics of both

baptisteries (i i), as in the ivory chair of Maximian, 554-556, also

at Ravenna (10), the water rises up to the waist ; in a few later

examples it rises still higher. In the chair of Maximian Christ

appears as a nude boy, with water up to His waist ; above is a

dove ; two angels hold the clothes ; below, Jordanus starts away
in amazement. But in the end the Ravennese convention pre-

vailed—perhaps as settled by the second Council of Nica^a—and

the normal rule was that the water reached the waist. Round
the waist it was usual to represent the water as rising in a heap,

e.g:, in the ivory from Bamberg (10) ;* the Verona tank (27) ; a

capital at Adel Church, Yorkshire (10) ; the font at Castle Frome,

Hereford (52). This has constantly been held to be s)'mbolical
;

the reference being to the words of the Psalmist, " The waters

stood on an heap." A simpler explanation may suffice; the

artist had not room to depict the whole river, and was able to

represent more of it b}' piling it up verticall}'.

But side by side with the practice of partial immersion

there was another usage of almost equal antiquit)- in the early

Christian Church. In this the water flowed from above ; the

catechumen might indeed stand in a shallow vessel placed there

to catch the water, but the essence of the usage was that the

water descended down on to the head and over the whole body.

Such a practice was common enough in the domestic bathrooms
both of Greece and Rome. Representations may be seen on

Greek vases ; in one of them women are shewn standing beneath

jets of water issuing from the projecting mouths of masks or

animals. Now, though the arrangements of the baptistery of the

Lateran Church at Rome have been metamorphosed, there is an

exact account in the Liber Pontificalis (Silvester, c. 13) of the

piscina there in the time of Pope Silvester (314-336). It possessed
" /";/ labio fontis baptisterii agninn aiireuin fimdeiiteui aquaui pens,

lib. XXXy ; Pope Sixtus III. (432-440) added, '' cevoos argentcos

[V/. fniidentes aqiiavi pens. sing. lib. LXXXT ; i.e., there were
"jets of water issuing from a golden lamb weighing 30 lbs., and
from seven silver stags each weighing 80 lbs." In pictorial

representations water is frequently' represented as descending

from above. In a sarcophagus at Ancona, apparently of the

* This ivory is now in the Royal Library at Munich ; it formerly belonged
to IJamberg Cathedral. It gives a late but artistic and interesting repre-

sentation of the baptism of Our Lord. He is represented as beardless, nude,

with water heaped up to His waist. On the right is ihe Baptist ; on the left

St John. Above is the dove pouring forth a stream of water from its beak.

Above the dove is the hand from heaven. Symbolical figures of the sun and
moon, and a host of angels, appear in the clouds of heaven.
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fourth centur}-, it descends from a knob or boss of rock (8)

;

in a sarcophagus at Soissons of the fourth or fifth centur}' * it

descends from above ; as also on a tombstone from Aquileia of

the fifth century (8), which probabl\- commemorates a \-oung

girl who died soon after her baptism. She stands nude in a

large bowl ; on her right a man in a tunic lays his hand on her

head, on her left is a saint with a halo ; above is a circular space
sown with stars, which may represent heaven ; in the centre of

it flies a dove ; over its lower edge water streams down. More
often the stream descends from the beak of a do\e, e.j^., in a

spandrel of the sarcophagus of Junius Kassus, A.D. 359 (9),

where Our Lord is represented as the Lamb of God laying hands
on one of His flock, while water streams from the beak of the

dove above. A similar representation occurs on a spoon from
Aquileia of the fourth or fifth century ;+ in the Arian baptister\-

at Ravenna ; in an i\ory (c. 500) in Milan Cathedral
; ^ in the

S)'riac MS. of the monk Rabula, written in 586 ; § in an
ivory from Rheinau (10); and in another ivor}', probably of the

ninth centur\-, from Bamberg fio). In the Rheinau ivor}- the

Baptist holds a cur\ed stick in his left hand, and lays his right

hand on the head of Christ, who is represented as a beardless

man, nude, standing in what looks like a small font, and with

water half-wa}- up to his knees. An angel on the right holds

the clothes ; below, on the right, is Jordanus with water issuing

from his urn ; while on the left are two figures, one with a fish,

the other with a serpent ; abo\e, water streams from a dove's

beak ; at the top is the hand from heaven. Doubtless the abo\'e

representations were only two different sides of the same thought

:

" co/n>/ii>a aqjinin de coelis cadoitciii rostra gestai/te
J'

Besides these there is a third set of representations in which
the water is made to descend in a stream from a boss or bosses

of rock; this subject is often accompanied by its prototype,

Moses striking the rock. A boss of rock and a stream are shown
in earl}- sarcophagi at ^Madrid and the Lateran. In the former

(8) on the left the Baptist lays his hands on the head of Our
Lord, who is shewn as a boy, nude, standing in water which rises

half-way to His knees ; on His head descends a stream of water
from a boss of rock on which stands a dove. In the Lateran
sarcophagus (8) Our Lord is shewn as a nude youth, and the

water rises up to His knees ; the Baptist wears a camel's skin

from which the camel's head dangles down. It is curious that a

camel's head is shewn in precisely the same position at Patrington

and in a representation of baptism on the font at Southfleet, Kent.

* Rogers, Fig. 17. t /bid., Fig. 22.

1 I/nil, Fig. 30. ;< /did., Fig. 36.
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In an ivon' in the Bodleian Library and in another at Amiens,
both c. 500 A.i)., the last two representations coalesce, both dove
and rock being depicted, each discharging a stream. So also in

a book cover from the Bodleian, c. 500 (11), water descends both

from the dove's beak and from the pillar of rock shewn on the

right, and then rises to Our Lord's knees.

A fourth set of representations shews the Baptist in the act

of affusion. Our Lord stands in water varying in depth, and
water is poured on His head b}- the Baptist out of a shell, or a

patera, or a bowl, or a pitcher, or a spoon. Affusion is clearly

shewn in a fresco in the gallery of the sacraments in the cemetery

of S. Callistus, Rome, c. 200 A.D. (9) ; the catechumen is a nude
boy standing in water up to his ankles, and the falling water,

poured on by the baptizer, is represented by large strokes of blue

paint. So also in the baptistery of Neon at Ravenna, 449-452
A.D. (11), the Baptist, standing on a rock, with a jewelled cross

in his leit hand, pours water from a patera on the head of Christ,

who is shewn as a bearded man, nude, with a halo, and with

water up to the waist ; above is the dove ; on the right is Jordanus.

The head and right arm of Christ are restorations. The mosaic

in the Arian baptistery at Ravenna is similar, except that the

l^aptist holds a curved stick in his left hand, water pours from

the dove's beak, and Jordanus has two crab-claws projecting

from his head. So also, in the archaic representation of a baptism

on the shaft of a broken cross at Kells, the baptizer pours water

on the head of the catechumen from a spoon.*

Besides the above, there are numerous examples in which is

depicted the laying on of hands which followed the act of

baptism. Of course, where the laying on of hands is depicted,

representation of the antecedent act of baptism, whether by
affusion or not, was difficult. Nevertheless, in an ivory at the

British Museum, which ma\' be of the sixth centur_\', though
the laying on of hands by the Baptist is represented, above
there is a bowl which apparently a dove is filling from its beak
with water from heaven (11). Our Lord is represented as a bo}',

with a thick mass of curly hair ; behind is what looks like a

female figure with a veil over her head, and her hands holding

what may be clothes ; below, in the water on the right, is

Jordanus, with crab-claws growing out of his head, and starting

away in astonishment ; above, is the hand from heaven. Similar

is the ivor}- at Berlin (i i), ascribed by Professor Westwood to the

seventh centur\-. Here Christ is shown as an adult, nude, with

* Rogers, Fig. 25. The spoon also is shewn in certain pre-Conquest
crosses figured in Haverfield and Greenwell's Catalogue of Roman ami
Audita/! Stones.—J. T. F.
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water up to the thighs only. On the left is Jordanus, holding

in his left hand an inverted pitcher, from which a stream (jf

water flows ; above is a dove, holding whnt may be a pitcher
;

still higher in the air hover three angels, holding the clothes

—only their heads and wings are represented for want of space.

The Baptist is laying his right hand on Our Lord's head
;

in his left he holds a staff; round his head is a halo. In

these two and other representations is a blending of different

traditions as to the administration of the rite.

Whichever method was adopted, whether the water descended
from a spout or was poured from a vessel, the rite soon gathered
round it additional ritual. One of the first additions was a

triple immersion of the head. St Chrysostom writes, De Baptisvw,
that the catechumens dipped their heads, tw {'Sart KaTaSi-oi'Toji'

7}/xwi' ras' fc€</)aA.as; and St Gregory of Nyssa (372-395) says, " We
bury ourselves in the water and do so thrice," {'San eai'rois

eyKpvTTTojxei' . . . koX Tpiroi' tovto 7roi.i'iirai'Te<;.* We are told

that the catechumens immersed their heads three times in the

name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost ; St Cyril,

writing in 347, says that the triple submersion was also in com-
memoration of the three days between the Crucifixion and the

Resurrection, the last of which. Holy Saturday, was the favourite

day for baptism. The manner of this triple submersion is

the great difficult)' in comprehending the primitive ritual of

baptism. No one explanation is adequate. There must have
been two methods emplo)'cd, either alternatively in the same
diocese, or one in one diocese, the other in another. Where
there were spouts, as in the baptistery of the Lateran, the

catechumen could easily pass his head into the falling jet of

water. But where affusion was practised, he could not well

himself pour water thrice on his own head ; moreover the

representations show that the water was poured on his head
thrice by another. In any case, whatever method was in use,

no great depth of water was necessary for him to stand in ; the

object of the piscina or tank was mainly to collect the drippings

whether from a spout or from a vessel. This at once explains

the shallowness both of the sunk piscinae and of the tanks

above ground. The number of steps inside a sunk piscina seems
to have been almost invariably but two ; and, judging from such

drain-holes as remain, the average depth of water was only
about 2 feet, in some instances not more than 15 inches. This
shallowness of water at once disposes of the idea that the ancient

form of baptism for adults was by total submersion. A man
* The Greek admits of no other rendering ; it cannot possibly be con-

strued to mean " we were submerged by the bishop or priest."
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could not be sLibmerL;e(l in 2 feet of water either b}- himself or

by any one else. And any one who imagines that he can dip
his head thrice while standing in 2 feet of water is invited to

try it in the shallow end of a swimming bath ; he will find it a

gymnastic feat of considerable difficulty. Even if the water had
been deep, which it was not, a man could not be submerged by
the priest in the piscina of a baptistery if it was less than 8 feet

in diameter ; and many piscinae were much narrower than this.

We are forced to the alternative that the catechumen, standing

I\a\enna Cremona

in shallow water, cither immersed his head himself thrice under
a spout, or that water was jjoured on his head thrice by the

officiating bishop or priest. Doubtless it was because the part

of the latter was confined to affusion of water and the laying on
of hands, or to the latter only, that such a vast number of

baptisms as were recorded to have taken place in a single day,

became possible at all. Had the ritual exacted total submersion,
no bishop or priest could possibl)' have survived the ordeal on
da}'s of multitudinous baptism.



CHAPTER III

THE BAPTISTERY

PAI'I'ISTERIES were in use from very earh' times. What seems
to be a veritable baptistery was recognised in 1900, in the

catacombs of the cemetery of Priscilla at Rome ;* this has a

tank, and on the arch the inscription, " Qui sitet veii{iat ad me
et Inbat)^' i.e./' l^&i him who is thirsty come to me and drink."

There is another baptistery in the cemetery of Pontianus, of the

sixth century (6).

Eusebius mentions a baptistery when speaking of the churcii

built at Tyre by Paulinus earh' in the fourth century. Constan-
tine attached baptisteries to his churches of the Holy Sepulchre

at Jerusalem and St John Lateran, Rome. To the same century,

the fourth, belong two baptisteries at Naples, and others in

Algeria and Northern Africa. To the fifth century belong

baptisteries at S. Stefano on the Via Latina, Rome ; Nocera
del Pagani, near Naples ; several in Northern Africa, e.g.,

Tebessa, near Carthage, built before 439. The best preserxed of

the ancient baptisteries are the tv/o at Ravenna; that of Arch-
bishop Neon (449-452) attached to the cathedral (17); and the

Church of St Maria in Cosmedin, which is probably the baptistery

of the Arians, and is of the sixth century. To the sixth century,

also, belong the baptistery of Parenzo, and that of Grado in

Istria; in the same century was built the baptistery of St Sophia,

Constantinople, the circular building still existing north-east of

the church.f At Torcello, in front of the cathedral, are founda-
tions of a bajitistery of the seventh centur}- ; that of Salona, near

Spalato, is not later than 641. The ruined baptistery at Aquileia

is of the eighth century (22). At Cividale in P'riuli a baptistery

of the eighth century was removed in the seventeenth century

to the cathedral (22). The baptisteries of Albenga, Biella, Alliate,

Pola (now destroyed), and Bari are probably all of the ninth

* It is described and illustrated in Cabrol's Dictioniiairc, Fasc. xiii. 403.
t Letliaby and Swainson's Santa Sophia.
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ccntur\-. Other ancient baptisteries remain at Zara and in

S. Ste'fano, Tivoli. There has lately been exhumed at Lucca,

in the north transept of the Church of S. Giovanni (19), a square

baptismal tank ; it is 10 feet across, and the bottom of it is 9 feet

below the present pavement of the transept
;
in the centre of it

is a circular piscina. This baptistery may originally have been

detached from the church, and demolished to make way for the

present transept. Small baptisteries are found attached to

churches in the East ; Comte de Vogi^ie gives a drawing and

plan of one at Deer-Seta,* which can hardh- be later than the

sixth century. In Italy, owing
to the long retention of primi-

tive baptismal ritual, baptisteries

continued to be erected in great

numbers and on a magnificent

scale to a very advanced period.

Among the more noteworthy
are those of Florence, Parma,
Cremona, and Pisa. Some of

the Italian parish churches also

still retain baptisteries, e.g., S.

Luca, Cremona, a little to the

north-west of the church, f
Several baptisteries survive

in the south of I'rance. The
most remarkable is that of St

Jean, Poitiers, the piscina of

which has lately been dis-

covered (20). The western

portion of the building is

Romanesque, and the northern

and southern apses have re-

ccntl)' been clumsily rebuilt
;

but the central portion and
eastern apse are possibl}- of

the fourth century—certainly not later than the sixth centur)'
;

in any case one of the most venerable Christian monuments
in France. The baptistery of Riez may be of the sixth or

seventh century (22). Baptistery and piscina exist complete at

Vt'nas(]ue, Vaucluse. The foundations of a baptistcr\- have

* Architecture civile et religieiisc en Syrie, Plate 1 17.

t A list of fifty-nine baptisteries in Italy, dating from the fourth to the

eleventh century, is given in Lopez, // baitistero di Parma., 1864, p. 249 ;

Cabrol's Dictiojinaire^ Fasc. xiii., gives a complete list and description of

baptisteries.

Lucca, S. Giovanni
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been discovered near the cathedral of Valence ; it was in the

form of a Greek cross.* Another baptistery with piscina exists

at Melas, Ardeche.f Other examples survive in the church of

Ainay, Lyons; St Sauveur, Aix ; Frejus ; Mazan, Ardeche ; St

Leonard, Haute-Vienne ; and in the cathedral of Le i^uv-l

St Jean, Poitiers

Nor was the baptistery unknow n in England. About 750 A.U.,

Cuthbert, Archbisliop of Canterbury, built a church to the east

of the cathedral and nearly touching it, to serve among other

purposes as a baptistery. It is strange that the baptisterx' died

away among us. The cr_\'pt, which was equally Italian in origin,

* Re\'oil, Architecture dii Midt\ iii. 32.

t Revue de l^Art cJiretioi, vi. 169.

X Enlart's Miimiel^ i. 196.
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persisted throuL^hout tlic whole Ant^lo-Saxon period, and most
of these cn'pts were rebuilt in Norman days ;

but the baptistery

flied out altogether in l'Ln<;iand, with one possible exception.

Sir Stephen Glynne, in his notes on Kentish churches, states

that at Cranbrook, Kent, is the only genuine baptistery in

England ; but it is of comparatively late date, having been built

in 1725 by the vicar, Rev. J. Johnson, for the purpose of baptizing

by total immersion such Baptists as might wish to join the

Church of England. It is a square building, and the piscina is

entered by a descent of several steps. It is said to have been

used onl\' twice.

In a considerable number of baptisteries ihe piscina or tank

is sunk below- the level of the pavement, and is entered b}'

descending two steps (or three, if the top of the low parapet be

added). The piscina varied in shape; sometimes it was octagonal,

as at Harzano and Galliano ; sometimes hexagonal, as at Pesaro,

Trieste, and Pola ; sometimes square, as at Murano, Torcello,

and .Salona. In several cases the dimensions are such that

total submersion of an adult was practically impossible. The
piscina at Salona originally was not more than 32 inches square.

That in the Pontian cemetery at Rome is 6 feet 7 inches broad,

and 3 feet 3 inches deep. The ruined piscina at S. Stefano on

the Via Latina, Rome, is 6 feet across, and 3 feet deep. The
piscina at Tebessa is 6 feet 7 inches broad, and about 2 feet

7 inches deep. The piscina at St Jean, Poitiers, is about 6 feet

7 inches across, and about 3 feet 3 inches deep, but held less

than 9 inches of water (20). In all the examples except the

last it is to be remembered that the depth given is that of the

piscina, not of the water. And since none of the piscinae attain

a depth of 4 feet, it may be concluded that the catechumen stood

in less than 2 feet of water, and that therefore, in all baptisteries,

some other form of baptism of adults than that b)- total submer-
sion must have been in practice.

By the time of St C}'ril the ritual had become complex, and
probably to a large extent stereotyped. The catechumen was
first stripped naked. St Chrysostom says, "At baptism men
are as naked as Adam in Paradise"; St Ambrose, that " Men
came as naked to the font as they came into the world "

;

St Cyril of Jerusalem, " As soon as ye came into the inner part

of the baptister}' ye put off )-our clotlies, w hich is an emblem of

putting off the old man with his deeds, and, being thus divested,

ye stood naked, imitating Christ that was naked upon the cross."

The documentary evidence is supported by that of the frescoes

and mosaics (6, 8, 9, 10, 11). Then there was a preliminary

anointing with oil fvery reminiscent of the practice at the public
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Cividale Aquileia

I/emi Cl f%^^.
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baths of Pay;aii Rome). Then followed semi-immersion plus

triple affusion or plus triple immersion of the head. Then there

was the la}'ing on of hands. Then the catechumen was anointed

with holy oil on the forehead, ears, nostrils, and breast. Then
he was clad in the white robes of purity and regeneration.

Then followed the Eucharist at the altar in the baptistery.*

Then, in white-robed procession, the whole body of baptized

Christians filed into the adjoining church, and joined the great

congregation in preparation for the solemn rites of the following

da}', Easter Sunday. Such a ritual demanded dressing-rooms

and a chancel, and these could be provided for b}' an enlargement

of the cxedrae, which were customary in the public bathrooms,

such as that of Pompeii, and, if necessary, by a porch or other

adjuncts.

In the secular bathroom, for decorative purposes, and to

shelter the water from dust, the piscina or tank was often

encircled with a colonnade. This feature also was copied.

Colonnades, much altered, may still be seen in the baptistery

of St John Lateran. A fragment of the colonnade remains at

Aquileia (22). Pope Lecj III. (795-816) is recorded to have
enlarged the fous of S. Andrea Apostolo at Rome, and to

have constructed round it a colonnade of columns of porphyry.

The colonnade survives at Cividale near Aquileia (22) and at

Salona and Tebessa. As we know that the catechumens, at

an)' rate in early days, stepped down into the piscina naked,

this colonnade may have been retained with the practical object

of hanging curtains round it ; there is indeed some evidence that

curtains were actually employed. The circle of columns might
also be utilised to support a dome or baldachino, such as may still

be seen at Cividale and Nocera, and that which probably existed

originally at Aquileia. In the Amiens Museum is an ivory of

the ninth century, showing St Remi baptizing King Clovis under
a dome. Viollet-le-Duc has a similar illustration ofaciborium
from an ivory of the eleventh centur\'. Such piscinae as these,

then, placed equally with the altar under a ciborium or baldachino,

preserved in ever-living recollection the idea of the original

equality in dignity and import of the two greater sacraments.

After the first century or two the administration of baptism
seems to have been gencrall}- confined to the cathedral church
of the diocese, a practice which has survived very late in some

* Baptism, the white robes, and the Eucharist are all connected in the

ancient Easter hymn

—

"All coeiiani Agiii providi

Et stolis albis candidi
Post transituni maris nibri

Christo canamus principi."—J. T. F.
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Italian dioceses, e.g., Florence, i'isa, and Jiologna. In Rome,
however, as early as the fourth century, baptism was permitted

in a large number of the city churches, and elsewhere in Italy

the chief church in each parish gradually succeeded in establish-

ing its right to administer baptism. But it remained rare to

follow the precedent of the city of Rome, and for several

churches in a single town to have each privileges of baptism.

So long as baptism was confined to the cathedral church of a

diocese, or to a single church in a large town, the rite, owing to

the large numbers to be baptized, ccHild not be administered

except in a building of large dimensions. Hence a baptistery

had to be ver\' spacious. Another reason for the large size of

the baptistery was that it was customary for those who had been
baptized to partake of their first communion in the baptistery, in

which an altar was provided for the purpose : this seems to ha\e
been common, even in the case of infants, from a ver)- early

period until the tenth centur)-. Again, as long as the great

importance attached by f)ur I>ord to the rite of baptism was
still in full remembrance, it was customary that the rite should

be administered by the bishop himself* But then, as now, the

bishop was a busy man ; and just as nowadays a modern bishop

has to restrict the rite of confirmation to two or three seasons in

the year, so the early Christian bishop found it necessary to

confine the administration of the rite of baptism to two or

three of the solemn seasons in the Church year.

At first, indeed, baptism had been administered without regard

to place or season. St John baptized every day in the Jordan.

Baptisms are recorded in the Acts of the Apostles by the

roadside (viii. ^6) ; in a private house (ix. i8) ; and again (xvi. 33).

But the tendency was to restriction both as to season and place.

It is likely that in some dioceses at any rate baptism was
originally administered only on Moly Saturda}\ Tertullian

suggests Easter and Pentecost as suitable seasons, h'.lsew here

the seasons were l^aster, Christmas, and 24th June being the

festival of St John the Bajjtist. It was on Christmas Day that

St Remi baptized the King of the Franks, and that St Augustine
baptized 10,000 converts b\' tlie Swale and Medway. There
came apparently a wish to extend undul}- the number of per-

mitted seasons, for Charlemagne thought it necessary in a

cartulary of A.Fx 804 to restrict them to Faster and Pentecost.

In addition it is to be remembered that while much of the world

was still heathen, religious " revivals " on a large scale were

* This restriction was observed early ; laut it was a reversal of the

practice of the apostles, who seem to have been quite content to leave the

administration of the rite to deacons and others.
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common ; r.^'-., when King Clovis was baptized at Rheims, there

would naturally be a multitude of Franks anxious to be baptized

with their king. Moreover, compulsory conversions and com-

pulsory baptism on a large scale were not unknown
;

e.g.^ in

King Olaf's attempt to Christianise Norway. St John Chrysostom

speaks of a Holy Saturday in which 3,000 had been bap-

tized, and adds that many more were waiting. I'^or these various

reasons, then, the baptistery had to be built on a very large

scale.*

?'or a long period the baptistery was in the neighbourhood

of the church, but detached from it. Sometimes it is quite near,

as at the Cathedral of Ravenna (17); at Torcello, also, the

foundations of a baptistery have been found close to the west

doorway of the cathedral. At Pisa a considerable distance

separates the baptistery from the cathedral. The reason wh}'

baptism did not take place as now in the church was probably

to some extent simply a matter of convenience. When baptisms

took place on such a vast scale as that described by Chrysostom,

it would have been impossible to make use of the church for

that purpose ; all its space was wanted for the usual Easter

services. But there was besides the feeling that baptism was

the rite of initiation into the Church, and that no uninitiated

persons should enter the holy precincts of a church any more

than they would be permitted nowadays to enter a Masonic

lodge. This feeling lingered on right through the Middle Ages.

Even when it became customary to administer baptism in a font

placed inside the church, part of the ceremony took place in the

church porch.

* The distinction between the Joannine and Christian baptism needs to

l)e emphasised. St John was only practising a common and well-known

rite that was simply Jewish and had nothing to do with the Christian sacia-

ment ; the baptism of Our Lord was only a continuation of Jewish practice :

the Christian sacrament had its beginning at Pentecost. The distinction is

clearly marked in the Acts of the Apostles. Apollos "taught diligently the

things of the Lord, knowing only the baptism ofJohn J' The visible descent

of the Holy Ghost, or visible in its immediate accompanying effects, did not

follow the Joannine baptism ; it did not occur till the laying on of hands
(viii. 17). Therefore it was neces-ary to add to the rite of Baptism the rite

of confirmation : and it was for the latter, rather than for the former rite,

that the presence of a bishop was regarded as indispensable. The deacons

might baptize, but only the bishop could confirm.—R. A. D.
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CHAPTER IV

Degeneration of the Baptismal Tank or Piscina into
A Tub P^ont, a Font on Legs, a Pedestal P^ont,

A Chalice Font, a Metal ]^asin, or an Earthen-
ware Bowl

As we have seen, in many cases, e.^:, at Aquilcia (22) and
Lucca (19), the piscina or tank of the baptistery was below the

level of the pavement of the church. I'his was not always so.

Nowadays, at any rate, the tank of the cathedral baptister\'

at Ravenna is on the pavement (28) not below it. In some cases,

e.o^., at Ravenna, it may have been that the waterlogged soil

made it difficult to construct a piscina under ground. More
probabh' the change from the sunk to the above-ground tank was
dictated by convenience of ritual. Owing to the parapet en-

circling the piscina it must have been awkward for the officiating

bishop to dip his vessel into the piscina and to pour the water from
it on to the catechumen's head ; the function was much facilitated

when the tank stood on the pavement. But though in the end
the above-ground superseded the sunk tank, yet in Italy, at an}'

rate, the above-ground tank longretained the importantdimensions
of the older type. That of Verona Cathedral (27), cut out of a

solid block of the local marble, is no less than 31 feet in circum-

ference ; it is probably of the period when the baptistery was
rebuilt, ii_'2-ii35. P^ar the largest is the tank at the Lateran,

which is actually 62 feet in diameter ; it is about 3 feet deep.

The tank in the baptistery of Neon, Ravenna, is about 25 feet

across, and about 4 feet deep. The typical form of these tanks

is the octagon. A fine late example is the great monolithic

marble tank of Parma, A.D. 1298. At Parma and in the

baptistery of the Orthodox at Ravenna a kind of stone pulpit

is attached to one side of the tank, the object of which may
have been to protect the vestments of the bishop from being

splashed. At Verona, however, the pulpit is in the very centre

of the tank
;
perhaps a plank was put across to it in order
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to allow the officiating^ priest to get inside it. Inside the

circumference of the great tank at Pisa there are eight small

barrels of stone, each 17 inches in diameter. Webb sa}-s

that they were emplox'cd for the baptism of infants, and

the rest of the tank for adults.* The baptismal tank was
not whollv abandoned even at the Renaissance; there is a

beautiful quattrecento tank at S. Giovanni, Siena, by Jaco]jo

della Quercia.

Another curious stage in the history of the piscina is to be

seen in France. In demolishing the old Church of St Clement,

Tours, a concrete font was found about a metre below the surface.

It was /// situ, and in later days had been filled up with gravel.

X'cron.i

It was c)'lindrical, 16 inches deeji and })}, inches broad. Being
of rough workmanship it had been rejected, and covered in at a

restoration of the church, probably in 1462. Another of similar

character was also found at Tours.f A curious parallel to the

sunk fonts of Tours is described by Mr Russell Walker;;]: it is

in situ in the ruined chapel of St Adrian, in the Isle of May. In

the parish of Dunino, near St Andrews, about a hundred yards
from the parish church, there is a primitive rock basin, which
has been held to be a font. It consists of a circular basin, which
has been scooped out of the solid rock, and ma)' measure about

* Webb's Coiitiiicnial Ecclcsiology^ 357.
t Mcnioircs de la Societc arch, d Imire ct Loire., xiii. 217.

+ The Reformation Churches of Fife and the Lotkians,
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5 feet in diameter, and 4 feet in depth.* But it is much more
likely to be one of the "giants' tubs" excavated by cataracts

inside glaciers.

The next step in the history of the rite was the abandonment,
except in certain countries and districts, of the baptistery. It

became the custom to administer the rite, not amid its own
special surroundings, but in the church. This necessarily involved

no sliirht loss in the statiis of the rite. It was, however, an

Ravenna. Baptistery of Neon

unavoidable corollary of the abolition of the restriction which
confined the administration of the rite to the bishop. So long as

it was the bishop who baptized, it was necessary that a separate

building should be provided for the purpose. But when even

the village churclies obtained baptismal privileges, at once it

became usual to baptize inside the church, for a small village

would seldom be able to afford to build and maintain a baptistery.

The Council of Auxerre speaks of baptisms taking place by

* Notes and Queries, 4. 2. 157, and 4. 3. 199.
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allowance in villages so early as A.D. 5/8.* In 747 our English

Cuthbert, Archbishop of Canterbur\', twice orders all priests to

baptize regularly. This was practically to legalise baptism
inside a church. In the ninth century plan of St Gall is shown
in the nave what is either a circular piscina or a circular font.

In the same century Pope Leo IV. expressly recommended that

every church should have a font.

This brings us to the next stage in the progressive decline in

dignity of the material surroundings of the rite, viz., the great

diminution in size of the font as compared with that of the tank,

whether above ground or under ground. The change was
inevitable. Room inside the church could not be spared for

such vast tanks as those of Parma or Pisa or Ravenna. Put in

part the change was due to the changed condition of Christendom.

By the ninth century the greater part of Western Kuro})e, nomi-
nally at any rate, was Christian. Conversions of heathen, with

the natural sequel, adult

baptism, necessarily be-

came less common. Put
the main factor in the

change was the increasing

prevalence of infant bap-

tism. It is true that it

was not till much later that

infant baptism was for-

mally legalised as a pro-

per substitute for the

baptism of adults. But
though the church was long in giving

practice, there can be little doubt that infant baptism was in

sporadic use from the earliest days of Christianity. Tertullian,

writing in the last years of the second centur}', expressly

mentions it as in use, though he saw certain objections to it.

Origen t (born A.D. 186) says, " By the sacrament of baptism

the uncleanness of our birth is put away ; and therefore infants

are baptized " ; and again, " licclcsia ab apostolis traditioiicm

accepit ctiam pariuilis baptisiinim daie^ Plainly there were
precedents for infant baptism even in the apostolic age. The
practice became more and more common. In 789, pre-

occupied with the peril in which unbaptized children stood,

Charlemagne ordered that all should be baptized on reaching

the age of one year ; and that for this purpose fonts should

be placed in parish churches and in those conventual churches

* Bingham's Antiquities, viii. 7, 6.

t Orisrcn, Horn. XIX. in St Luc.

Infant Baptism

explicit sanction to the
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which had a cure of souls. In our own country, a canon of the

time of King" Edgar (960) ordered baptism of an infant not to be

delayed longer than thirty-seven days. From the eleventh

century onwards infants were baptized within a few days of their

birth. In the end baptism of adults became, as it has remained
in the Catholic Church, the exception and no longer the rule.

And when baptism had come to mean almost always the baptism

of an infant, the natural result was that the big tank, whether
below ground or above
ground, had its dimensions
curtailed.

But changes also in the

ritual were necessitated when-
ever it was an infant that was
baptized. It has been shewn
above that in the primitive

form of the rite the catechu-

men stood upright in shallow

water. A baby could not

stand upright ; the manner
of administration, therefore,

had to be altered. It took

the form of substituting par-

tial submersion for the older

method of semi-immersion.

By the ninth century the new
method of submersion had
evidently become common.
The Council of Chelsea (A.I).

816) in its eleventh canon
ordered that " infantes semper

i/ie7'gantur." Baptism of in-

fants by submersion is also

clearly shown in three pic-

tures, all of the ninth century.

The first is contained in a

pontifical in the Minerva Library at Rome
;

the other in a

pontifical in the library at Windsor; both are reproduced in the

article on "Baptism" in Smith's Dictionary of Christian Antiquities

(29). The third, on an ivory book-cover at Metz, is reproduced

in Mr Rogers' Baptism, page 304. But though immersion of

infants came to be a common use, it does not follow that it was

total submersion ; there is evidence that at any rate in the

thirteenth century it was not considered advisable or even safe

to put the infant's head under water. With this reservation it

TanLinicie
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has to be admitted that the rite of immersion ultimately super-

seded to a large extent the older ritual. In the thirteenth century
St Thomas Aquinas dcfinitcl)' sa)'s that immersion is the more
ccjmmon form, and that if you wish to be on the safe side

immersion is to be practised, not affusion ;

'' tutins est baptizare

per vwdnui iiinnersionis quia hoc hahct iisus comj/iunior." Then
another step forward is taken. Immersion being acknowledged
to be the preferable practice for infants, it followed that it was
also regarded as preferable in the baptism of adults. But a big

country fellow is difficult to immerse three times, cspecialh' if

the priest is a weakling, and so Uuns Scotus carefully refrains

from making immersion of adults indispensable; ''' Exc2isari potest

minister a trii/a iiuinersione, iit si minister sit impotens et si sit

71UUS iiiagnus rusticus qui debet baptizeiri, qiiem nee potest immergere
nee elevare" The very fact that he thinks it necessary to make
this exception is clear proof of the large extent to which the

older practice had been abandoned. As will be seen later

(page 263), in all the representations of the sacrament of 13aptism

on English fonts for the last century and half before the Reforma-
tion, it is always immersion that is represented. An illumination

shows that Richard Beauchamp, Earl of Warwick, born in 1381,

was baptized by immersion ; as were also Prince Arthur, eldest

son of Henry VII., King Edward VI., and Queen Elizabeth.

To this day the practice of immersion is preserved in the Greek
Church ; and in the Anglican Church it is still a legal alterna-

tive ; f)r the words of the rubric for the I'ublick Baptism of

Infants run :
" Then if the Godfathers aiid Godmothers certify

that the Child may well endure it, the priest sJiall dip it in the

water discreetly and warily ; but if they certif}' that the Child
is weak, it shall suffice to pour water upon it." Also the rubric

for the Publick Baptism of such as are of riper years runs :

" Then shall the priest dip him in the water, or pour water
upon him." As a matter of practice, howe\er, affusion has
practically superseded total immersion altogether in the Church
of luigland.

With the e\er-gro\\ ing prevalence of infant baptism the
need for big baptismal piscina; ceased to exist, and, except in a
ver3' few districts, no more were built. The font took the i)lace

of the piscina, a font not larger than was nccessar}- for the
immersion of an infant ; if an adult insisted on being baptized,

it had to be by affusion. But for a considerable time the font

did not forget to be in form a " survival " of the baptismal piscina.

Eor of the stone and lead fonts that have come down to us from
Norman or pre-Conquest days the earliest type is that of the
unmounted tub-shaped font, such as that of Tangmere (30).
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Then it becomes common to mount the font on legs ; at

first, usually on five legs, as at Isle Abbots (32) ; later, generally
on one, as at Cothelstone (32). The change was probably
dictated simply by convenience. When an adult was to be
baptized, it was convenient to have the font on the floor ; the

catechumen could easily step into such a font, and the priest

could easily pour water on his head. But when an infant was
brought to an unmounted font, the priest had to stoop consider-

ably to practise semi-immersion ; therefore for his con\'enience,

sle Al:)l50ti Cothelstone

now that nearly always the rite was administered to infants and
not to adults, the font was raised on one or more supports.

At first even the mounted fonts were for the most part

comparatively low ; but by the fourteenth century the tendency-

was more and more to poise them on a tall pedestal ; and this is

the form which they retained till the Reformation. This further

elevation of the bowl marks the increasing rarity of baptism of

adults. Evidence in the same direction is seen in the very small

size of fonts here and there ; i\j^., the Kentish fonts of Farning-

ham, Shorne, Southfleet, and Offham, which are quite unsuitable

for the baptism of adults. At Thorpe, Surrey, the Norman font
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is only 9 inches deep and 17 inches in diameter. It is to be
noted, however, that the increasinp^ elevation of the font in the

fifteenth centur\- b\' the elongation of its pedestal and by
additions to the number of plinths is also due to a desire to

increase the dignity and impressiveness of the sacrament itself.

The next change in the design of the font originates with the

quattrecento artists of Italy. They took a delight in modelling
their marble fonts in the form of a chalice ; on the lip sometimes
was placed a statuette of St John Baptist or of a little child (35).

And so, by the chalice form, they connected together in beautiful

symbolism the two great primitive sacraments. Delightful

e.xamples of the Renaissance fonts, several of them of chalice

t)'pe, remain in several of the city churches ; r.g:, St Stephen,
W'albrook (270) ; St Catharine Cree(27o) ; and at Pittington (35)

;

Exeter and Warwick. Sometimes fonts of this type were of

stone, sometimes of marble, sometimes, as in the Weaver's
Chapel in the Temple Church, Bristol, of alabaster. In St

James's, Piccadilly, is a fine font of white marble, the work
of the sculptor, Gibbons ; round it the serpent twines, offering

the apple to Eve, who, with Adam, stands beneath. How clearly

the new design was intended to point to the other great sacra-

ment appears well in the font at Wirksworth, where even the

knopp or knob in the middle of the stalk of a chalice is carefully

reproduced on the pedestal of the font (268). This font bears the

date 1662, and therefore probably replaces one removed in

Commonwealth days.

But not every Protestant churchwarden was willing to replace

a destroyed Gothic font by one of the chalice type. More often

he was contented with a basin, or even with a dish or pail.

Many a churchwarden proved the soundness of his Protestant

principles by smashing the font and replacing it by a basin ; so

much so that the practice of substituting basin for font had to

be expressly forbidden. Thus Elizabeth on the loth of October
1 561 directed "that the font be not moved from the accustomed
place. And that in Parryshe Churches the Curates take not

uppon them to conferre Baptisme in Basens ; but in the Font
customablye used." * And again in the advertisements of i 564
it was directed "that the font be not removed, nor the curate do
baptize in any basons" ; and once more in 1571 there was to be
in every church '' sacer foiis, non pelvis" a font, not a basin ; the

frequenc)' of these admonitions shews the great vogue of the

Protestant pewter basin. But admonitions seem to have been in

vain. In 1636 the diocese of Norwich seems to have abounded
in baptismal dishes, pails, and basins ; for Bishop \\>en found it

* Coniiminicated Isy Mr Aymcr \'allance.

E
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necessary to direct that no dishes, pails, or basins be used inside

the font or instead of the font within the diocese of Norwich.
During the Commonwealth, of course, fonts gave place right

and left to basins. Many an entry might be quoted from
churchwardens' accounts similar to that at Brinklow, Warwick-
shire, where in 1653 the parish "bought a bassin to cristen the

children which cost three shilling sixpence."

With the Restoration the font came to its own again in most
of the churches. An interesting bit of font history is enshrined

in the churchwardens' accounts at St Martin's, Leicester. In

1645 they "paid 5s. for a bason to be used at baptism, and 15s.

for a standard to bear the same." They sold the bowl of the

old stone font for 7s. to a Mr Smith ; one rejoices to hear that

in 1662 they had to buy it back again, and replace it in its

original position. So also the Newark (96) and Wolverhampton

(96) people and many others had at the Restoration to buy new
bowls for those that had been destroyed.

But the pewter basin never wholly went out of use ; indeed
in the eighteenth century it blossomed out into yet another
form : a christening bowl of Wedgwood (272) or Spode ware.

And with this ends this sketch of the long history of the

font and the rite. The earthenware bowl was preceded by the

pewter basin, the pewter basin by the pedestal font, the pedestal

font by the font on five shafts, the font on five shafts by the tub
font, the tub font by the tank above ground, the tank above
ground by the underground tank. Both the latter were placed
in baptisteries detached from the church, and the baptisteries

were the lineal descendants of the domed bathrooms in the

Roman thermae and the mansions of the Roman aristocracy.

Audlem Christeninsr Bowl
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CHAPTER V

CLASSIFICATION OF FONTS—SYMBOLISM

So much for the history of the font and its predecessors ; we
now turn to the classification of fonts. Here there is much
bewilderment and confusion. It is indeed very difficult to

reduce fonts into intelligible categories ; V'iollet-le-Duc went so

far as to deny the possibility of any classification at all. It is

probably best to classify fonts according to their external design,

and \.\\e fujidauientum divisionis is the character of their supports,

if any. First, they may be divided into unmounted fonts, and
fonts mounted on legs. Unmounted fonts rest directly on the

floor or on a plinth, without the interposition of pedestal or

shafts ; they may be divided into (i) cylindrical, (2) rectangular,

(3) polygonal fonts, (4) caldrons, (5) block fonts. Mounted fonts

may be subdivided into those of which the bowl rests on several

legs, and those in which it rests on one leg or pedestal.

Unmounted ioViX.'s, oi cylindrical tyi^o. may be {i') vertical^ as at St

Martin's, Canterbury (90), Cowlam (159), Kirkburn (161), Orleton

(182), Bessingby (38), Stoneleigh (137), VVansford (182), East
Haddon (187), Brighton (162), and Beckley (65), and such lead

fonts as those at Brookland and Dorchester. Or (2) they may be
barrel shaped ; i.e., they may bulge out in the centre ; e.g., Little

Billing (38), Avebury (140), Avington (142), Ringmore, Devon
;

Hulcott, Bucks.* Or (3) they may bulge inward ; e.g., Wolfham-
cote (38), Morwenstow (126). Or (4) they may be straight-sided,

but bucket-shaped ; e.g., Potterne (ill), \'Valsgrave-on-Sowe (148),

Porchester (154), Morville (180), Oxhill (141), Darenth (186),

Wyken, Congresbury (310), Brobury (152), Stanton P^itzwarren

(174), Berrington (136), Walberton (120), Avington (120), St

Pancras, P^xeter, Al[)hington (154), Silk VVilloughby (38); and
such lead fonts as those at Sandhurst and Tidenham. Or (5)
they may have the shape of an inverted bucket, a.'a at Smeaton and
Cottam (39), Yorkshire. Or (6) they may have the shape of a

* Way Collection, vol. ii.
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Innvl, as at Pinhoc, DcN'on, and at Coatcs, (jloiicestcM-. At Wirks-
woi'th (i 52) is a fine bowl, \\hich has recently been remounted.
The cylindrical unmounted t}pe of font is that found most
frequently in the eleventh and twelfth centuries ; a fact con-

sonant with the hypothesis that stone fonts were preceded by
circular fonts of wood.

Rectangular unmounted fonts are not so common ; those at

Hendon (148), Lenton (160), now a suburb of Nottingham,
Upleatham, and Reighton (39) are fine examples ; a sister

font to the last is at St Mark's Church, Marske—it was brought
from St Germain's Church, pulled down in 1820. At Shilton,

Oxon., is a font of which the bowl may well have been originally

a plain, unmounted, rectangular, Norman font (93).

Polygonal unmounted fonts are comparatively rare in Norman
days ; examples occur at Wimpole, Cambridge ; Perranzabuloe,

Cornwall; Witham-on-the-Hill, Lincolnshire; and at Goodman-
ham (121) and Mears Ashby (40).

Whatever their shape, from the thirteenth century onward,
fonts are usually mounted. To the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries, however, belong unmounted fonts at Goadby Marwood,
Leicester ; Exton, Rutland ; Torksey, Lincoln (224) ; and at

Bloxham (236), Burford (239), St Peter's, Northampton (232)

;

Patrington (230), Ewerby (90), T}'soe (239); and in the latter

half of the century at Poynings (236). There are unmounted
fonts of the fifteenth century at Bradfield, Lindfield, Carfax
Church, Oxford; Penshurst, Kent; and Pitminster;* while the

tub fonts at Darley Dale (276) and in Peterborough Museum
(266) are of Post-Reformation date.

The Caldron or bowl t)'pe in bronze seems to have been
quite common in Germany and the Netherlands in those cities

which had an advanced school of metal-work, e.g.^ Hildesheim
and Cologne. The famous font at Hildesheim is probably c.

1260; an example from Brandenburg (74) is illustrated. The
same man who made the bells also made the metal fonts ; and
no doubt many of these bronze fonts have been recast at

different periods, like the bells, into cannon.
The category of Block fonts includes several archaic fonts,

indeterminate in form ; neither circular, nor square, nor poly-

gonal. For these a separate category is useful. It includes

fonts formed by sinking a hollow in a trunk or root of a tree, as

in that found near Dinas Mowddwy (62) ; and also those in which
more or less circular block of stone was employed, which the

* This font formerly stood against the wall, and had one panel blank
;

when it was isolated, the panel was carved with the modern subject of Christ

blessing the little children.
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builders were unable to bring accurately to shape. A remark-

able and very large example of the latter is at Old Radnor (130).

Fonts betraying such backwardness of craftsmanship are

naturally most common in poor and remote districts ; several

from Scotland are described and figured by Mr Russell Walker.

Their rudeness of form raises a presumption of great antiquity
;

but here, as always, it is to be remembered that what is archaic

is not necessarily ancient. Nothing can be more rude and art-

less than the carvings of the font at Farningham, Kent ;
but

Knivelon Crick

they represent the Seven Sacraments, a subject which does not

occur on fonts till quite the later days of Gothic.

In Italy, the South of France, and Germany, the Church was

faithful to the traditions of the baptismal tank—the more so

because they retained in use numerous baptisteries—and fonts

were rarely mounted on legs.

The greater number of the unmounted fonts are rather large

and low.*^ This was necessary so long as adult baptism remained

at all common. If a font were tall or mounted on legs, an adult

would have considerable difficulty in climbing up into it, and

the priest would have to mount a pair of steps in order to be
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able to pour water on his head. Tall mounted fonts, however,

begin to appear in the twelfth century, and in Devon are a

common type.

A considerable number of Norman fonts, which once were

placed on the floor, have been mounted on a pedestal or on shafts

at a later period. This has been done frequently in modern
times, c.^., at Lilleshall, Walton (164), Belton (174), Stone (188),

Burnham Deepdale (190), and Preston (198). Sometimes this

was done in mediaeval days; e'.^., a Norman bowl rests on a

thirteenth century support at Chadsunt (90) ; on a fourteenth

century pedestal at Ingoldisthorpe (93) ; on a fifteenth century

pedestal at Braybrooke (93),

A certain number of fonts exist which may be regarded as

transitional in form between the unmounted and the mounted
font, in that though they are mounted, the supports are slill

quite low ; e.g:, Patricio (108) and Ubley (40).

Turning to fonts which are vwnntcd on legs, the obvious

classification is that which divides them into those which have

several legs, and those which have but one ;
fonts of the twelfth

and thirteenth centuries are normally of the former type
; those

of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries are normally of the latter.

In the twelfth century \\\q, polypod font was the more frequent.

The reason probably was that the tradition of the great tank

being still followed, fonts were made big, and could not easily

be poised on a pedestal ; and that if they were so poised, the

pedestal, in the case of plain fonts, such as those at Berrington

( 1 36) and Mevagissey (41 ), was heavy and unsightly in appearance.

The polypods may be divided into fonts in which the outer

legs are constructional, i.e., are present to sustain the corners of

the bowl, and those in which they are merely decorative. The
latter are particularly cominon in Cornwall ; e.g., St Cuby (^41).

These are regarded by M. Paul Saintenoy as a survival of the

colonnade, which, as we have said above, often supported the

ciborium of a baptismal tank. If so, they would be of great

interest. But it is simpler to account for their presence by
treating them as a reproduction for decorative purposes of the

shafts, which in fonts mounted on several legs were constructional

in purpose, being placed there to support the table or bowl which
formed the upper part of the font. This is borne out by the fact

that decorative legs occur on unmounted fonts also, e.g., Reighton,

Yorkshire (39), and Preston, Suffolk (198), where there cannot

be in the design an}' reminiscence of the baptistery colon-

nade. Circular mounted fonts so designed occur at Aswarby
and Helpringham, Lincolnshire; Buckfastleigh, Devon (41);
octagonal ones at Perranzabuloe, Cornwall (twelfth century),
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St Cuby, Cornwall (thirteenth century) (41), Kea, Cornwall.*

Boconnoc, Cornwall (fifteenth century), and elsewhere.

Mounted fonts with several legs, all constructional, may
again be subdivided into those in which the outer legs are

detached and those in which they are engaged. The former is

much the larger class. It includes all the fonts from Tournai ; e.g.,

Winchester (169), Southampton (170), Lincoln (172), and East

Meon (166). Other early examples occur; e.g., Palgrave (92),

Isle Abbots (32), Burnham Norton (148), and Crambe (148), all

of the twelfth century. These have been regarded as derivatives

from, and therefore subsequent
in date to those of Tournai.

But this is hardly possible in

cases like the above, occurring

in districts where no Tournai
font ever existed. The normal
number of detached shafts was
five, of which the central one
was very massive : sometimes,

however, a smaller number is

found, as at Swin ford (41),

and at Shernborne (frontis-

piece) ; sometimes a larger

number ; e.g., there are one
central and eight outer sup-

ports at South Wootton (192)
and Stow (42). In the font at

Stoke Canon, Devon (180), the

corner shafts take the form of

extraordinarily archaic cary-

atides. In several cases the

bowl of the font is made to

rest on grotesque monsters
;

evil spirits harnessed to the

service of the Church like the

lions which carry many a twelfth century portico in Lombardy
;

e.g., at Crick, Northants (44). But even in the twelfth centurj'

the supports were sometimes engaged ; e.g., in the beautiful font

of North Newbald, Yorkshire (42), and in that of Beverley

Minster ofencrinital marble from Frosterley (147). Engaged
shafts arc common in Derbyshire fonts of the thirteenth cen-

tury ; e.g., at Ashbourne (214), Bradley (214), Kniveton (44),

and Norbury ; also at Etchingham, Sussex (219).

But though the polypods were by far the most frequent in

* Photograph by Mr G. Le Blanc Smith in Reliquary, x. 207.

Poltimore
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the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, nevertheless the vwnopod
or pedestal font was b\- no means rare. An interesting set of
examples illustrates the gradual stages b}' which the unmounted
font developed in the twelfth century into the monopod or

pedestal.

At Poltimore (46) the font is simpl}^ a stone bucket with a

pair of roll moldings, set close together, encircling it midway
;

at Congresbury (310) the bowl is encircled by a single band of

cable. At Kilpeck (48) the stoup is a variant of fonts of which
that at Wolfhamcote (38) is a type ; i.e., it is a stone tub
with an internal bulge. At Dunkeswell (48) the waist of the

tub is contracted a little, and round it runs a waistband of inter-

lacings, dividing the font into two parts. At Kiljoeck (48) the

waist is still more constricted by a heavy roll molding ; and the
stoup is divided into two portions. Similarly the archaic font

at Bere Regis (48) is divided into two portions. Mevagissey (41)
also is bipartite; but there are two waistbands, the upper a roll,

the lower a cable, disposed in otiose fashion round the central

part of the shaft. Bideford font (48) also has but two divisions
;

but the two bands of cable are correctly disposed at the top
and bottom of the shaft. Then a most important step forward
is taken at Eastrington (49), where, though the waistband is

retained in the abnormal form of a shelf scalloped below, a double
base is added, so that at last the font consists of three divisions,

base, shaft, bowl.

Henceforth the tripartite type persists in nearly all pedestal

fonts. As a rule, moreover, the disposition of a column is copied,

by which the foot of the column has a roll molding, and
its top a necking. At South Brent (49) and Molland (49) the
design is still imperfect, the necking being lacking. At Lanreath

(145) is another transitional example. At Binstcd (49) the font

is correctly designed with base, shaft with upper and lower roll,

and bowl ; so also Castle Rising (i//). At Stanstead (50) and at

Kirkby (141) the upper band is a cable, the lower a roll. (At
Kirkby the shaft is a modern restoration ; its necking and base
are original.) Finally comes the beautifully designed font at

Hartland (50), with square bowl, circular shaft with upper and
lower cables, and spreading circular base resting on a scjuare

plinth
;
a simpler version of this, almost devoid of carxing, is to

be seen in other churches in Devon.
In the above examples the development takes the form of

the introduction of a pedestal between the support and the bowl.
But there was an alternative and very interesting mode of
development. Starting (Mice more with Kilpeck (48) and South
Milton (136), it will be noticed that the upper portion is bowl
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shaped, as at Wirksworth (152) and Coates, Gloucester ; but that

the bowl is shallow. At Chaddesley Corbett,* Worcester (55), the

bowl is shallower still, and the design consists, in the main, of a

large upright bowl resting on a small inverted bowl. Very
similar in design are the fonts of Castle Frome (52) and
Eardisley, Herefordshire (53), almost as if they came from the

same hand ; that at Shobdon, Herefordshire (54J, is a variant, and
therefore probably later. Another pair of Norman chalice fonts,

again evidently both from^.the ^same hand, are to be seen at

Eydon, Northants (5S), and Houghton Regis, Beds. ; both have

Stanstead Hartland

fluted bowls ; both have scrollwork round the rim ; in both the

lower bowl takes the form of an inverted cushion capital, and
contains panels of conventional foliage ; on which grounds they

may be assigned to the closing years of the twelfth, or the first

years of the thirteenth century. Both these fonts may be deri-

vatives from the font at Aylesbury, Bucks. (56), where the

ornament is more Romanesque in type, and therefore earlier.

* Cf. the chalice font at Stottesdon, Salop, illustrated in Cranage's
Churches of Shropsliirc ; and that at Wolborough, Devon.
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This is the cJief-d\vuvrc of the Norman chalice fonts.* At Ubley,

Somerset (40), the lower bowl is discarded in favour of a molded
base with the "spur" ornament ; the bowl itself takes the form

of an undivided cushion capital. At Holdgate, Salop (54), also,

the inverted lower bowl is absent, and the upper bowl rests on a

molded shaft and plinth. The ornamentation of the bowl

connects it with the work at Chaddesley Corbett and Castle

Frome. After this, the chalice font disappears not to return till

under Renaissance auspices (page 269).

In the thirteenth century pedestal fonts are much more rare
;

the normal type supplied from Purbeck has five legs. But

from the fourteenth century onwards, the monopod became the

normal type of English font; and not only was the pedestal

elongated, but the whole font was often raised on an imposing

flight of steps, e.g., Laxfield (89).

Classification of Font Bowls

The above seems the classification best suited for our l^iglish

fonts ; the merit of it is the general agreement which it shows with

the historical evolution of the font as presented in the preceding

chapter. Other classifications have been proposed, based on the

plan or shape of the bowl of the font.

In the first place, fonts may be classified according to the

plan of the interior of the bowl. Some bowls are circular,

some sc[uare, some octagonal ; the bowl of the Lenton font (160)

has a curious quatrefoiled form. But as at least 99 in 100 are

circular, this classification is not particularly helpful.

Two other modes of classif)'ing fonts have been proposed.

They may be classified either according to the form of the under

surface of the slab or according to the plan of its upper surface.

The first method of subdivision of mounted fonts arranges these

as tabular and cup fonts. Tabii/ar fonts are those in which the

bowl is hollowed out of a block which underneath is flat, and

cup fonts arc those in which the form of the bowl ajjpears in the

under surface of the upper part of the font. The latter is a

favourite form in fonts exported from Tournai ; otherwise it

is not common in England, except in Cornwall, where it is

characteristic (200). It has been suggested that the form of these

is really a rendering in stone of a font constructed like a wash-

stand having in the centre a hollow to contain a basin. Metal

* There is a fine chalice font at Holt, Worcester, illustrated by Paley.

This type is characteristic in Buckinehamshire, e.g., Aylesbury, Little

Missenden, Great Kimble, IMedlow, and Weston Turville.
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basins, esi)eciall}' of lead, ma\' well have been employed as fonts

after this fashion. If the basin was of lead, being flexible, it

would be necessar)', when a child or adult stood in it, to support

its surface below. This may perhaps explain the design of fonts

with convex bowls supported by one stout central column and
four corner shafts. Examples are Leiston, Suffolk (59) ; Leighton

Buzzard, Bedford; and Belaugh, Norfolk; Ratby, Leicestershire;

l^aton Bray, Bedford (210); in addition to the two groups of

Tournai and Cornish fonts, such as Winchester (169) and St

Cuby (41). Mounted fonts of the tabular type are very

common ; e.g., Palgrave (92) and Ashby (74), Suffolk, and Hart-

land, Devon (50).

Fonts may also be classified according to the plan of their

upper slab. It may be rectangular, or circular, or octagonal, or

pentagonal, as at Hollington, Sussex, a solitary example, or

hexagonal, as at Market Bosworth, Leicester; Rolvenden, Kent;

Bredon, Worcester ; Heckington and Ewerby (90), Lincolnshire,

and many other churches. Most frequently it is octagonal. It

ma}' have seven sides, as at Great Bowden, Leicester, Little

Bowden, Northants; Chaddesden, Derbyshire; Elmswell, Suffolk;

Hundleby, Lincolnshire; Ipsley, Warwickshire; Warndon,
Worcester ; or nine sides, as at Orleton, Herefordshire (182) ; or

ten sides, as at Gravenshurst and Tingrith, Bedfordshire ; or it

may have twelve sides, as at Patrington, Yorkshire ;
Meppershall

ancl Old Warden, Bedfordshire. It may even have fifteen sides,

as at Stainburn, Yorkshire ; or sixteen, as at Hull (238).

SVM HOLISM

Round the shape of the font, symbolists have disported

themselves greatly, especially when that form happens to be

an octagon. In verses attributed to St Ambrose we are told

that the tank is octagonal, " Octagonus fans est',' and that the

baptistery is also octagonal, and the reason for it

—

" Hoc niiincro dcciiit sacri Baptismatis aitlai/i

Sm^i^ere, qua popiilis vera Salus rcdiit

Luce resi/ixc/itis Clirisfi, qui ctaustnr rcsolvit

Mortis ct a tuinutis suscipit cxauiincs^''

the reason being that it was desired that both the building and

the tank should embody the fact that Our Lord rose from the

grave eight days after the Crucifixion. If so, the symbolism
would be expressive of the Resurrection (see Romans vi. 4
and Colossians ii. \2\ A reason given more frequently is

that since the old world and the old man were created in seven

II
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days, the new world of grace and regeneration and the new man
must have been created on the eighth day, of which facts the

octagonal form of the font is an outward and visible sign. It

may be suggested that the octagonal form of the font is simply

a survival of the octagonal form so often selected for bathrooms in

Pagan Rome, the octagon and the circle being easy forms to roof

with a dome. It is curious, too, if it was desired to adopt some
sacred number for the sides of the font, that the number 8, to which
little importance is attached in symbolism, should be favoured

out of all proportion to such well-known sacred numbers as

3, 4, 5, and 7. It is to be noted that the mystical pentagon
is said to appear only in one single font, and that the hexagon
is rare in fonts, but equally common in chalices. If the hexagonal
form is symbolical, why does it appear so much more in the

chalice than in the font? The circular font is held to symbolise

the fact that in baptism imperfect man is made perfect ;
one

would like to know what the symbolism is of the oval fonts of

Brington, Huntingdon, and Bradford, Devon.* The symbolist

cannot be allowed to pick out one or two forms at pleasure ; all

forms, or none, are symbolical. If he asserts that there is

symbolism in the form of fonts circular or eight-sided, he must be

prepared to explain also the .symbolism of fonts with 4, 5, 6, 7, 10,

12, 15, 16 sides. Moreover, if symbolism attaches to the form

of the slab of the font, why does it appear so little in the orna-

ment and figure sculpture of its sides, where it could so readily

and clearly tell its talc? Again, from about the middle of the

fifteenth century a ver\' favourite type of font was that represent-

ing the Seven Sacraments. Nevertheless, though the sacraments

are seven in number, all these fonts are eight-sided, though this

left an awkward compartment, filled in in various ways. It was
not that the craftsmen could not cut a block seven-sided ; there

are seven sided bowls still in existence, given above. No doubt
one main reason for the gradual disuse of the square and circular

forms is that which led to the disuse of the square abacus and
circular pier of Romanesque, an artistic, not a religious reason.

These forms were dropped almost universally after the thirteenth

century, and the question vvas, which polygonal form should

supersede them? In the case of fonts the choice usually fell on

the octagon, partly because it had behind it the tradition of the

octagonal tank and octagonal baptistery, partly because it is a

more graceful form than its rivals, the pentagon and hexagon,

or any other polygon ; chiefly, doubtless, because an octagon

is easier to draw than a pentagon, or heptagon, or any other

* The oval form is common in the fonts of Anglesea, e.g.^ Llanfair

Cvvmmwd.
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polygon, and accommodates itself more easily to a basin of

circular shape. Its chief rival is the hexagon, of which Air

Combe collected twenty examples, without at all exhausting

the number. When the rarer forms, such as the pentagon, or

hexagon, or heptagon, do occur, it may well have been that

the block had already in the rough live, six, or seven sides,

and that it would have been difficult, or perhaps impossible,

to cut it into an octagon.

Leiston
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CHAPTER VI

FONTS WITH APPENDAGES AND ACCESSORIES

We have seen above that the statements of St Thomas Aquinas
and Duns Scotus make it clear that submersion had come to be

preferred to affusion by the thirteenth century. When an infant

was so baptized, the hallowed water in which it had been
immersed was used again and again. But in time there seems
to have grown up a certain scruple about allowing the drippings

from the child's head or from its body to return into the hallowed

water contained in the bowl of the font. To prevent this, alter-

native expedients were adopted. Usually a partition of stone or

lead was inserted inside the bowl of the font ; one division was
filled with hallowed water, over the other the child to be baptized

was held so that the drippings might pass into the dry half of

the bowl, from which they were conveyed away by a drain
;

" ita lit baptisandi infantes possint niiiigerc in alteriuii latus aqua
benedicta vacuum" says a text of 1526 quoted by M. Enlart.

An authority sometimes quoted for the above practice is the

fourth Council of Milan in the middle of the sixteenth century.

The Ambrosian ritual says, " Baptisuio expleto, parocJius aqua
manus aiiibas solus lavabit . . . aquaiu abiutionis in sacrarimn

( = piscina) .y/rt//;// effundet''' \ but this refers not to the disposal

of the drippings from the child's head, but to the water in which
the hands have been washed. More to the point is the Rituale

Roiiianum under ^^ De Forma Baptisvii" which says, '' Ne aqua
ex infantis capite in fontem, sed vel in sacrarium baptisierii

prope ipsiun fontem exstnictiim dejiitat, atit in aliquo vase ad
hunc iisiini paiato rccepta, in ipsius baptisierii vel in ccclesiae

saci'ariuni effundalur" ; z>., " The water from the child's head

is not to be allowed to drip into the font. Either it is to drip

into a piscina built adjoining the font, or it is to be caught

in some vessel provided for the purpose and poured into a

piscina near the font, or into some other piscina in the church."

The above alternative would be satisfied by providing a font with
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a partitioned bowl, or one with two bowls. To the conimun use

of fonts with two bowls is clue the fact that the French term

for font, yf:^^^' haptismaux, [<> in the plural number; hence, too,

such phrases as teniJ' iin enfant sur Ics fonts, " to stand s[)ons()r."

M. de Caumont remarks that as a rule the partition is of sub-

sequent date to the font, and that " partitioned fonts " seem not

to come into use in France till the fifteenth century. Nowadays
partitioned fonts are employed in Catholic churches in Great

Britain and Ireland, Canada, the United States, and the

Colonies. A L^reat font with a partition has recently been

placed in Westminster Cathedral. Of these "partition fonts"

we do not seem to have any ancient example in England.

The alternative was to add a smaller and lower bowl to the

old font ; the object of the new one being simply to catch the

drippings. Sometimes the small bowl had a separate pedestal,

as at Lanmeur and St Pol de Leon (Finistere)
;
sometimes there

was not a separate pedestal, but both the large and the small bowl

were hollowed out of the same block, as at Chirens (Isere) (62),

and in the block font found in a bog near Dinas Mowddwy,
Merioneth, and preserved in Pengwern Hall, Denbighshire (62).

The lower font, says M. Jos. Maillet,* in speaking of th.e font of

Cherise, near Le Mans, "is that above which was placed the head

of the child, as is done still, when the baptismal water is poured

on it. This font is of the seventeenth or eighteenth centur}^ and
is not divided into two parts b}- a partition." A similar font

exists in the church of Dinant on the Meuse. Of these diminu-

tive fonts with independent pedestals we possess no e.xamples.

The ritual with regard to the disposal of the drip was carried

yet one step further. In modern Catholic churches the sacristan

may still be seen holding a glass vessel to receive the drippings

from the child's head. This is in accordance with the Pontificale

Roniamini, 1 85 2, iii. 463, which says :
" aqua qnae ex capite baptisati

defluit . . . recipiatur in siihjecta aliqiicx pelvi'' ; "the drippings

from the child's head are to be caught in a basin placed under
it "

; these drippings are nowadays emptied out of the vessel into a

piscina having a drain leading into consecrated soil.f In medi;eval

wills there are numerous bequests of silver basins for fonts ; it

has been suggested these were intended to be used to catch the

drippings. One was given, with a ewer, to Stoke in 151 1. "To
the Church of .Stoke a bason and a ewer of pewter for the

* Rcvuc dc VArl cJircticn^ 1890.

+ The writer is indebted to Miss Emma Swann for valuable assistance

readily rendered. Her paper on " Fonts of Unusual .Shapes, with Ap-
pendaj,res," in the Proceedings of the Oxford ArcJutectiiral and Historical

Society, 1887, is the classical authority on the subject.
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font."* But an entry in the clnuchwardens' accounts at Graves-

end for 1528 makes it probable that the basin was i^iven for a

different purpose, viz., for the sponsors to wash their hands after

the ceremon\-. " To the Church of Grauisend a bason and a ewer
to washe in the cristyninc^ of children ; William Wade, bruar."f

It is not unknown to find a so-called stoup containing a drain

inside one of the lateral doorways of a church and not far from

the font ; there is one at Wiggenhall St Peter, Norfolk, in the

south wall of the na\'e, 4 feet from the west wall. I
There is a

remarkable example at Cro)'land (63), where, hard by the font,

is an ancient piscina which apparently was built into the tower

wall about the time that the font was erected. In such a case

it is possible that the |)iscina is realh^ the drain into which, after

Croyland

a baptism, the drippings caught in a basin were poured so that

they might pass out into consecrated ground. It might also be

used for the disposal of the water in which the sponsors washed
their hands after a baptism. In two Swedish churches, Bjorland

(62) and Safve, there is a small cup-like hollow containing a

drain at the /msr of the f )nt, and in it is a small vessel which
could be taken out and u^cd to receixe the drippings, which then

would be poured into the hollow at the base of the font. In one
Yorkshire church, Nun Monkton (62), the font has a small hollow

in precisel}- this position. Or the little cup-shaped hollow may
* Tcsta))ienta Ciuif/mia, West Kent, ~]).

t Ibuf., 29.

\ There is one at Lastingliam, Yorkshirt', Init it came from tlie crypt.
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project from the rim, as at Dinas Mowddvvy, Wales (62)

;

Cosseuil (Loire) ; Clisson (Loire Inferieure). Or a small bowl
may be hollowed inside the large bowl of the font proper, as in

Prince's Tower, Jersey (64). Or the little cup may occur on one
side of the bowl of the font, like a kangaroo's pouch, as at St
Nicholas de Macherin and Chirens (Isere) (62), Ouimper
(F'inistcre), and the disused Church of St Martin, Exeter {66).*'

'
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It is possible that several such bowls have been sawn off the
fonts when the ritual with respect to the disposal of the drippings
fell into disuse and a secondary bowl was no longer required.

At Shipton-on-Cherwell, Oxfordshire, there are marks of a mutila-

* For the drawing of this font I am indebted to Miss Edith K. Prideaux,
who ascertained by a probe that there is a drain leading downward and
inward from the cup.
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tion of this sort, and others are found ; but they must not be
confounded with mutilati(Mis caused when the staples were
wrenched out of a bowl to which formerly was attached a

font cover.

The h^rench examples of fonts with a secondary bowl appear
all to be of late date. M. Enlart quotes seventeen of the

Flamboyant period—these are of commonest occurrence in

Rrittan}-—and four of the Renaissance period.

It may be objected that neither in the Rite of Sarum nor

elsewhere is there mention of any such method of disposal of the

drippings from the child's head. The omission is certainly

remarkable. But there is evidence that the practice was in

vogue in the eighteenth ccntur)- and later. Thus Hone found a

small basin in a large bowl at West Wickham (page 273). And
at Essendon (272), in addition to the great earthenware bowl,

there is a small gilt basin which, when in use, is placed on the

wooden support which is shown on the floor in the photograph,

but which, at a baptism, is placed inside the Wedgwood bowl.

Plainly both at West Wickham and at Essendon the practice

was to use a small vessel for affusion, and a large one to receive

the drijjpings. It is true that this ritual may have been adopted

in late days merely for convenience, but it is also possible that

it is ;i survival of Pre-Reformation usage.

In this connection, certain other curious appendages ma}- be

mentioned. The bowl of the font of St John's Hospital, Canter-

bury, has handles, though it is a large circular stone bowl

mounted on a pedestal. In three cases, Beckley, Oxon. (65), and
Wraxall (65) and Yatton (65), Somerset, there is a stone desk

affixed to a wall or pillar near the font. i\t Gillingham, Kent,

also, there is a book rest. At Youlgreave, Derbyshire, is a

remarkable font, with an appendage not containing a drain,

beneath which, in the illustration (64), is seen peeping out the

head of a dragon or of a salamander. This a|)pendage ma}-

have supported a basin to catch the drippings from the child's

head.* The circular Norman font at Rainham. Essex, has a

small bracket attached to the rim of a circular bowl, and the

remains of another similar one opposite.f In the fourteenth

century font of Sutton Bonnington, Notts., there are three

angular brackets projecting from the rim, two small and one

* This font has a curious history. It was originally in the neighbouring-

chayjel-of-ease at Elton. This was wrecked by the fall of the spire, and its

font was removed to his garden by the Vicar of Youlgreave in 1838. In

1848 a new base and new shafts were provided for it, and it was placed in

Youlgreave Church. In 1870 the Elton people claimed it, but they were
pacified by the present of a facsimile of it.—W. M.

+ I*"aNtnn font has on one side a recess 2^ inches square.
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larger, not hollowed, but flush with the rim ; the priest's step

remains, and its position shews that the larger bracket at a

baptism would be to the left of the celebrant, and might well

have supported a basin to catch the drippings from the head of

the infant resting on the sponsor's left arm ; the other two,

perhaps, supported the cruets of the holy oil.* At Feniton,

Devon (68), is another font ^^ith a shelf corbelled out on one
side of the bowl, to support a basin or a clirismatory ; the

lettering and the inscription are modern, but not the projection.

At Odiham, Hampshire (i 1 1), a font apparently of the thirteenth

century has an oblong projection on one side of the rim of

the bowl, in which is hollowed a small trough. Since there are

two holes in the bottom of the trough to the exterior, it is hardly

likely to be a piscina ; it may indicate that either a font desk
or a font cover was formerly fastened here. The font of Pitsford,

Northants (68), has a projection from the rim forming a ledge,

in which are four small holes. In these may have been fixed a

desk ; not the hinge of a font cover, for a staple of the font cover

remains, and is not opposite to the ledge.

Frequently such an appendage as that at Youlgreave has

been supposed to be a chrismatory, i.e., a locker to hold the

cruet of holy oil with which the catechumen was anointed

previous to baptism. This may be so, for lock-up cupboards
occasionally existed near the font; e.g., Tadcaster Church, before

it was pulled down in 1875, had such a cupboard or chrismator}-

at the south-west corner of the north aisle with some of its

woodwork and ironwork remaining. There is a locker in the

same position at Burford, Oxon.; another in the north wall of the

north aisle at Tilbrook, Bedfordshire ; and a double one in the

north wall of the \\est tower of Walpole St Andrew, Norfolk.

At Leverton in 1541 there was paid eightpence for one lock,

two bands and two hooks for the chrismatory, and fourteen

pence for making of the chrismatory door.f Probably the cruet

containing the three holy oils,+ and that containing the salt, were
more often kept in the sacristy, for we hear of an " olde Clothe

of Silk for beriii the Crysiiiatorye to the Pfounte." At Eastertide
there was always a solemn procession to the font, in which the

chrismatory was carried wrapped up in a " Siidaiy',' which in

* EttgUsli Church Fi/r?2itiirc, 173.
t Micklethwaite's Onunnefits 0/ the Rul'ric, p. 48.

; The term "chrismatory" seems to be apphed ahke to this cruet and to

the locker, where such existed, in which were placed the requisites for

baptism, viz, the cruet of oil, the cruet of salt, a candle, and a ewer, basin,
and napkin ; the last three being for the sponsors to wash and dry their
hands after taking the child from the font.
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one church was of " red sarcynett',' in another of ''gnni tartenie

ffringed with silke on both ends'' On the other hand, a stand on
which the cruets could be placed till the ceremonies of baptism
were completed would be convenient. This may explain the

fact that an open niche or a ledge is not infrequently found in the

wall near which the font is placed. Such wall niches occur at

Rudford, Gloucester; St Mildred, Canterbury ; Thoydon Garnon,
Essex ; Portbur}', Somerset. Sometimes there is a niche or a

ledge in a pier, e.g., Tamw^orth and Lechlade (70). In the latter,

however, the niche more probably enclosed a statuette. In Kent
it was common to place the font close to the western side of one
of the western piers ; and just above the rim of the font a deep,

spherical triangle or other shape is worked in the pier at

Tonge, Hucking, and Sturry ; in the last the font has been
moved from its original position. Where, however, the niche or

ledge contains a drain, or where its upper surface is not flat, it

cannot have been used as a chrismatory. Beside the cruet of oil

there was one of salt ; and the priest taking a little of the latter,

put it in the mouth of the child, saying, " Receive the salt of

wisdom." Also the nose and ears of the child were anointed

with saliva. This ma}- explain the curious inscription, " Sal
et Saliva" on the font of St Margaret, Ipswich.

In several churches, what look like diminutive fonts may be

seen. Some of these fontlets are too large for use as hand fonts.

One is now placed in Hovcringham Church (68), and is used as a

font. It was found among the ruins of Thurgarton Priory (its

supports are modern). It is much too small to have been a font

originall)-; and, indeed, up to 1897, it had no drain; probably
it was a hoi}- water stoup. A remarkable example was found
walled uj) at h\)rdington St George, Dorset (72) ; it has a drain

through the bottom plugged with lead, and may have been a

[jiscina converted at some later period into a holy water stoup.*

Some of these fontlets are quite small. Mr F. T. S. Houghton
describes two in Conway Church (72) ; one was found among
church lumber in an attic at the vicarage, the other was built

into an ancient wall ; another was seen at Newton Regis, in the

rectory backyard ; another at Elmley Castle, Worcester. At
West Rounton, Yorkshire, is another small one, which, having
been placed on the rim of the font for photographic purposes, has

been supposed to be a hand font, intended to be carried to private

houses where baptism was to be administered in emergency ; for

which purpose, however, it is far too heavy. Other such fontlets

may be seen at Penmon Church, Anglesea, and Wenden Vicarage,

Essex. It has also been suggested that such fontlets were some-
* At Cherbiiry, Salop, is a stoup used as a font.
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times placed inside the bowl of the big font, in support of which
may be adduced the fact that several wills contain bequests of

silver basins to be placed and used inside fonts. This was so

not onl}' after the Reformation, e.g:, at Audlcm in Cheshire, but

also in some of the later mediaeval churches. Many, however,

of these fontlets and stoups—at any rate when they are of hard

stone, and show wear from a pestle—are nothing but domestic

utensils. Many such are preserved in provincial museums ; e.£:,

at Carlisle. " Every homestead once possessed its mortar or

mortars, usually ribbed at the angles, wherein vegetables, &c.,

were pounded for domestic use, or meal for the pigs. Many of

these have found their way into the House of God under the

fond belief that they are discarded holy water stoups. In the

churchyard of the once sand-buried church of St Enodock,
Cornwall, is a row of mediseval stone mortars, of various sizes

and dates, flanking the path to the porch ; they were found in

the neighbouring sand hills, and placed here under the idea that

they were all holy water stoups."*

* Eiii^UsJi CJiiircli Furuiiiirc, 239.
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CHAPTER VII

METAL AND OTHER FONTS

Gold and Silver Fonts

The material of the font has never been confined to stone.

Edmund Rich, Archbishop of Canterbury, lays down that the

font shall be of stone, or any other suitable material. The history

of St Silvester, in the Liber Pontificalis (314-335), states that

the Emperor Constantine gave to his church at Ostia, "pelvein

c.v argento ad baptisvnim pens. lib. XX.'^' i.e.., a silver basin for

baptism weighing 20 lbs. The weight implies that the vessel

must have been a font. At Canterbury there was once a font of

silver, which used to be sent for when royal children were to be
baptized, as the following direction shows :

" Hoiv the ChnrcJi

shall be arraied againste the Christenuige. Then must the fonte

of Siluer that is at Canterbury be sent for, or els a new fonte made
of purpose."* Queen Elizabeth gave two golden fonts, one to

Mary, Queen of Scotland, the other to Charles IX. of France,

each costing ;^i,ooo. At St Mary Catel, Guernsey, is a very
small font of silver, bearing the date 1729. At High VV}'combe,
Bucks., is a silver-gilt font, dated 1760. A magnificent silver

font and stand was disposed of at the Marquis of Hastings' sale

in 1869. On one side it had the royal arms of England, on the

other the family arms of the Marquis. It realised ^1,200.

Bronze Fonts

In Hol)'ro(xl was a font of brass or copper {c/iprciii/i) in which
the children of the kings of Scotland used to be baptized. In

1544 it was carried off by Sir Richard Lea, captain of the English
pioneers, and presented to St Alban's. It was afterwards
destro}'ed by the Roundheads.f The illustration from Little

(jidding, Huntingdon (74), shows the brass font presented b_\-

* Legg and Hope's liivcutoi ics of CduUrlniry.
t Simpson's Fonts., \iii.
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Nicholas Ferrar in 1626 for the little, desecrated church which
he had restored for a community numbering with their servants

some forty persons, and known far and wide as the " Protestant

Nunnery." His manor house was destroyed in the Civil War.
The chapel, restored in 1848, has perhaps the most interesting

interior and fittings of Post-Reformation date in England. Mr
Shorthouse has minutely described it in John Inglesant. The
gift of the font is specially mentioned in Peckard's IVIevwirs of
Nicholas Ferrar : " A new font was provided, the leg, laver, and
cover all of brass, handsomely and expensively wrought and
carved." Abroad many magnificent examples of bronze fonts

remain, several of early date, e.g., St Bartholomew, Liege (11 12),

Hildesheim (1260), and St Katherine's, Brandenburg (74).

Pewter P^onts

Nor were pewter fonts unknown. Pro-

fessor Church found a pewter font at Cir-

encester of thirteenth century design. St
Giles-in-the-Fields, London, was provided
with a pewter font in 1644.*

Brick P\jnts

A few examples are of brick, lined

with lead
; e.g., Potter Heigham, Norfolk,

has a fine example in brick, which seems to

have been covered with concrete (74). Sir

Stephen Glynne in 1859 found a brick font

at Kenardington, Kent. At Stratford and Chignall Smealy,
Essex, there are brick fonts. The absence of stone in Essex
led to a more frecjuent use of brick for building purposes than
elsewhere. At Chignall Smealy, the brick font stands on the

oricrinal brick floor.

Efenechtyd

Wooden P^onts

A few fonts, wholly or in part of wood, survive. One is the
appendage font found near Dinas Mowddvvy {62), another is at

Efenechtyd, Denbighshire {76). There is a fine oak font, c. 1500,
at Marks Tey, Essex (78). Another exists at Ash, near Alder-
shot, but nothing seems to be known of its history (78). Sir

* IVIasse's Pewter Plate, 02.
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Stephen Glynne described the font at Kingstone, Kent, as beinL,^

of wood. At Longdon, Worcester, a wooden font, once in use

there, now does duty as a bookstand, and carries an old Bible

and Jewell's Apology. An old wooden font, formerly in Badsey

Church, Worcester, is in the vestibule of Lord Sandys' house at

Ombersley. At Claydon, Oxford, there is said to be a wooden
font. At Chobham, Surrey, is a lead font with wooden panels.

At Hoare, Kent, and Ashby, Suffolk (74), are thirteenth cen-

tury stone fonts with wooden legs. At Westley, Essex, in 1297,

there was a '' baptisteriinii ligiieuui fiiicns in arrea per stipain','

i.e., a wooden tub discharging by a bunghole on to the pavement.

An inventory of the chapel of Temple Balsall shows that in

1538 it had "a ffauntstone of tymber lyned with lede, with a

small berr of iron over." At Dodington, Gloucester, a wooden

Renaissance chalice of fine and unusual design has lately been

sold for £^. M. Enlart mentions other examples, all very late in

date, in the Christiania Museum ; at Zella, near Mulhouse ;
at

Montpezat, Tarn et Garonne; and at Hainichen, Saxe-x^ltcnburg.

Lead Fonts

A considerable number of fonts are of lead. The majority

of them belong to the late twelfth or early thirteenth century,

but there is no period at which they do not occur ; the latest of

them, that of Aston Ingham, bears the date 1689. Many
doubtless have been melted, but there still remain twenty-nine

examples, ofwhich no less than eight are in Gloucestershire.* One
of the lead fonts, now vanished, was at Great Plumstead, Norfolk ;

it melted when the church was burnt down. Others were melted

down by the vicar and churchwardens ; e.g., that of Clifton

Hampden, "because it was unshapely"; so also those at

Chilham, Kent, Hassingham, Norfolk, and St Nicholas-at-Wade,

Kent, the last in the "restoration" of 1878; others doubtless

were turned into bullets. The Wareham font appears to be

in one solid piece ; a few are constructed with only one seam
;

one has two seams, one has three ; the great majority have four

seams. Of the twenty-nine left ten are made from three patterns

;

of the eight Gloucestershire fonts six are from the same mould.

The method employed in making these fonts was probably to

cast tlieni Hat, afterwards bend them into the required circular

* The chief publications on '' Leadefi Fonts" are papers by Dr Alfred

C. Fryer in the Arch. Journal, Ivii. 40, and Ixiii. 97 ; by Mr Lawrence
Weaver in the Burlington Magazine, viii. 246 ; by J. Lewis Andre in the

Sussc.v Collections, xx.xii. 75 ; and Professor Lethaby's Leaihoork, c. viii.
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form, and then solder them up. The edges which have been so

joined are clearly seen at l^xlburton and Pyecombe, Sussex, and
at Long Wittenham, Berks. (85), where the patterns are mutilated

by the soldering". The figures and ornaments are often facsimiles.

In these cases it is likely that a single pattern was first carved

in wood, and then impressed on the sand mould as often as

required. The practice was a common one in the cast-iron

works of Sussex.* The bowl of the font at Ashover, Derb}'shire

(82), is of stone, but is cased in lead. The font at Parham,
Susse.x, has the inscription IHC NAZAREN repeated twelve

times ; it is c. 135 i.

Several of these fonts, ^.^., the six identical fonts in Gloucester-

shire, have been ascribed to Pre-Conquest da}'s, on the ground
that they contain so much Anglo-Saxon scrollwork. But a

leading principle in archa^-ology, which archaeologists persistently

disregard, is that an object must be dated, not by the evidence of

early work, but b}' the evidence of late work seen in it. It is

common enough, in the lazy and conservative habit of the human
mind, to copy older detail ; it is not common, nor indeed hardly
possible, to introduce detail which as yet is in the w^omb of the

future. And an art in which moulds are employed (whether
they be for leadwork or for iron), for mere motives of economy
and meanness, long goes on perpetuating ancient patterns.

In any case such Pre-Conquest dates as have been assigned

by Professor Freeman and Dr Ormerod are quite out of the

question. None of the following fonts are likely to be earlier

than the closing years of the twelfth or the early years of the

following century : P'rampton, Siston, Oxenhall, Tidenham,
Lancaut (now at Sidbury Park), Sandhurst, Walton-on-the-Hill,

Ashover, Dorchester, Kdburton, Pyecombe, Barnetb)-; Brookland
looks rather earlier, but is too elaborate to be so. To full

thirteenth century work probably belong Brundall, Burghill,

Long Wittenham, and Childrey ; if the lead bowl at Wareham
is of the same date as the pedestal, it also belongs to the

thirteenth century.

The following classification of the designs of leaden fonts

follows in the main that of Mr Lawrence Weaver :

—

A. In many fonts the chief feature is a large arcade, generally

with prominent figures under the arches, viz., Frampton-on-
Severn (81), Siston, Oxenhall, Tidenham (81), Lancaut, and
Sandhurst (82), Gloucestershire— all from the same mould

;

Ashover, Derbyshire (82) ; Dorchester, Oxon. (83) ; Walton-on-
the-Hill, Surrey (83) ; and Wareham, Dorset (84), which differs

from the rest in being hexagonal.

* Sussex Collections, xwii. 76.
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B. Some fonts are arcaded, but possess other important

decoration, eg., Brookland, Kent (80) ;
Warborough, Oxfordshire;

Long VVittenham, Berks. (85); Edburton and Pyecombe (85),

Sussex. By far the finest of all the lead fonts is that at Brook-

land ; it is described on page 189.

C. A few fonts are not arcaded but still have figure decora-

tion : Brundall, Norfolk ;
Eythorne, Kent (1628); and Childrey,

Berks., which has twelve figures of bishops in relief (86).

D. Several are without figures or arcading, but possess

various decorations, viz., Haresfield, Gloucester (86) ; Burghill,

Down Il.'Uhcrlev

Hereford (84) ; Woolstone, Berks. ; Barnetby-le-Wold, Lincoln-

shire ; Wychling. Kent ; Parham, Sussex ;
Tangle}-, Hants ;

Slimbridge, Gloucester ^1664); Aston Ingham, Hereford (1689);

and the Tudor font of Down Hathcrley, Gloucester (87). The
Ikn-ghill bowl is of lead, but stands on a stone base encircled by
arcading. At Penn, Buckingham, there is a font which is quite

plain. There is a square lead font with ornamentation of raised

circles on the lawn of Greatham House, Sussex. To these ma}-

be added an oblong lead cistern with two handles of iron

and ornamented with a Greek cross surrounded b}- intcrlacings,

now in the Lewes Museum.
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CHAPTER VIII

Position of F'onts ; Construction and Dimensions of
Fonts ; Plinth and Steps ; Fonts Recut or
Mounted ; Conversion of Altars, Columns, and
Crosses into Fonts.

It was the custom to place the font in the nave, not in the

eastern parts of the church, either in the neighbourhood of the

north or south door of the nave, whichever was the entrance

usually employed,* or exactly in the centre of the nave, equi-

distant between the south and north doorways.f The doorway
near which the baptismal service was commenced went by the

name of the christening door at Northampton ; where William

Webster in 1527 left his body "to be buried in y'' churchyarde

of Sainte peter befoi^e y'^ crystynyge dore!' Before the Reforma-

tion the first part of the service, that of making the infant a

catechumen, was performed advalvas ecclesiac. \ Both the Sarum
and the York Manuals commence the baptismal office with the

rubric, " First the child shall be carried to the doors of the

church." Then the service began by the priest inquiring of the

nurse the sex of the child. After certain ceremonies the infant

was invited into the church with the words, '' Itigrederc in

templuui Dei iit Jiabcas vitam acternam et vivas in sacciila

saeculoriiui. Aiiicn" ; after which the little catechumen was
carried to the font for the actual baptism. In the first Prayer

Book of Edward VI. (1549) the ancient custom was still main-

* If the south doorway was the one in daily use, then the north would be

the processional doorway, and 7'ice versa. There were always JDOth north

and south doorways to the nave, though in later times one of them has

usually been blocked up. Where Ijlocked it should be opened, if only that

when a congregational service is not going on a wholesome through draught

may be obtained.

+ It is remarkable that this is the position of the font shown in the ninth

century plan of St (lall, illustrated in Gothic A/x/i/iec/urc in Eiigland, 194.

X For baptism is the "door" or "gate" to the other sacraments, as no
one can participate in or be the suljject of the others who has not first been
baptized.—R. A. D.
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taincd. The rubric directs that "then the Godfathers, God-

mothers and people, with the children must be ready at the

church dore. . . . And then standyng there, the prieste shall

aske whether the chyldren be baptized or no. If they answere

No, then shall the priest saye thus : Deare beloved, forasmuche

as all men bee conceyved and borne in sinne," &c. At the

conclusion of the first part of the service (which included the

signing with the sign of the cross, and the reading of the Gospel

and exhortation) the priest was ordered to " take one of the

children b\- the right hande, the other being brought after him.

And ciiuiiiig i)ito the clmiche

towarde the fonte, saye : The
Lord vouchesafe to receyve you

into his holy housholde," &c.*

Fonts also occur partlx-

built into the pier of the belfry

arch, as at Great Abingdon,

and Little Shclford, Cam-
bridge ; or closely adjoining it,

and evidently placed there

when the arch was built, as at

Barton and Rampton in the

same county. t It is often as-

serted that the original posi-

tion of the font was in the

porch ; for this, htnvever, there

seems to be no evidence at all.

At .Swymbridge, Devon (302;,

the font is placed beneath the

pul])it, a very unusual position.

The western bays of the

great later parish churches

practically formed baptisteries,

for which purpose they ^\ere

kept clear of seats. In some
instances they were formally separated b\' railings from the rest

of the church. Thus complaint was made at Canterbury c. 1642,

that " in that cathedral there has been lately erected a sui)er-

slitious font with three ascents to it, paled without with high,

gilded and painted iron l)ars."+ It appears also from Nealc's

Cluircltcs, that in his time round the North Walsham font there

were still the remains of railings.

* Note by Rev. R. M. Seijeantson.

t Paley on Fonfs, 1 1

.

X Hicrurnia A/tglica/ia, 81.

M
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Construction of Fonts

Nearl)' ;il\\;i)'.s the bowl of a font is liollowcd out of a single

block. Exceptions are the ancient font at Potterne (i 11), and
the famous font at St Martin's, Canterbury. The latter is an
unmounted font, tub-shaped and straight-sided. In addition to

the rim there are three tiers of ornament, and these three tiers

consist of no less than twenty-two distinct blocks. This font

is constantly affirmed to be the one in which Ethelbert, King
of Kent, was baptized in 597 by St Augustine. But some of

the ornament is not earlier than the twelfth century ; and it is

in the highest degree improbable that in the sixth century any
Anglo-.Saxon mas(Mi could have fashioned and fitted these

numerous blocks into a font.

Plinths and Steps

Some of the oldest fonts are without a plinth ; but there

was constantly a tendency to support the font by a plinth, or

to superpose plinths on one another, e.g., Laxfield (89). In the

late fonts of East i\nglia the face of the plinth or plinths is

often beautifully ornamented with panelling or quatrefoils ;
some-

times it bears an inscription recording the name of the donor
e.g., at Acle, Norfolk, and Orford, Suffolk.

At Cornelly, Cornwall, there are two fonts, one of which,

being inverted, serves as a plinth to the other. The fourteenth

century font at Ewerby, Lincolnshire, stands on the top of a

truncated Norman font (90). At Worth, Sussex, and Curdworth,
Warwickshire, also, two fonts are superposed. At Chadsunt,
Warwickshire (90), a shallow Norman bowl rests on an elaborate

early Gothic base. On one part of the rim is what looks like

unfinished ballflower, on another part a five-leaved flower

;

moreover a beginning has been made in cutting cable ornament
out of the lower roll molding of the base;* probabl}' all this

work was done when the font was mounted, i.e., c. 1 300. There
is a curious font at Oakham ; the bowl is of the thirteenth

century. The base, on the other hand, is prohablx- of the

fourteenth century
;

yet, though so late, it is fashioned like a

twelfth century cushion capital t (90).

At Woolstaston the font is superposed on a pedestal which
is said to contain a basin, and to have been itself a font. The
font proper has a large round basin molded with a square-

* Note by Mr F. T. S. Houghton.
t For particulars of this font I am indebted to Rev. E. Hermitage Day.
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edged band in the roughest possible way. It rests on a much
larger round block of stone, whose chief molding is rounded, not

square, but equally rough ; it looks like a Roman base inverted;

if so, it may be paralleled with the fonts at Wroxeter and Hexham*
In some of the late fonts of East Anglia the font was raised

on five or six steps; e.g:, at Stoke-by-Nayland (250), Suffolk
;
New

Walsingham (243), VValsoken (242), and Dereham (246), Norfolk.

Everything possible was done by religious people in Norfolk

and Suffolk in the fifteenth century, by increasing the height

and dimensions of the font, by richness of ornament on font and

plinth, by magnificence of font cover, by conspicuousness and

isolation of position to glorify the font, and to restore the first

of the sacraments to something of its ancient pre-eminence.

Frequently one step projects further to the west than the rest,

£.£-., at Stow (42) ; on this the priest stood at the administration

of the rite. It is erroneously termed the "kneeling step." This

projecting step is found even in some early fonts, e.^., the Norman
font of Stanton Fitz-Warren, Wilts., and that of Stow (42),

but is much more common in later ones. Sometimes there are

two projecting steps, e.g:, Bennington, Lincolnshire.

Dimensions

The dimensions of the English fonts may be said to average

I foot in depth and ih to 2 feet in diameter. That of Beverley

Minster (147) has a diameter of 3 feet 8 inches ; that of Wroxeter

(98) 3 feet 9 inches ; that of Hexham (98) 3 feet 2h inches.

These are abnormal sizes, due in the last two instances probably

to the use of a big Roman block.

Drainage

It was not the custom as now to refill the font each time it

was used. This was because a somewhat lengthy ceremony was

necessary for the hallowing of the water {Benedictio fontis),\ just

as it was for the water used for the aspersion of the altars in the

Sunday procession. When, therefore, the water in the font had

been hallowed, it was allowed to remain in the font for a con-

siderable period. But most of the fonts, being of freestone, were

porous, and so they had to have a lining, which was of lead.

* Cranage's Chinxhes of S/iropski/r, Part vi. 544.

t Given in cxtenso in the York Manual of the Surtees Society.
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111 Cornwiill, wlierc many bowls are of granite, the lining could

be dispensed with. In the bottom of the bowl was a small

hole, with a plug. This hole, passing through the pedestal of

the bowl if the font was a mounted one, allowed the water to

pass away into a small dry well constructed in the ground for

the purpose. This drain is well seen at Capel, Surrey (92), where
tlie bowl and shafts of a thirteenth century base have perished,

and the base is fastened to the church wall. At Utterby, Lincoln-

shire (95), the drain, instead of passing into the ground, is an

open channel leading into

the churchyard. At Bor-

den, Kent there is or was
a cock to draw off the

water. At Brecon the

Norman font has an an-

cient drain discharging

outside the shaft, having

an opening at the junction

of bowl and shaft.

P'ONTS RECUT or
Mounted

When a font has late

Gothic sculpture or mold-
ings, but is of a shape

that was chiefly in vogue
in the twelfth century,

there is alwa\'s a possi-

bility that the font was a

plain Norman font which
was transmogrified some
centuries later. Thus at

Hanwell (92) the bo\\'l and
stem are of twelfth cen-

tury type, whereas the

quatrefoils of the rim are of late Gothic character, and resemble

those round the base of the pulpit (r. 1500), while the carved

lilies resemble those in the lil\- [K)t which forms part of the group

of the Annunciation on the western face of the tower.* At
Palgrave, Suffolk (92), is a puzzling font. Its rim has been

shaved off; probabl}', as in many other cases, it had been

damaged in wrenching out the staples when the font cover went

* Cj. the fonts at .Mountfield, Sussex, and at Fryerning, Essex.
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out of use. The bowl probabl}/ belongs to the close of the

twelfth centur)\ A similar circular panel containing a foliated

cross is to be seen on one of the faces of the square unmounted
font at Twyford, Leicestershire, which is of the thirteenth century,

since its angles have the tooth ornament ; it is illustrated in

Simpson's Baptismal Fonts. The supports of the Palgrave font

appear to be c. 1300 ; at which period also probably the corner

masks were carved.

Not unfrequently the bowl and stem are of different dates.

The font at Elmley Castle church (93) rests on writhing monsters,

and is of twelfth century date like the similar fonts at Stafford

(no) and Castle Frome (52) ; its bowl is of the fourteenth century.

It was not uncommon to raise an unmounted Norman font on
legs, e.g.., at Shilton, Oxon. (93), where the Norman plain square

bowl has been covered \\'ith fourteenth century carving, and set

on supports with fourteenth century moldings. The Norman
font of Fincham, Norfolk (156), is set on late supports. The
font at Thorington, Suffolk, has a thirteenth century bowl of

Purbeck marble ; its pedestal is later by two centuries. Many
of the fonts illustrated were originally unmounted, but have
been supplied with legs at some modern restoration, e.g., Potterne

(ill). Sometimes the shape of the bowl was altered. At
Ingoldisthorpe, Norfolk (93), the bowl of the Norman font was
square originally, and its four sides were covered with inter-

lacings ; but at some later period it was converted into an

octagon, the interlacings being truncated ruthlessl}' to make it

so.* The font at Braybrooke, Northants (93), has been
similarly treated ; on one of the Norman panels a mermaid is

represented. Sometimes the bowl was supplied with a new rim

at a later date

—

e.g., at Toller Fratrum, -Dorset—when the rim

had been damaged by wrenching out the staples which formerly

formed part of the fastenings of a font cover. The font at Staple

Fitz-W'arren (174) has been given a new rim recently.

Where church and font are of different stone, they have been
supposed to be of different dates. But little reliance can be placed

on such a difference, for many quarries which supplied rag or small

ashlar fit for building would not }M'eld the large and solid blocks

required for a font.

Roman Columns

In a few cases the drums or bases of Roman columns have
been hollowed and made to serve as columns. At Kenchester,

* Other examples are Chelvey, Somerset ; Thornbury, Gloucester ] and
Warham All Saints, Norfolk.

N
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Hereford, it is plain that the lower part of the upper block has
been roughly chamfered from a column from ]\Iagna Castra in

the adjoining fields. The font at W'roxeter has a diameter of

3 feet 9 inches across the bowl externally, and weighs some
two tons. It looks like a Roman base turned upside down ; the

rough headings of the rim ma)' have been worked in Anglo-
Sa.xon days.* It is said to have been taken from the neighbouring
basilica of Uriconium, burnt by the West Saxons c. 589.

Another example, of doubtful authenticit}', is at West ]\Iersea,

Essex. At Hexham is another huge font,"^ the bowl of which
rests on a thirteenth centur\- base ; the block forming the bowl
may well have come from the Roman city now being disinterred

at Corbridge. It is true that no Roman columns so large have
as yet been found ; those at Lincoln, found beneath Bailgate,

are 2 feet 7 inches in diameter, but the blocks need not neces-

sarily have been drums ofcolumns. At Over Denton, Cumberland
(100), is an ancient font in a garden near the church, which looks

like the capital of a Roman column hollowed to serve as a font.

Roman Altars

In a few instances Roman altars have been converted into

fonts. A good example remains at Haydon Bridge, Northumber-
land r98), where the Pagan inscription has been carefulh" chiselled

off; another is to be seen at ChoUerton 100 , where the bowl is

very shallow, and another at St John Lee. Another is reported

from Great Salkeld, but though there is a Roman altar in the

church porch, it is not a font. The square font at Staunton,

Gloucestershire, is commonly designated Roman, perhaps by con-

fusion with the Roman altar in the vestrv at Tretire.

Pre-Coxql'est Crosses

Sometimes the shaft of an Anglo-Saxon pillar-cross has been
utilised as a font or as the support of a font. The font at Penmon,
Anglesea (ico), is the base of a rectangular cross, which lay in a

stone-mason's yard (hence the weathering of the stone) till it

was converted into a font, and removed to Penmon Church in

the middle of the last centur}-. Another has been made to carry

* Cranage's Chwches of Shropshire, Part vii. 65S.

t Height without base, 3 feet i inch : diameter of exterior, 3 feet

2i inches, of interior. 2 feet 3j inches ; height of bowl, i foot 3 inches :

depth of bowl, i foot i inch
;
projection of roll molding. i| inches. I am

indebted to Mr J. Pattison Gibson for the measurements.
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a Post-Reformation bowl at Rothbury, Northumberland (loi); on
one side is depicted Our Lord in judgment, but the head is lost

;

on another are seen interlocked snakes, not unlike those of the
doorway jambs of Monkwearmouth west porch.

Still more convincing- is the detail of the remarkable font at

Dolton, Devon (102). This font is composed of three parts

—

(i) The pedestal is modern
; (2) on this are a couple of blocks

from a rectangular Saxon pillar-cross, cemented together, the

joint being north and south; (3) on this is a block from the same
or a smaller rectangular Saxon cross, hollowed out to serve as bowl.

Wilne

This upper block, as may be seen by the position of a mask on
the south side, is upside down. The interlacings much resemble

those on a block, the so-called Serpent Stone, dug up in Row-
berrow church}'ard, Somerset, in 1866, now safely housed inside

the church. Now it is known that when St Aldhelm died at

Doulting, Somerset, in 709, his body was taken for burial to

Malmesbury Abbey, and along the route seven crosses w^ere

erected, just as in the thirteenth century, when Queen Eleanor

was taken for burial to Westminster. It is possible, therefore,

that the blocks both at Rowberrow and at Dolton are portions

O
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of the seven crosses erected in 709.* Mr J. Romilly Allen is in

favour of a later date than this. He writes that the elements

used in the design of the cross are two only, viz., interlaced work
and zoomorphs, and that the other characteristic elements of the

Pre-Norman style of decoration, such as key patterns, spirals,

and foliage, are conspicuous by their absence, and that therefore

the Dolton cross is entirely distinct from the Cornish and Welsh
group of monuments, wdiilst, on the other hand, it is very nearly

allied to the Wessex group, of which examples are still to be

found in Somerset, Gloucestershire, Berkshire, Wiltshire, and

Hampshire. He concludes that its date is probably towards the

end of the Pre-Norman period rather than near the beginning.

Circular pillars of Pre-Conquest date have been utilised at

Wilne, Derbyshire, and Melbury Bubb, Dorset. Both of them
are upside down. Each of these is simply a font hollowed out

in one of the blocks of the circular stem of an Anglo-Saxon
sculptured cross, such as those still standing in the churchyards

of VVolverhampton and Masham, Yorkshire (i04)."|"

* See S/ Aldhclm, his Life and Times, by I)r Browne, Bishop of llristol,

1903 ; Mr Winslow Jones and Dr Browne in the Devonshire Assoeia/io/i,

xxiii. 197 ; Messrs J. Romilly Allen and A. G. Langdon in Ne7v Reliquary,

viii. 243; and Miss K. M. Clarke, in Devon Notes and (Queries, vol. v.,

part I. The western face of the lower block is a restoration.

t The Wilne font is described and illustrated by the Bishop of Bristol

in the Journal of the Derbyshire Areluroloi^ieal Soeiely, vii. 185, and by
Mr G. Le Blanc Smith in Antiquary, xxxix. Si. See J. Romilly Allen in

British Arciucoloy^ical Association, xliv. 172.
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CHAPTER IX

INSCRIBED FONTS

Of inscribed fonts the earliest, if it be a font, is that at Bingley,

Yorkshire (130), described on pa^je 129.

The famous font at Bridekirk, Cumberland, has an inscription

in curious runes :

—

" RikartJi he jne iwroktc
And to tJiis mcrtJic genir me brok/e"

i.e., " Richard wrought me and carefully broui^ht me to this

beauty." What may be its maker, Richard, is seen hard at

work at the bottom on the left (109).* It has been held that this

is the font made between 700 and 800 A.D. for the original Church
of St Bridget. Others hold that runes survived much later than

is usually supposed and that the font is of the tuelfth century.

Professor Warsaw, of Copenhagen, is of opinion that the sculpture

of this font is of the thirteenth century.-]- A model of it is in the

South Kensington Museum ; near it are models of several others,

the originals of which are in the National Museum at Stockholm.
One of these is inscribed in runes, " Andreas made the bowl."

At Patricio, Brecon (108), the rim of the font has ''Menhir
inc fecit in tempore Ge?iiliin'\- i.e., " Menhir made me in the time
of Gcnillin." At Potterne, Wilts, (iii), there is a contracted

inscription round the rim of the font, " Sicitt cerviis desiderat

ad fontes aquaritiii, ita desiderat aniina niea ad te Dominus.
Amen" (Psalm xlii. i).

:J:

On the wooden block font found near

Dinas Mow^ddwy, Merioneth (62), is a wreath of olive leaves and
the word " Athrywyn," which probably signifies " reconciliation

"

or " pacification." On the font at Little Billing, Northants (38),

is an unfinished Latin inscription in characters exactly conform-
ing with those on the great seal of William the Conqueror ; it is

* This font is illustrated in Arc/nco/oi^in, \\. 131 ; and in George
Stephen's Runic Mo/iin/ien/s, i. 489 ; and in Calvcrley's Early Sculptures

of Cutiiberland, i8gg.

t I)r Fryer in Arcli. Journal, Ix. 2.

\ This is not from the Vulgate, but from an alternative version of St

Jerome used in the Anglo-Saxon baptismal service.
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Id the following," effect: " Wilbert, craftsman and mason (<'?/'///(vr

et cciiiciitarius), wrought this. Whoc\ei' comes to immerse his

body without doubt gains. . .
." The Norman font of St Mary,

Stafford (i lo), has the hexameter, " Discreius ugh es si wju fiigis

ecce /I'OJies" ; the font is supported by lions, which here evidentl}'

typify the power of evil—not the hon of Judah, but the devil

who goeth about like a roaring lion seeking whom he may
devour. On the rim are two more mutilated hexameters :

—

" 7'// ih' Jcriisiiloii rdr . . . alciii

Me facicns tnlciii tai)i piiU'liniiii tiiin speciakin "
;

for the hiatus, "'cm inilii das geni'' has been conjectured. The
late Norman font at LuUington, near Frome (114), has round the

bowl in large letters :
" Hoc fontis sacro pcremit delicta lavcro'' i.e.,

"Sins perish in this hol\' font bowl." In. \'ol. i. 124 of the

licclesiologist is a description of the thirteenth century font of

Keysoe, Bedfordshire. The inscription, in Norman-French,
is to the following effect :

'" All ye who pass by here, pray for

the soul of VVarel ; whom ma}' God by his grace grant true

mercy." Round the bowl of the font at Odiham, Hants (i 1 1), is a

contracted inscription: "' Auxilium iiicum a Domino qui fecit

coelnm ct tenani." On the fourteenth century font at Bradley,

Lincolnshire, are the following directions to the sponsors :

—

" Pate> A'os/er, Ave Maria, Criede,

Leren ye childe yt is itcde''^
;

i.e., " It is necessary you teach the child the Lord's Prayer, Ave
Maria, and Creed."

From the fifteenth century onwards inscriptions are frec^uent.

The famous inscription in St Sophia, Oonstantinofile, whicli can
be read either way, XIM^OX ANOMJI.MA MH MOXAX O^MX, i.e.,

" Cleanse \'our sin, not your face onl)'," occurs on the font covers

of Knapton, Norfolk (313), and Rufford, Lancashire ; and on the

fonts of St Mary, Nottingham ; Hadleigh and Worlingworth,
Suffijlk ;* Dedham, Hadleigh and Harlow, Essex ; Heigham,
Norfolk ; Kinnerley and Melverley, Salop ; Melton Mowbray

;

Sandbach, Cheshire (1667); and St Martin's, Ludgate, E.C.

(1673). I'"" ^Diocletian's persecution, at the end of the third cen-

tury, there was slain at Nicita, in Bithynia, a Christian physician,

named Diomede. Over his grave an inscription was placed in

the ninth centur)-, which included the above line. It is one of

twenty-seven palindromes composed b}' the Greek emperor, Leo
the Philosopher (886-911), of which the first line is

—

* On anotlicr panel is " Cireiiincisio cordis in Spirilii iioii Literal—G. W. S.

P
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The I'Lipoi' inscription was on the big jars of holy water which
used to stand in Santa Sophia in the seventeenth century. It

occurred also on various vessels of purification.

At ]^ourn, Lincolnshire, the black-letter inscription reads :

''Jesus est nouteii quod est super ouuie uouien'' In Rochester,

St Nicholas, is an octagonal font, and on the eight panels are the

letters " CRISTIAN "—there was not room for the ll. The strange

inscription, SAL ET SA[JVA, on the font of St Mary, Ipswich,

refers to the ritual by which salt was placed in the mouth of the

child, and saliva on the ears and nostrils. At Newark (96), the

font is inscribed, " Came rei uati sunt hoc deo fonte renati,'' an

attempt at a hexameter: "Those born guilty in the flesh are born

again in God in this font." A brass plate near it records that the

font was broken by the rebels in 1646, and restored in 1660 by
the charity of Nicolas Ridley.

Many noble fonts were given in the first part of the sixteenth

century, and record the names of the donors. That at St Mary,
Beverley, has the inscription, " Praye for the soules of VVyllm

Feryffaxe draper and his wyvis whiche made this font of his pper

costes MDXXX." In this, as in many mediaeval inscriptions,

there are mistakes due to the illiteracy of the carver. The font

of Walsoken, Norfolk, has the date 1544, and the inscription,
" Remember the souls of S. Honyter and Margaret his wife and

John Beforth, chaplin " (242). Brass letters occur on a font at

Cockington, Devon. The more modern of the two fonts at Good-
manham, Yorks., owes a good deal in design to that of St Mar}',

Beverley (112). It bears two inscriptions. The first is, " W'yth

owt baptysm no sail may be saued ; of your charity pray for them
that this font mayd. Robt. Cleving, Parson. Robt. Appleton"
(churchwarden). Robt. Cleving was buried in the chancel in

1565. The other inscription is, '' Az'e Maria gratia plena.

Doniinus tecum. Benedicta tu in viulieribus.'" At Landewednack,
Cornwall, is the inscription, " Ric. Bolliain nie fecit" (i 16). Some-
times the font was the joint contribution of a guild. At Castor,

near Norwich, is an inscription asking prayers for the brothers and
sisters and benefactors of the guild of St John Baptist of Castor :

" Orate pro fratrihus ct sororibus ac bcnefactoribjis gilde saiicti

Joliannis baptiste de castre!'* At Chapel Allerton, Leeds, is a

doctrinal inscription :
" Ther is

|

one Lord
|

one P"a
[
ith one

|

Bapti
I

sme Eph
|
esians

|

4. 5. 1637."

In Puritan days, the inscriptions usually become less

interesting and more edifying. At Tilney All Saints the west

side of the font is inscribed, " Baptisantes eos in nomine Patris et

Filii et Spiritus sancti. Mat. 28. 19 " (i 14). The late font of St

* English Church Furniture, 179.
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y\nthony, Cornwall (i i6j, has the inscription : '' Ecce Rarissiuii de

deo vero baptirjabiuitur spiritii sancto," in addition to the initials

Q.V., B.M., ]5.V., and P.R., each repeated twice. At Ackworth,
Yorkshire, is an echo of the Civil VVar on the eight panels of the

font :
" linptiste

\

riuvi hil
\
i phana

\
ticonnn

\
dirutmn

\

de?mo
e

I

rectnvi.
\

Tho : Bradley D.D. : Rectore H.A., T. C. Gar-
dianis ; 1663";'^ and at i^urford, in the inscription scratched on
the lead of the font, " Anthony Sedley, prisner, 1649"; when
four hundred Royalists were shut up in the church. The font at

Walpole St Peter has the inscription ciftcn rcpcatcl, " Th\'nk anrl

Thank," and the date i 532. At
Nuffield, Oxon., is the couplet

:

" h'onte sacro L>tHm vel mundat
(!;racia totiini vel non est sac-

vaDienii imindacio plena!' \X.

Tollesbury is a font very plainly

lettered :

—

" (lond peojjle all I pray take care
That in ye church you doe not sware

As this man did."

In the j)arish register for 30th
August 1718 is the following

entry :
" Elizabeth, daughter of

Robert and Eliza Wood, being
ye first childe whom was bap-
tized in the New Font which
was bought out of 'five pounds
paid by John Norman, sen., who
some few months before came
drunk into ye church and cursed
and talked loud in the time of

Divine service, to prevent his

being j)rosecuted for which he
])aid by agreement the above
said five pounds. Note that the wise rythmes on the font were
put there by the .sole order of Robert Joyce, then churchwarden."+
Two fonts, those at Severn-Stoke, Worcester, and Rushton, North-
ants, have the whole alphabet inscribed on the flat top margin of
the bowl.

^ It has been suggested that the letters were placed
there for Sunday school purposes. But alphabets occur also on
bells, and mediaeval belfries were hardly used as Sunday schools. §

* /)'///, i.e., " the splenetic cholcr."
t Ji/jo/is/t Church Fiirmture, 185. + .Soniersef Bel/s, 18.

,^ Other font inscriptions will be found in Azotes and Queries, passim, and
in Kiii^lisJi Churcli I'urnitiirc, 177.

-St Keverne
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PART 11

CHAPTER X

PRE-CONQUEST EONTS

Ekom what has been said above in the fourth chapter, it would
seem to follow that the introduction of fonts into churches was
of comparatively late date ; and indeed it has been accepted
almost universally that this is so. Ikit the evidence as to the

use of fonts goes back to very early days. As regards this, and
indeed the whole ritual of baptism, no such rigidity existed in

early da)'s as has been assumed by some theologians. We have
seen already how casual with respect to baptism was the practice

of the apostolic age itself. We saw also that from the second
century onward there were apparently alternative methods of

triple immersion of the head while the catechumen stood in a

stream, or in a sunk tank, or in a raised one. To this it is now
to be added that, even in early Christian times, he sometimes
stood in the shallow water neither of a stream nor of a tank,

but in a font, i.e., a diminutive tank. What else could the silver

basin given by the Emperor Constantine (314-335) to the

church at Ostia be but a font? It was too small for a tank ; it

only weighed 20 lbs. Cattaneo * gives an illustration of a

hexagonal font of the seventh or eighth century (122) ; it is now
in the Venice Museum ; for centuries it was in the wall of the

Convent of 11 Redentore ; it came from Dalmatia. On the

altar frontal in S. Ambrogio, Milan, A.D. 827, is represented the

baptism of St Ambrose, who stands in a small octagonal font

which reaches to his thighs. In the ninth century plan of St
Gall what seems to be a font rather than a tank is shown in the

centre of the western part of the nave; adjoining it is the altar

of St John Baptist and St John Evangelist. In a manuscript

* Cattaneo, iJarchiicctiiyc en J/(tlu\ 1 10.
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of the ninth century, at Munich, the JVesso/?;'u;//ier Codex (124),

is a pen and ink drawing, in which a Jew is shown being baptized

by the Bishop of Jerusalem in a cyhndrical unmounted font,

which reaches up to his waist. A similar font is seen on the

ivory cover of the ninth century Sacramentaire de Drogou, in

the Eibliotheque Nationale, Paris. There is also documentary
evidence as to the authorisation of fonts at an early period. In

the Council of Lerida, A.l). 524, it was permitted that if a

presbyter could not provide himself with a font, he might provide

himself with ^''vas conveniens ad baptizaiidi offtcinni." The
" suitable vessel " spoken of here can hardly be anything larger

than a font. Walfridus Strabo writes in 849 that baptism is

usually administered by affusion " in the case of an older man

Font at Venice

who cannot be baptized in a small font "
; small fonts then existed

in his time.

Therefore fjnts must have existed at any rate from the

ninth century onwards. Yet it is exceedingly difficult to find

any authentic example of a font so ancient. Viollet-le-Duc was
not acquainted with any font in France earlier than the eleventh

century, and the consensus of opinion is to the same effect as to

the age of our English fonts. What, then, has become of the

fonts of the ninth and tenth centuries and of the first half of the

eleventh century? In the first place it must be remembered
that though by the eleventh century every priest could baptize,

and therefore every parish must have possessed some kind of

vessel for baptism, such vessels were exceptional and rare before
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that date. Therefore, though we may expect to find a fair

number of examples of the late tenth and early eleventh centuries

ue must not expect to fiind many before that date. Secondly,
it is possible that the vessel used in early days, in some cases

at any rate, was not a font but a basin ; for there is evidence for

the use of basins from quite early times (page 271). Thirdly,
there are some stone fonts, though few, which are acknowledged
to be of Pre-Conquest date ; and there are a good many others

with claims to examination ; these are discussed later. Fourthly,

there is another hypothesis for which a good deal may be said,

that many of the early fonts were nothing but wooden tubs
;

and that, as the}' decayed or when they were thought unfit and
unworth}-, they were replaced in stone, most of all in the twelfth

century. In favour of the latter view it may be pointed out that

the oldest t}'pe of font is of the shape of a circular tub. Some-
times it bulges in the centre, just like a wooden barrel, e.g., at

Little Billing (38). The earliest evidence as to this is the state-

ment that Pope Caius (283-296) baptized St Claudius ''super

pelviiii ligneum!' In a bas-relief at Pont-a-Mousson (PVance) a
bishop is shewn baptizing two children ; the font is plainly a

wooden cask or barrel (118). In the cathedral at Tournai there

are preserved tapestries which were completed in 1402 ; three of

the subjects contain fonts. Two of them are depicted as wooden
tubs with every stave and hoop clearly shown. It is true that

the representations include some lapses into fifteenth century
design ; it is equally clear that the authorities from whom the

Tournai craftsman received his instructions accepted the tradi-

tion that some early fonts of Tournai were just wooden tubs or

barrels.* Again, the bronze font of St Bartholomew, Liege,

A.D. 1 1 12, contains two scenes—one the baptism of Cornelius,

the other that of Craton (118)—in both of which the fonts are

represented with staves and hoops ; here again is evidence of
the survival of a tradition that wooden fonts were in use in

earl)' days. In the eleventh century marble fonts of Vcnasque,
Piolenc, and St Jean de Perpignan f both the staves and the
hoops of a wooden barrel are carefully rendered. The old font

at Potterne, Wilts, (i 1 1), is both shaped like a tub and made like

* A "lie-down'' font of wood is shown in tlie Tournai tapestry (1402)
Daths of this form were in nse in Pa^an Rome; magnificent examples in

porphyry remain, one of them in the wall of the so-called Palace of Theodoric
at Ravenna. Another is now placed inside the tank of the baptistery of
Neon at Ravenna. A certain number of them have been placed in Con-
tinental churches, and arc in use, some as fonts, some as holy water stoups.

In the twelfth century a considerable number of fonts of this type were pro-

duced in or near Amiens (Enlart's Manuel, i. 1']'^).

t Enlart's Manuel, i. 772.
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one, the bottom being a separate stone fixed in with lead. It

was believed by Mr Romilly Allen to be of the end of the

eleventh centur\-. It ma}- be remembered that a common
practice in Rome was to pour water on the head of a bather

who stood in a sort of barrel. This is the precise wa}- in which

the baptism of King Clovis is represented on the twelfth century

font of St Bartholomew, Liege, and a centur\^ later on the

tympanum of the doorway of the north transept of Rheims. In

a Cotton MS., which represents the consecrati(Hi ot a Saxon
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church, are shewn what seem to be fonts ; apparently they are

made of staves of wood roughly bound together, and one at

least seems to be full of water.* In a twelfth century reredos at

St Denis is represented a wooden tub font with central bulge

and hoops clearly shewn.

f

Fifthl)-, where there were actual stone fonts in early da}'s,

they would be likel)' to be of rude or misshapen form, without

* Illustrated in Knight's Old England^ i., Fig. 215.

t La J/esst; Plate cxix.
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ornament, or with ornament of the most archaic character, as at

Gunwalloe ^I20;. Such fonts would in very many cases be
destroyed in the twelfth century, just as we know that the

churches which contained them were destroyed in vast numbers
at that time. Just as the Anglo-Saxon church gave way to a

Norman church, so as a rule a Norman font would replace the

Anglo-Saxon font. As for the rude old font, it would no doubt
be turned out of the church ; it might linger for a time in the

churchyard, or be turned to domestic purposes, or be broken up
;

the old men had little respect for their predecessors' work at any
time, and none when it was bad work. As the centuries ran

on, these poor, abandoned fonts would constantly diminish in

numhjer. But far more survive than people imagine ; a very

large number could be recorded if people would take the trouble.

The other day, writing for information about a font, the writer

was told by the vicar of the church that, being newly appointed,

he knew little as yet. However, he made inquiries, and thus

heard of a second font as in existence somewhere ; this he found

at a farm two miles away ; finally he found a third in the

backyard of his own house. Again, in the county of Durham,
the writer found a font in the church, and three more in the

vicar's coach-house, two of them of archaic character. Now,
where only two fonts are preserved, as at Rotherfield (i2ij and
Goodmanham (121), and the second belongs to a Post-Norman
period, we cannot safely assign a Pre-Conquest date to the

first. But where there are three or actually four, and the oldest

is of archaic type, especially if it be a shallow unmounted bowl
with rude ornament, or none at all, there is a strong probability

that it is of Pre-Conquest date. It is unlikely that a church

would replace its font more than once between the Norman
Conquest and the Dissolution ; it would certainly be not likely

to need four fonts or even three in that period. Therefore it

seems probable that if they were carefully looked for in vicars'

backyards, coach-houses, rockeries, and the like, and at the farms

and cottages, a very considerable number of fonts might be
recovered, which may have been in use in the days of the

venerable Anglo-Saxon Church. Here and there, as at Rother-

field and Goodmanham, by the pious care of the vicar, the

archaic font has been deposited safely within the church.
" O si sic oJiiiies."

Sixthly, there is a vast number of circular tub fonts

—

e.g., in

Sussex—without any ornament by which they may be dated.

They cannot be proved to be Anglo-Saxon, but neither can they

be proved to be Norman. We may feel sure that not all are

Norman ; some, at any rate, are likely to be IVc-Conquest, e.g..
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the old Derbyshire fonts at Bradbouine (J20j andj Beeley, the

latter now apparently destroyed. P'onts of the shape of that of

Avington (120) are likely to belong to a very early period. As
for such fonts as those at VValberton (120), Wolfhamcote (38),

Tangmere (30), and Beckley (65), we must reserve judgment;

certainly we have no right to insist that they are Norman. Such

ought to be our decision also even as to some fonts which do

possess ornament. The font at Morwenstow (i26)has a band of

cable ornament, and is reputed to be Norman. But there is

Morwenstow

cable ornament in Anglo-Saxon work copied directly from
Roman monuments, which in those days were still plentiful.

And it is difficult to believe that the Norman builders who could

build the big aisled church of Morwenstow could not hew a font

to shape. And so with many others.

From these general considerations we may turn to the specific

consideration of the various classes of English fonts for which a

Pre-Conquest date has been claimed. As to these, Mr Romilly
Allen came to the conclusion " that although a certain number
present peculiarities in the lettering of their inscriptions, and in
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the character of their ornament, which belong rather to the
Saxon than the Norman period, no satisfactory evidence has )'et

been brought forward to prove the antiquity of any font in Great
Jiritain, except perhaps the old font at Bingley, Yorkshire, to be
greater than about the middle of the eleventh centur)'." "The
following fonts aj:)pear to be the oldest which are at present
known, and may be attributed either to the end of the eleventh
or to the beginning of the twelfth century. On account of the
iflentification of a name mentioned in the inscription, the font at

Tatrishow, in Brecknockshire ( io<S) ; on account of the pala-ological

peculiarities of the inscriptions, the fonts at Little Billing, North-
ants (38), and Botterne, Wilts, (i 1 1) ; on account of the character
of the ornamental features, the fonts at Penmon, Anglesey (100),
at Deerhurst, Gloucester (128), and at Edgmund and Bucknell,
Salop." *

On such a matter the opinion of Mr Romill}' Allen carries

great weight ; but as has been stated in the preceding chapter
the probability is great that stone Bre-Conquest fonts without
ornament survive in considerable numbers. If this be granted,
neither is it likely that every Anglo-Saxon font which possesses
ornament has without exception perished.

In some of these fonts the ornament consists of preciseh' the
interlacings which are most common in Anglo-Saxon manu-
scripts, but the presence of these interlacings is not adequate
proof that a font is Saxon, for this form of ornament persists

here and there till long after the Conquest; e.g., in the headstones
of the graves of the monks of Strata Florida, as well as in the
capitals of the church, which was built 1 166-1203; so also in

many of the lead fonts they occur in company with thirteenth

century leaf scrolls. Again, in the font of Penmon, Anglesea (100),
the peculiar key patterns of the Anglo-Saxon manuscripts occur;
it is probably the base of a pillar cross. It is noteworthy that
interlacings also occur on the doorway of the church, which is

undoubtedly Norman. Obviously, too much importance may be
attached to the presence of interlacings, unless indeed they are
of a highly specialised character not known to occur except at

an early date.

Of the Anglo-Saxon fonts with ornament we may distin-

guish three sets. The first set includes the fonts of Batrishow
(108), Little Billing (38), Botterne (in)—the last of these
was discovered at a restoration four feet beneath the font now
in use, Edgmund and Bucknell, Salop ; Deerhurst, Gloucester;
and doubtful examples at Bingley and South Hayling, Hants.

It certainly seems improbable that any Norman craftsman

*
J. Romilly Allen, E)i'f. Arch. Assoc, xliv. 173.
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could have proflucccl work so characteristically Pre-Conquest as

that of the font of Deerhurst, nor even if he could, is it likely

that he would have cared to do so. The only parallels to the
spirals of the Deerhurst font occur on a cross in Ireland.

Professor Westwood, in his article on "Celtic Ornament," in

Owen Jones' Grammar of Oriiaj/ient, writes that " the most
characteristic of all the Celtic patterns is that produced by
two or three spiral lines starting from a fixed point, their

opposite extremities going off to the centres of coils formed
by other spiral lines. Instances in metal-work of this pattern

occur in several objects found in Ireland and in different parts

of P^ngland ; in stone it occurs only, so far as we are aware, on
the Deerhurst font. As it does not appear in MSS. executed
in England after the ninth century, we may conclude that this is

the oldest ornamented font in the country." Mr Romill)^ Allen
writes that "there are two distinct forms of spiral patterns used
in Celtic art ; the earlier, where the band of which the spiral is

formed gradually expands into a trumpet-shaped end, and the

later, where the band of which the spiral is formed remains the

same breadth throughout its whole length. The first of these

forms is copied direct from the metal-work of Pagan times."

The Deerhurst spirals are of the later type. The chief objection

to the ninth or tenth century date assigned to the font is the

presence of the scrollwork, for scrollwork is very rarely found in

conjunction with diverging spirals at that early date.*

The old font at Bingley, Yorkshire, has every mark of remote
antiquity, and is attributed by Professor George Stephen (see illus-

tration in Runic IMonuments, iii. ig6) to A.D. 768-770(130). But
while Professor Stephen pronounced it to be a font. Father Haigh
held it to be the socket of a cross, and Mr Speight a reliquary.f

Mr fL. E. Gregory also expresses doubts as to whether it ever

was a font. On the front it has runes ; on the other three sides

rough interlacings
; what we see now is probably only the upper

half of the stone, and in which case there would originally have
been six lines of runes. Professor Stephen and P^ather Haigh
have given divergent translations of the runes ; Mr Gregory dis-

agrees with both. The inscription, indeed, is so deepl}' weathered
as practically to be undecipherable. Professor Stephen's trans-

lation is :
" Eadbrieht, King, ordered to hew this dip-stone for us

;

pray you for his soul." With the word ''dip-stone'' maybe com-

* On the whole subject, see a valuable paper, with the references in it,

by Mr A. E. Hudd, in the Bristol and Gloucester Aiitiguarian Society,

xi. 84.

t See Ripon Diocesan Gazette, x. Nos. 6 and 8 ; and Antiquary,
xxxix. 19.

R
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pared the Swedish term for font, '' dop-fnut" the Danish, '' dab-

stcen," and the German, " tau/stein."

An enormous uncouth font is in use at Old Radnor ( 1 30). The
bowl is from 2 feet 9 inches to 2 feet loi inches in diameter; in

depth it varies from 9 to 10 inches, following roughly the outline

of the block ; the rim varies in width from 6 to 8 inches. It is

not upright, but leans over to one side. The bowl projects over

each of the four supports about half an inch. \\'hat is most
striking is that though the masons could not get it into shape, or

produce any but most rudimentary supports, it nevertheless is

highly polished. Now who would have taken the trouble iopolish

a font bowl ? No Norman or Anglo-Saxon mason polished a font

unless it was in marble, such as those from Tournai and Purbeck.

One can hardly help speculating that at some Pre-Christian

period this great block of stone was found /;/ situ or hard by
;

that it was naturally nearly circular in form ; that the natives

gave it a flat top, and cut away its base into the present four

legs ; and then with incredible patient toil brought it to a high
polish ; and that it became a sacred stone, perhaps an altar.

The church itself on its knoll may have replaced some prehistoric

temple
;
just as the church at Goodmanham, Yorkshire, is built

on rising ground in the middle of the village on the site of a

Roman temple. In later days, probably Pre-Conquest days,

the great block was utilised as a font, a cavity being hollowed in

the top of it. It is noteworthy that it is a monolith ; the legs

are not separate shafts as they are in Norman poly pods. It

seems probable that the block, which originally was without legs,

was polished just as it now stands ; for the lower part which has

been cut into legs is polished, but by no means so highly as the

bowl. The cavity was not cut when this polishing took place,

for it is very rough. The probability is, therefore, that the

cavity was cut in Christian times to adapt the block for use

as a font, and that it was left rough as it was intended to line

it with lead. There are indeed signs that at some time it

actually was lined with lead.*

At Curdworth, Warwickshire, there is a church largely

Norman, which contains a very remarkable font (i32).-|- It was
found beneath the floor of the church, the rude bowl which now,
inverted, forms its base, having previously served as font. The
present font, being very small, has been supposed to have been
the capital of a pillar, but the church is aisleless. It consists

of a small square bowl, which, when complete, would have had a

* For particulars of this font I am indebted to Rev. A. B. Dickinson.
t Mr F. T. S. Houghton has made a critical study of this font, and has

put at my disposal his valuable materials, together with his photographs.
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minimum depth of 14 inches, and an internal diameter of 21

inches ; it seems to have lost, includin^^ the rim, about 5 inches

of the upper part. The small dimensions of the font are very

much against a late date; every Norman font so highly enriched

with sculpture as this is of very considerable dimensions. On
the east side below (132) is a square-faced dragon

;
above is what

looks like the Agnus Dei minus its head and minus the upper

part of the cross. If it be the Agnus Dei trampling on the

dragon, as at Kirby, the reference would be to the text: "It shall

bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel "
; the dragon

would thus represent Satan, with the flames of hell below to the

right. On the north side (132) is another scene ; at the top is a

great winged dragon ; the upper part of its back is destroyed,

and of its head nothing is left but a grinning mouthful of teeth.

At the left corner is a layman, without beard or moustache (134);

the dragon is either about to bite his ear or to whisper into it

;

if the latter, the reference may be to the story of Simon Magus
whispering into the ear of Nero ; below the dragon are the

flames of hell. On the south side (133) two figures are standing
;

each wears a cope fastened by a morse ; their right hands are in

the act of benediction ; each holds a book in the left ;
they have

neither moustache nor beard. On the west side (133) are two

figures similar to the last, except that the books are more hidden

by the draperies. At the north-west corner (134) is a single

figure similar to the above, in cope and morse ; the head is very

large, but unfortunately is mutilated ; the feet are shown very

small for lack of room ; but the hands (they are hands) are

enormous and are bound. Apparently the artist washed to draw

all possible attention to the fact that the hands are bound, and
exaggerated their size for that purpose. Now the church, though

now dedicated to St Nicholas, was formerly dedicated to St

Vq.\.& ad viucula!^''' It may be, therefore, that this corner figure

* The story runs that Eudoxia, the wife of Theodosius, having been pre-

sented at Jerusalem, c. 44 A.D., with the chains which St Peter had worn,

sent them to the Pope, who laid them up in a church built iDy the Emperor
to the Apostle's honour ; and August ist, which had formerly been observed

to Augustus CiEsar, was henceforth observed in honour of St Peter ad Viiicida.

The Collect for the day runs thus : "O God who deliveredst blessed Peter

the Apostle from his chains, and set him, untouched, at liberty, deliver us,

we beseech Thee, from the bonds of our sins, and mercifully protect us from

all evil." Several dedications to St Peter ad Vinciila survi\e, viz., the chapel

in the Tower of London ; Stoke-on-Trent ; Colemore, Hampshire ; Tollard-

Royal, Wilts. ; Wisborough, Sussex ; Coggeshall, Essex ; j<atley, Warwick.
Many doubtless have lost the dedication, or the last two words of it ; e.g.,

Runham, Norfolk, is dedicated to St Peter and St Paul ; but King John
granted it a fair and market " on the vigil and feast of St Peter ad Mnctila."

Ashwater, Devon, is now dedicated to St Peter ; but its fair used to be on
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represents St Peter in chains. The date of this archaic work
cannot be determined with confidence, but there is Httle or

nothin<4" to indicate Norman desii^n or workmanship ; the cable

ornament, though more frccjucnt in Norman work, yet occurs in

Anglo-Saxon, as it also docs in Rcjman work. In Mr
Houghton's opinion, the "conventional folds of the garments are

probably representations in stone imitated from the style of

Anglo-Saxon MSS. from the seventh to the ninth century (see

Professor Westwood's /Uiolo-SaxoN A/SS., Plates 13, 14, 1 S, and
especially Plate 27 which shows a Christ from the St (lall

Gospels, in which man}- of the characteristics of the figures on

the Curdworth font are present). The Saxon cross at Hoddam,
Dumfriesshire, has similar dra])er)-. So has the Invergowrie

cross, and rude heads also like those of the Curdworth
figures. The Hoddam cross belongs to the middle of the eighth

century; the period of the Invergowrie cross is doubtful— it may
belong to the middle of the eleventh century, l)ut may be earlier

(see Eai'ly Christian Moniiiitoits of Scotlaiut part iii., 255 and

439). The dress of the layman at Curdworth is that of the

Anglo-Saxon layman /cr.s-.s-/';//; ^.^i/"., the Cottonian I'salter, eleventh

century ; the ' Entry of Christ into Jerusalem ' in PaUcograpliia

Sacra; also the illustrations to Ciedmon's Paraphrase in Archtco-

logia, vol. 24. I cannot find any evidence in MSS. or sculpture

of use after the eleventh centur}' of this conventional t\'pe of

drapery."

The old font at South Iia)'ling was found at the bottom of

a shallow well. It is undoubtedly of Pre-Conc]uest date, but
having a large hole at the bottom, and a small hole at the side,

it may have been a well-head, not a font.*

The second set includes those fonts which have been hollowed
out of a block of some Anglo-Saxon pillar-cross. Of these Mr
Romilly Allen included only the font at JY^nmon (ico). But if

Penmon font be included, there seems no reason for excluding the
examples at Dolton (102), Wilne (105), and Melbury Bubb (104).
It may be doubted, however, whether any one of the four has
any claim to be considered a Pre-Concjuest font. h"or though
the cross was of Pre-Conquest date, it does not follow that the

the 1st August. lUunhairi Thorpe, Norfolk, is now dedicated to All Saints ;

but a fair was granted in 1271 on the Feast of St Vc^qx ad I 'iiuiild. Fudford
Magna, Lincolnshire, is dedicated to St Flelen or to St Mary ; but its fair is

on the 1st August. Oxford lias two churches dedicated to St Peter ; the one
in the east has a late Norman vaulted chancel, the ribs of whose vault have
a large-scale chain ornament

; this also may have had a dedication to St
Vq\.&\- ad Vtncula. On the whole subject see Mrs Arnold l-'orstcr's .V///r/'/('.v

in Church Dedications.
* Illustrated in f\c/i>/iiary., viii. 260.
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bifjck from it was converted into a font in Pre-Conquest days.

Vov uliiih is the more likel}-, that the Anglo-Saxon would pull

down and nuitilatc his beautiful scul[)tnred cross, or the Norman,
to wliom sucii sculpture was alien and unintelligible?

The third set includes a set of sculptured fonts which liave

been credited with undue antiquity, owing to the rudeness or

uncouthness of their ornament ; but it by no means follows that

what is archaic is always ancient. This remark may apply to

such fonts as those of Ham (137), Mellor, and Tissington, Derby-
shire

; Cabourn, Waithe, Clee, and Scartho, Lincolnshire ; Great
Maplestead and Herongate, Essex ; Kirkby, near Liverpool (141);
Burnsall, Yorkshire (142) ; Toller Fratrum, Dorset ; Stoke Canon
(180), Dunkeswell (48), and South Milton, Devon (136); Aving-
ton, Berkshire (142); West Haddon, Northants (158); Berrington,

Salop (136). In such fonts as these, archaic as the figure sculpture

may be, it is not more archaic than much twelfth century work
on the tympana of Norman doorways and elsewhere ; or at any
rate not more archaic and uncouth than was to be expected in

a village font where the local mason tried his prentice hand on
statuary, ^.^., at South Milton (136) and Berrington (136). Some-
times, moreover, there are bits of architectural detail which are

hardi)' likely to be earlier than the twelfth century ; e.^., at

Ham (137) and Stoneleigh (137 J the piers are fluted just after the

fashion of those of Durham Cathedral, which was not commenced
till 1093. So also the sculpture at Avebury (140), Botley (140),

and Oxhill (141) is barbarous; but the interlacing arcading is

not likely to be earlier than that in the work of Priors Ernulpb
and Conrad at Canterbury (a.D. 1096-1130). At Avebury, more-
over, the capitals are of the cushion type of the twelfth century,

not the Corinthianesque type which is more normal in eleventh

century work. Indeed interlacing arcades of semicircular arches

are not onl)' common throughout the whole of the twelfth centur}',

but occur also in thirteenth century design, e.^:, they occur

at Itast Haddon (187), but with conventional stalked foliage of

trefoils; at Tickencote (222) with similar foliage, and with the

tooth ornament. At Waltham-on-the-Wolds, Leicestershire, is an
octagonal bowl standing on an octagonal pedestal ; the pedestal

has the tooth ornament, and the bowl has conventional trefoiled

scrolls. Plainly both pedestal and bowl are thirteenth century

work, yet the bowl is encircled by an arcade of semicircular

intersecting arches. At Oakham (90) the bowl has a similar

arcade, but the capitals beneath are plainh- thirteenth century

work. What can be more uncouth than the beast upside down
carved or rather scratched on the side of the font at Isle Abbots,

Somerset (32)? But tabular fonts on five legs are rarely earlier
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than the middle of the twelfth century. The figure sculpture at

Kirkby (141) is artlessly rude (note the disposition of the angel's

wings on the right); but the figures, as also at Stoke Canon (180),
are in bold relief, which represents a much more advanced
stage of sculptural art than the eleventh century sculpture at

Avington (142), where the capitals are of eleventh century Corin-

thianesque type. At Buckfastleigh (41) neither the shafts nor
the font are Anglo-Saxon ; the ornament is of the twelfth, the

shafts, with their Corinthianesque capitals, are of the eleventh
century. The stoup at Kilpeck (48) is extraordinarily uncouth;
but the clasped hands occur at Locking (188) well on in the twelfth

century. Nor can anything be a more hopeless muddle in design
than the font at Bere Regis (48). But the type of barrel font

with inward bulge and waistband is common to a large class

of Norman fonts described above (page 47), and is therefore

more likely to be of Norman than of Anglo-Saxon origin. The
sculpture at Cottam is about as barbaric as may well be ; but
St Margaret, as she emerges from the dragon's back, has just

such a " jjigtail " as the nobleman's three daughters on the late

twelfth century font in Winchester Cathedral (39). So also the
ladies in the Bayeux tapestry. And when we have dismissed
so many claims to Pre-Conquest date, we shall probably be
right in regarding the rude font at Burnsall (142) as archaic

rather than ancient, the work of some eleventh or twelfth century
mason aping better things ; for though the two large bottom
beasts, set tail to tail, and the little upper beasts, set upside down,
are uncouth enough, yet there is a deliberate attempt at Norman
chevron and roll moldings, and the shape of the font—

a

circular tub dying below into a square—is by no means of early

character. We conclude that none of the archaic fonts in this

class is earlier than the eleventh ccntur}-, and that few of them
are earlier than the twelfth.
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CHAPTER XI

NORMAN FONTS OF THE ELEVENTH AND
TWELFTH CENTURIES

Of Norman fonts, both the plain and the enriched, a very large

number survive ; thus Buckinghamshire retains more than

seventy, and Devonshire ninety-five. Of the late and rich fonts

indeed it is probable that the majority have survived, just as

have many late and rich Norman doorways. It was not till the

fifteenth century that there set in a general remaking of fonts,

and then probably chiefly, if not wholly, of those of the plainer

sort ; and much more in East Anglia than elsewhere.

In the eleventh and twelfth centuries unmounted are less

common than mounted fonts. Unmounted fonts are usually

circular ; seldom square or octagonal or hexagonal. The
mounted fonts, if multipods, usually rest on supports which are

constructional ; sometimes, however, the supports are non-con-
structional ; the latter are especially characteristic of Cornwall,

e.g., St Cuby (41).* Where the supports are constructional, there

are normally five ; e.g., Toftrees (194), Burnham Norton (148), Isle

Abbots (32). At Shernborne (frontispiece) there are but four. At
Stow (42) and South Wootton (192) there are eight shafts round
a central cylinder. There is a remarkable granite font at

Lustleigh, Devon (150), which appears to have seven supports;
the central one being a block which looks as if it may originally

have been an independent font, as at Mor\venstow (126). More
rarely the shafts are engaged, e.g., at Reighton (39), Beverley
Minster (147), and N. Newbald (42), all in the East Riding of
Yorkshire. Mounted Norman fonts, which are monopods, may
be divided into tripartite and bipartite, the latter being without
central stalk, and resting, some on an inverted bowl, e.g., at

Kilpeck (48) and Castle Frome (52) ; some on an inverted
capital, as at Aylesbury (56). Sometimes Norman fonts rest on

* St Cuby is wrongly identified with St Cuthl^ert of Durham ; he is the
famous Celtic saint, St Kebi, one of the "cousins" of St David.
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monsters ; e.g., St Mary, Stafford (i 10), Crick (44), Castle Frome

(52), Elmley Castle (93). Some Norman fonts there are that

evade classification. Thus at Earnley, Sussex, an octagonal

font is built into the wall and slopes off to a point. At Westwell,

Oxon. (150), the font has two incomplete bowls. Other fonts,

abnormal in shape, may be seen in St Mary, Stafford (iio),

Hockworthy, Devon, and elsewhere.

Norman Moldings and Ornament

The following criteria will aid in identifying Norman fonts :

—

The safest guide is the moldings,* where they exist, especially

those of the bases and capitals of the shafts, and other archi-

tectural characters. Next in value is the detail of the ornament.

* In pages 658 to 777 of Gotliic ArcJiiicctiD-e in England will be found
illustrations of the characteristic moldings of Norman and Gothic archi-

tecture. Yo\' the characteristics of Norman ornament, see also ibid.^ pages

38-42.
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In estimating the dates of such work, it must ahvays be borne in

mind that many <>f the motifs are taken from the ornament of
the constructional members of the church, i.e., the capitals, door-
ways, piers, arches, &c., but not till those members have been
in position for some considerable time ; in fact, not till the

design of them has had time to become thoroughly familiar to

the eye, and acceptable. The same remark applies to archi-

tectural ornament in stained glass, leadwork, brasses, monuments,
and all other non-constructional features of a church.

The members of a Norman church, which are reproduced
decorativcl}' on Nr)rman fonts, are: (i) the string courses; (2)

Beverley Minster Lew knur

the arcading of the aisle walls, whether internal, as at Peter-

borough, or external, as at Canterbury
; (3) the Norman pier,

with its capital, base, plinth, and "spur."

I. The string courses are usually semicircular rolls, e.g.,

Mevagissey (41); but very frequently the roll is carved with

the cable ornament, as again at Mevagissey ;
the great frequency

of this may be due to the fact that it was familiar to the Anglo-

Saxon as well as to the Norman mason. Illustrations are given

from Morwenstow (126), Congresbury (310), Buckfastleigh (41),

Botley (140), Bideford (48), Mevagissey (41), Hartland (50),

Stanstead (50), South Brent (49), Altarnon (202), Bickington
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(278).* At Eydon (55), there are three rows (jf cable, the outer

row being reversed ; at Kirkby (141), the cable ornament is of

monstrous size. The band of cable is often replaced b}' inter-

lacings; e.g., at Lanreath (145) and the group of fonts in North-

West Norfolk.

2. Arcading is greatly in vogue, one reason being that it

provides a series of niches in which may be enshrined statues of

the Apostles or other subjects, e.g., Kirkby (141), Stoneleigh (137),

VVansford (182), Orleton (182), Darenth (186), Cowlam (159),

Fincham (156), Burnham Deepdale (190). Rude as the work
is in these, the character of the figure sculpture renders it

necessary to assign it an advanced twelfth century date. At
Coleshill, indeed, the grace, delicac\', and symmetry of the design

make a date at the very end of the twelfth century probable, in

spite of semicircular arches and scalloped capitals ; for the same
reason as in several of the lead fonts, e.g., the Gloucestershire

series (79). Binsted (49) may be as early as the middle of the

twelfth century; Easby (146) and Bessingby (38) appear to

be still later. Turning to arcading composed of intersecting

arches, it will be noticed at once how late in character the work
is. The onh' exception is at l^otley (140), where it is safer to

assume that the archaic look of the work is due to the clumsiness

of a twelfth century village mason, rather than that it was the

best that could be done in the eleventh century. At Crambe
(148) the water-leaf capitals,f and the spread of the lower roll of

the base, point to the last quarter of the twelfth century. The
fonts at Oxhill (141) and Lifton (204) are no earlier, the foliage

and scrolls being Gothic in character. The pointed arches formed

in these designs are too narrow for figure sculpture ;
nevertheless,

an elongated Adam and Eve are inserted at Oxhill (141). Some-
times the intersecting arcade is the primary or the sole motif of

the design, as at Hendon (148), Oakham (90), and Crambe (148).

Sometimes it sinks into a band of ornament of more or less

importance; more, at Porchester (154), Alphington (154), and
Avebury (140) ; less, at Kirkburn (161) and East Haddon (187).

3. The shafts are usually cylindrical, and are very fre-

([ucntly grooxcd after the manner of the piers of Durham,
Selby, Waltham, Pittington, Orford, e.g., Stoneleigh (137), Burn-

ham Norton (148), p^asby church (146), Silk Willoughby (38),

Bessingby (38), Hartland (50), Harrow (276), and some of the

lead fonts, e.g., Walton (83) and Wareham (84). No font with

grooved shafts is likely to be earlier than the twelfth ccntur}'.

* The comparative frequency with which each criterion occurs may to

some extent be gauged by the number of illustrations.

t The water-leaf capital a|ipcars also on the Hcmingborough font.
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4. The capitals are of the usual Norman types—the Corhi-

thianesque capital, the undivided cushion capital, and, later, the

subdivided cushion or scalloped capital ; later still, the water-

leaf capital and the capital with the plantain leaf.* Of these the

Corinthianesqiic capital is usually of eleventh century date when
in a Norman pier arcade, as it may be also when it is used

on shafts at Kilpeck (150) and Buckfastleigh (41). At
Easby (146) and in the lead fonts it is far later. At Kere Regis

(48) the mason may have thought that he was carving a

Corinthianesque capital, as he certainly did at Portishead,

Somerset. At Bickington (278;, Ubley (40), Bratton, Altarnon

(202), Launceston (203), the whole bowl of the font takes the

form of a huge cushion capital ; these are late in the twelfth

century. At Burnham Norton (148) and Weston Turville the

base of the font is the same capital inv^erted. This type of capital

is illustrated from Walsgrave-on-Sowe (148), Orleton (182),

Avebury (140), Harrow (276), Fincham (156). The scalloped

capital forms the whole bowl of the font at St Philip, Bristol
;

Molland (49) ; Ludgvan, Cornwall ; Oystermouth, Llangenydd,
and Llanmadoc in Gower ; St P^lorence, Tenby ; Dyrham and
Alveston, Gloucester; Portbury, Somerset; Ilfracombe, Devon;
at St Philip, Bristol, the paint on it has only recently been

scraped off, hence its modern look. The scalloped capital

appears on shafts at Darenth (186), Alphington (154), Reighton

(39), Coleshill (163), Palgrave (92), Stanton P'itzwarren (174),

Bessingby (38), Shernbornc (frontispiece). It appears in advanced
types at Westwell (150), Southacre (294), Hunstanton (198).

The clever artist at Toftrees (194) has enriched the capital with

foliage. At Aylesbury (56), Bledlow, Great Kimble (56),

Eydon (55) the base is a scalloped capital. Scalloped capitals

have a range of a century or more ; when large and plain they

are likely to be early, when enriched, to be late. The ivater-leaf

capital in England usually ranges from <;•. 1165 to c. 1190. On
fonts it probably approaches the latter date ; it is well seen at

Crambe (148). This capital and that with the plantain leaf,

which is also late, occur in the Tournai fonts, e.g., East Meon
(166), Winchester (169), and Lincoln Minster (172).

5. The base moldings are important where the mason has

thought it worth while to carve them. The commonest base has

two rolls separated by a side hollow, as at Shernborne (frontis-

piece), Toftrees (195), Castle Rising (177), Ubley (40) ; all these

are late in date ; at Reighton there is a variant, the upper roll

being omitted. Another base consisting simply of two rolls is

* These are described and illustrated in Gothic Architecture in En<^tand,

409-430.
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seen at South Brent (49), Stanton Fitzwarren (174), and Hrobury
(152); all three are quite late. At St Cuby (41) there are three

rolls superposed ; by mistake the three rolls are not graduated
in spread. In the last quarter of the ccntur}' the favourite base
consists of two rolls, which are separated by a deep hollow, and
of which the lower one is considerably flattened ; this is seen at

Beverley (147) and the Tournai fonts, r.o^., Southampton (170)
and East Meon (166); in the Tournai fonts it ma}' belong to

either the third or the fourth quarter of the century. Finally, at

Crambe (148) and Westwell (150) we get approximations to

what was to be the characteristic base of early Gothic archi-

tecture ; one with an undercut "water-holding hollow."

6. The spur or griffe is a great favourite, and in the later

examples assumes charming foliated forms. It begins to be
common about the middle of the twelfth centur}-, and has a

vogue of about a century. All the fonts illustrated are late, viz.,

Brobury (152), Launceston, Bodmin (200), Stoodleigh (150),

Ubley (40), St Cuby (41), Lincoln (172), Southampton (170),

Aylesbury (56), Beverley (147).

Norman oniaincnt is very rich and diversified. Iiitcrlacings

occur frequently in Normandy, both in the eleventh and the

twelfth centuries. In England they are characteristic of Pre-

Conquest work, e.g., at Dolton (102), Penmon (100), Rothbury
(loi), Wilne (105), Melbury Bubb (104), Bingley (130), Deer-
hurst (128); but they occur frequently also in Norman work,

usually after 1090. They are employed in great profusion in

fonts. When they are of simple form, as at Kirkburn (161),

Mears Ashby (40), Locking (188), they may well be derivative

from Normandy, where they are common enough ; but when
they are elaborate, we shall probably be right in regarding them
as survivals of Anglo-Saxon or Celtic traditions of design.

Elaborate examples occur at Stone (188), Alphington (154), Stoke
Canon (180); the chalice fonts of Castle P^-ome (52), Eardisley

(53), and Chaddesley Corbett (55); and a remarkable group of

fonts allied in design, Sculthorpe (197), Shernborne (frontis-

piece), Toftrees (193), Castle Rising (177). and Preston (198).

Interlacing snakes occur at Chaddesley Corbett (55), Porchester

(154), Alphington (154), Bodmin (200); the same motif appears on
the rich doorways of Kilpeck and Shobdon, Herefordshire. The
billet ornament is ver}' common in Norman work, especially of

the eleventh century ; it is rare on fonts, but the rim of the font

at Wansford (182) has it. The /rtV or key ornament is rare, but

occurs on the rim of the font in Hereford Cathedral i^^J"]^. The
peai'l is very common, especially inside or on bands and scrolls,

e.g.. Stone (188), ILartland (50), Winchester ri69\ Bickington

U
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(278), Stanton Fitzwarren (174), Easby (146), Levvknor (147),
Holdgate (54), Mears Ashby (40), Harpole (184), Castle Rising

(177), Silk WilloLighb}- (38), Ewerby plinth (90), Porchester

(90), Preston (198), Aylesbury (56). At Coleshill (163) and
Locking (188) it takes the form oi drill holes. The pellet or stud is

shown at Crick (44), Darcnth (186), and Binsted (49). The
beaded guilloche occurs at Locking (188) and Castle Rising

(177). Medallions or patera appear at Silk Willoughby (38),

Winchester (169), Southampton (170), Mears Ashby (40),

Bickington (278), Palgrave (92), Coleshill (163), the two
Cornish fonts of Mevagissey (41), and Altarnon (202), and the

two Devon fonts of Bideford (48) and Bratton (202). There is

lozenge at Hendon (148) and lattice at Burnham Norton (148).

The sazotooth is seen at Buckfastleigh (41); the nail head at

Belton (174); imbrications or shingle at Harpole (184) and
Palgrave (92), and at Kenfig, Llantwit, and St Donat's in

Glamorgan ; the sunk star at Reighton (39) and Brighton (162),

and at the neighbouring fonts of Shernborne (frontispiece), Scul-

thorpe (197), and Fincham (156). Herringbone is seen at Gun-
walloe (120), Grinton (286), Bickington (278), and Hartland (50).

Wolf or: cat heads appear at the corners of the fonts at Toftrees

(193), Shernborne (frontispiece), and South Wootton (192).

Masks are frequent, e.g., Stone (188), Luppitt (178), Stoneleigh

(137); St Cuby, Cornwall (41), Stoodleigh (150), and Lifton

(204), Devon, and in three fonts of kindred design, viz.,

Bratton, Devon (202), and Launceston (203) and Altarnon (202),

Cornwall. Roses or rosettes are shown at Mears Ashby (40) and
Stow (42); they appear on Iffley doorway, c. 11 70. The sym-
metrical Gree.\< palinette, honeysuckle, or antJieniion is well seen at

P2asby (146), and on three western fonts, Buckfastleigh (4i\, and
South Brent (49), Devon, and Lanreath, Cornwall (145). At
Stanton Fitzwarren (174) it is so highly elaborated that the font

can hardly belong to the twelfth centur}-. In the P^}'don base

(55) it is translated into Early Gothic. Scrolls or rinceaux were
in great favour. In a few cases they are importations of

Roman leaf scrolls, chiefly acanthus, through Normandy ; they

are well seen at Wansford (182) and St Mary Steps, Exeter

(145) ; between and on the face of the scallops of the Aylesbury
base (56), on the rim of the Harpole font (184), and at the

bottom of the bowl at Holdgate (54). More often they are

but Pre-Conquest bands of interlacings bourgeoning first into

Romanesque, and then into Gothic foliage. Their development
may easily be traced if the following illustrations be examined
consecutively. At Lanreath (145) the interlacings show hardly

a trace of coming foliage. At Porchester (154) and Alphington
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(154) they develop partly into writhing snakes, partly into

foliage. So also the Toftrees rim (194) has foliated interlacings.

At East Haddon (187) and Lifton (204) the scrolls have con-

ventional trefoiled or cinquefoiled foliage ;
so also at Eydon

(55), Coleshill (153), and several lead fonts, e.£:, Walton (83),

where the light, graceful, and s)'mmetrical scrollwork is Gothic

in design. One striking feature about font ornament is the

scarcity of cJicvroii or zigzag. It is rare in the eleventh, but

used frequently with excessive profusion on the orders of the

arches of piers, doorways, and windows of the twelfth century.

Of all the illustrations reproduced there are but two, Bessingby

(38) and St Mary Steps, Exeter (145), which shew the

chevron.

Norman Figure Sculpture

The figure sculpture of the twelfth century is surprisingly

rich and abundant ; and though rude and archaic in the extreme,

is of much interest for the light which it throws on the habit of

mind of religious folk of those early days. It must have been

found very interesting too by the Churchmen of the three follow-

ing centuries ; otherwise sculptured Norman fonts would not

have come down to us in such numbers. Enriched Norman fonts,

like enriched Norman doorways, were admired and respected

even by Gothic builders. The choice of subjects is very largely

biblical, and shews that the gospel was carefully preached in the

churches of those days ; and the life of Christ is represented

far more than any other subject. Sometimes the Annunciation

is shewn;* sometimes the Nativity ; in the strange, rude font at

Fincham (156) the latter is reduced to its simplest elements, all

that is represented being a manger with the Babe, the heads only

of an ox and ass abo\e, and a big star. A favourite subject

was that of the Magi. It was written that there came wise men
from the East ; and that " when they saw the \oung child with

Mary his mother, they fell down and worshipped him ; and

when they had opened their treasures they presented unto him
gifts, gold and frankincense and myrrh." Now the gifts were

three ; therefore the wise men must have been three, each bring-

ing his own gift. But who were they that could afford to offer

such treasures as gold and frankincense and myrrh? Surely

none but kings, as the Greek Church early taught, and as the

* The Annunciation occurs in the south porch at Mahnesbury, and on a

fragment at Hovingham, Yorkshire. The Nativity occurs on the fonts

at Fincham and West Haddon ; in the south porch of Mahnesbury, and
in the north doorway of the Lady Chapel of Glastonbury
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Latin Church received in later days. Moreover, the names of

these three Eastern kings were discovered ; they were Gaspar,

Melchior, and Balthasar. Lastly, the great city of Cologne gave

a local habitation to the skulls of the three kings, who became
more famous than ever in Western Europe. At Fincham

(156) the artist, having depicted one of the Magi, was entirely

satisfied with the result, and made the other two exact replicas.

At Cowlam (159) the Blessed Virgin is crowned and seated, and

West Haddon

in her right hand holds her lily ; on her knee is a very large Babe,

also crowned, with right hand raised in benediction
; in front

stands one of the kings with his gift, and below it what seems to

be a wreath. The Magi appear also on the fonts at Sculthorpe

and Ingleton. At Walton, near Liverpool, is represented the

flight into Egypt ; the Blessed Virgin rides on an ass, over her

head is a cross; St Joseph carries the Babe. The baptism of

Christ is naturally a favourite subject on fonts. At Castle Frome

(52) Christ is represented as a boy, as in early Christian days
;
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He is nude, and the water is heaped U[) to His knees ; on the

left is the J^aptist with a maniple on his left arm ; he has a

nimbus, and is about to lay his ri^ht hand on the head of Christ
;

the dove S)-mbolises the Holy Ghost, and the hand from heaven
betokens the Father giving the benediction ; in the Jordan four

fish are swimming. The fish was regarded by the Earl)' Church,

first, as a symbol of Christ; secondly, of Christians, /zVaW///", as

thev sometimes called themselves ; and, thirdh', of the rite of

Cowlani

baptism ; for Orientus, writing in 450, says,* ''Pisa's iiaiiis oqtas,

am tor haf-tisviaiis ipse est."

At Fincham, Norfolk, there is an extraordinaril)- rude repre-

sentation of the dove descending on the head of Christ or

perhaps of a catechumen. At West Haddon (158) it is remark-

able that Christ does not stand in the Jordan, but in a square

font ; He has a nimbus, is nude, and is immersed up to the waist

;

* Early CJn-istian Sn/it'ol/siii, 123.
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the Ba[^tist on the left seems to be holding a service book in his

left hand, while he lays his right hand on the head of Christ ; an
angel to the right holds a huge tunic. There is another represen-

tation of the baptism of Christ at Kirkburn. The Lenton font

(160) is divided into two compartments ; the upper one contains

six arches, each containing an angel; below are five arches, the

central of which is the largest and contains a representation of

the baptism of Christ ; it is notcworth}- that both hands are

uplifted in prayer after the manner of the Orantes in the

Catacombs. This font also has a representation of the Raising
of Lazarus. At West Haddon (158) Christ rides into Jerusalem
and one offers Him a palm. This subject also occurs at Aston
Eyre, Salop (Keyser's Tympana, plate 90). At Kirkburn, Yorks.,

is shewn the charge of the keys to Peter ; a rare subject, only
occurring in Norman sculpture on the tympanum of Siddington
Church, Gloucestershire. In the font of St Nicholas, Brighton

(162), is a late and excellent representation of the Lord's Supper.
It would have been difficult to find room for all the Apostles, so

only six are shewn, the other six being supposed to be round the

corner; as a matter of fact, however, the legend of St Nicholas
is on the other side. Christ has a well-defined cruciferous

nimbus
; the Apostles wear cowls. Christ has a moustache and

beard ; all the Apostles have moustaches and four of them have
beards. Christ lays His left hand on the loaf; with His right

He blesses the cup. The Last Supper is also represented on
the font at North Grimston, and on a capital in the tower
arch at Southwell. There is a pathetic representation of

the Crucifixion at Coleshill (163), another very late font. The
Crucifixion is also represented on the font at Cottesmore,
Rutland. At Kirkburn and Ingleton Christ points to the

wounds in His side. On the North Grimston font is shewn the
Descent from the Cross. It has been argued that the represen-

tation of Our Lord, not as here and above our rood screens

between Mary and John, but between the two thieves, as in

the churches of Brittany, e.;j;., St Fiacre -le-Faouet,* is charac-
teristic of the Celtic Church ; but it occurs on the Lenton font,

where the souls of the dying thieves are represented as tiny

babes issuing from their mouths with their last breath, one
rising to heaven, the other falling into the jaws of hell. At
Kirkburn (161) is shewn the Ascension ; Our Lord has a
cruciferous nimbus and bestows His benediction ; two angels
with solid wings and arms much out of drawing hold around a
kind oi'' vesica piscisT Such is the story of the life of Christ as

told on the twelfth century fonts. At Eardisley (53) Our Lord
* Illustrated in Screens a/i</ Galleries, 85.
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is seen with a cruciferous nimbus and crosier. At Kirkby (141)
with His staff He bruises the head of the dragon,* the folds of

whose tail are very cleverly made to envelop the lower part of

the bowl and the pedestal in the shape of cable ornament ; that

is why the cable is worked on such a gigantic scale ; it was a

big dragon and had a thick tail and a great deal of it. (The
damage of this font is not wholly due to the ravages of time. It

used to be in the churchyard under the spout by the door of the

old schoolroom and the school children sharpened their knives
and pencils on it. The bowl and base are original, the pedestal

is modern.) Frequently Christ is represented as the Agnus Dei,

as so very often in the frescoes of the Catacombs. This repre-

sentation occurs on fonts at Ham and Checkley, Stafford
;

Tissington, Derby; Hutton Cranswick and Kirkburn, York-
shire; Colsterworth and Helpringham, Lincolnshire; Stottesdon,

Salop; Hook Norton, Oxon. ; and Thames Ditton, Surrey. (Sea
plates in Keyser's Tynipana.) The lamb carries a cross, to

which is sometimes affixed a banner, e.g , at Helpringham; on
the Ham font a bird is perched on the cross. Very frequently

the lamb is shewn surrounded by savage beasts ; at Kirkburn it

is confronted by a savage man with a big club on his shoulder,

and leading by a rope what may be meant for a bear (161). There
can be little doubt that the beasts are coming, or are being
brought, to do reverence to the x'\gnus Dei ; for at Hognaston,
Derbyshire, a hog and three other animals are being led up to

the Agnus Dei by a bishop with a crozier. The Evangelistic

Symbols, so common on fonts in the fifteenth century, are rare

in the twelfth ; but they occur at Castle Frome (52) and at

St Michael's, Southampton.
Turning to the Old Testament, one finds a great contrast.

All the main events in the Gospel story are evidently familiar

to every one ; the Old Testament, on the other hand, with the

exception of the story of Adam and Eve, is largely an unfamiliar

book. The subjects represented on fonts are at Darenth and
Luppitt. At Darenth King David is shewn with the harp. At
Luppitt (178) one holds a huge nail, another is driving it into

somebody's head (there is not room for his body) ; naturally one
thinks of Sisera and Jael, but in the great paucity of Old
Testam.int subjects it is not certain that this would have been
represented. Elsewhere than on fonts there are a i&\w represen-

tations of David and the lion, Samson and the lion, Daniel in

the lions' den, Noah in the ark, and the sacrifice of Isaac.

On the other hand, the stor\' of Adam and lue is a decided

* "The ("lOd of peace shall braise Satan under \our feet shortly' (Rom.
xvi. 20, and Gen. iii. 15).
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favourite. Perhaps it was considered especially appropriate on
a font, for in its rei;enerating waters original sin is washed
away, and "as in Adam all die, so in Christ shall all

be made alive." At St James's, Piccadilly, the Renaissance
font, a work of Gibbcjns, represents the Tree of Knowledge,
round which the Serpent twines, offering the ajipie to Eve, a
large statue of whom, together with one of Adam, stands on the

floor. At P^incham (156) is a very primitive Adam and Eve (the

Tree between is made of putty, the work of the village plumber
;

the shafts also are modern). At Walton, near Liverpool, is

another archaic font, on which are shewn Adam and Eve, and
an angel with a sword expelling them from Paradise ; the same
scene occurs at Kirkby (164}, near Liverpool, and on the west
front of Lincoln Minster. The Walton font was turned out of

the church in 1764. The bowl stood as mounting block at the

door of the public-house till about 18 17, when it was removed
to the churchyard, and afterwards to the church ; the supports

are modern. At P2ast Meon (166), on the right, the Almighty,
with cruciferous nimbus, is charging Adam not to eat of the

tree of knowledge ; in the centre the Almighty creates Eve
from Adam's side ;

* on the left Eve takes the apple from the

mouth of a dragon in a tree ; still further to the left Adam is

eating the apple. In the next scene (166) is shewn Paradise,

which is a great church with pier arcade, triforium, and clere-

story ; then comes an angel with a big sword, expelling Adam
and Eve; then come Adam and Eve, who have got into clothes;

a winged angel, with a halo, is holding a spade, and telling

Adam how to use it ; P2ve has got a distaff, and is already at

work, having already had her lesson, or perhaps not requiring

one. The Adam and Eve scene occurs also at Hook Norton.

Where a row of figures are shewn, the probability is that

thc\' are the Apostles ; sometimes they can be identified by
their symbols

; at Stoneleighf (137) their names are inscribed
;

on the lead fonts at Ashover (82) and Dorchester (83) also

there are twelve Apostles. At Wansford, however, these figures

do not represent the Apostles ; for of the thirteen panels, three

do not contain figures; and of the ten figures some are laymen in

coats reaching onl\' to the knee. Those illustrated are arranged

in pairs ; on the left are priests holding up their left and right

hands respectively ; on the right are la\'men, with clubs and
heart-shaped shields (182).

It was not till late in the twelfth century that St Pernard

* In the Lateral! Museum at Rome, out of fifty-five Cliristian sarcophagi,

twelve depict the Creation of Eve.
t In the Stoneleit^li font the figures in front arc SS. Matthew and Andrew
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and Pupe Innocent the Third i;"Hve the impulse tu a yreatly

increased veneration (jf the Blessed V'irgin, an outward and
visible sign of which was the addition of a lady chapel to almost
every church, whether great or small. Accordingly, it is rare to

find sculptured representations early in the twelfth century of

the Virgin and Child; they occur on the fonts at Walton (164)
and Sculthorpe, on the chancel arch at Langridge, Somerset,
and on a slab built into the east wall of York Minster. St Mary
Magdalen is shewn with her vase on the Tysoe font (239)

;

there are also representations of her in Norman sculpture.

As for the saints generall}-, there seems to have been compara-
tively little known about them. Very few indeed find place

on the fonts ; the chief are St Nicholas, St Margaret, and St

Lawrence. The reason simply is that hitherto all but a few had
remained unknown

—

" Cdrciit quia vatc sacro."

Only a few novels, as we should call them, about the saints were
in general circulation as yet. St Lawrence's tragic fate, however,

appealed to all Christendom ; as for St Margaret, her very

surprising adventures were the joy of every hearth ; and every-

body loved St Nicholas. At Cowlam (159) is seen St Lawrence
on the gridiron with bound hands ; the torturer is turning him
over to grill him on the other side. To the left are seen the

heels of St Margaret disappearing down the throat of the

dragon ; to the left (not shewn) her head and shoulders are

bursting forth out of the middle of the creature's back. St

Margaret wears a " pigtail," as do the godmother on the Darenth
font (186) and the nobleman's three daughters on the Winchester
font (169). It is probable, therefore, that the fonts both at

Cowlam and Darenth, like that at Winchester, belong to the

.second half of the twelfth centur}-.

St Nicholas of Myra was one of the most popular saints in

the Middle Ages, and deservedly so.* He is still the patron

saint of Russians and wolves and children and sailors and lovers

and travellers and prisoners. He died AD. 330, at the age of

eighty, h^'om sunset on the 6th of December, St Nicholas'

day, to sunrise next morning, the wolves will not touch even

chicken ; they spend the night in meditation, and they will not

hurt you even if you step on their tails. As for lovers, it chanced
at Myra that a certain nobleman fell into poxerty, leaving no
prospects to his three daughters but a life of shame. Ikit St

Nicholas gave them each a dowr\- of a bag of gold, so that they

* .See "Some l.e^^cnds of St Nicholas'" in YorksJiirc ^IrcJucolugical

Joiiniiil, by Rev. Dr I'owler.
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shoLilfl make g'ood marn'ac^es. As for schoolboys, a pork butcher

was sitting at his door when three httle bo\-s came up and asked
for a night's lodging. He gave them su{jper and i)ut them
to bed, but chopped off their heads with his axe in the night as

his supply of pork was running short. Just as he had finished

packing them away in the pickling tub, St Nicholas came up
and asked for bed and supper, and he wished to have for supper,

he said, the three little boys in the pickling tub. Whereon the

pork butcher confessed the murder, and St Nicholas restored

the little boys to life. Also once upon a time a childless

nobleman promised St Nicholas a gold cup if a son and heir

should be born to him. The son and heir was born, the cup was
bought, and the nobleman sailed for Myra to present it to the

bishop. But it occurred to him en route that one of silver would
be quite good enough, and he made up his mind to keep the

gold cup. And one day the son and heir was on deck playing

with the gold cup, and fell overboard with the cup in his hand.

V>\\\. he was saved by appeal to St Nicholas, who got the gold cup
after all. All this appears on the font at Zedelghem ; where also

the story of the pork butcher is told at length. At Winchester

(169) the panel has three compartments, the central one shewing
the pork butcher chopping off the heads of the three little boys
in bed ; while on the left is seen St Nicholas and the son and
heir with the cup ; and on the right a ship with the tiller under
the steersman's arm, and two passengers holding their hands up
in horror at the loss of the son and heir, who lies on his back at

the bottom of the sea, cup in hand ; St Nicholas is saving him
to the astonishment of three horizontal spectators. On the other

panel is a Norman church with pier arcade, triforium, and
clerestory, and a faithful rendering of hinges of Norman iron-

work on the door. The nobleman is kneeling in gratitude to

St Nicholas for the bags of gold ; on the left is his servant, hawk
on fist. At Brighton (162) also is a sea piece. It probably

refers to the story of the Greek goddess, Diana. She had a

great temple at Myra, which St Nicholas persuaded the people

to pull down. So Diana made an oil that, being lighted, would
burn even stones and water, and depositing it in a little vase,

she put on a nun's dress and put out to sea. There she met
pilgrims sailing as for Myra, and accosted them, and asked them
to take the vase as one of precious ointment to Myra church
and anoint the walls with the ointment. But St Nicholas came
sailing up and said, " Cast it into the sea." And behold there was
a very great fire. At Brighton the nun is seen in the ship

with the oil vase high up on the left ; left of the ship stands

St Nicholas. On a mural painting on the east wall of the nave
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at Piidworth, Berks., is a full length portrait of St Nicholas,
together with the miraculous resurrection of the three little

boys.

Another faxourite saint is St Michael, shewn on foot in

combat with Satan, "that great dragon." This subject occurs
nine times in Norman work (see plates in Keyser's Tympana).
At St Nicholas, Ipswich, is an inscription shewing that it really
is St Michael, and not St George. The latter occurs also in

Norman sculpture, sometimes on horseback, sometimes on foot

;

later he is almost always shewn on horseback, to distinguish him
from St Michael.

The ancient Scriptural symbolism of the vine and the
branches is well seen in the fonts at Winchester and St Mary
Bourne (170) ; the latter font has lost its four corner shafts. A
s\'mbolism very frequent in Byzantine sculpture shews two
birds—in Byzantine work they are usually peacocks, emblems
of immortality—pecking at a bunch of grapes, as at Winchester
(169), or drinking out of a vase; the reference is to the Eucharist.
At Winchester it almost seems as if the doves are shewn just

before, during, and after participation in the sacred elements.
The dove is not only the symbol of an innocent, harmless
Christian life, but also of the Holy Ghost, and so of the
Christian soul.

At Stanton Fitzwarren (174) is a late and beautiful font,

richly ornamented by ten arched panels filled with figures— all

excepting No. 2 are trampling on crouched figures at the foot

:

the inscriptions recording the names of the principal figures

(eight of which represent Virtues) are cut on the arches of the
openings, and those of the minor figures (eight of which are

corresponding Vices) are on the ground of the i)anels :

—

1. Eclcsia—A crowned figure holding chalice and '^ Scrpeii\sl\

cross piercing a dragon - - - - j occiditttr.

2. CJicnibin—A six-winged figure with sword
\

standing on a block - - - - j

3. Lar^^ihis—An armed figure with sword trami> \ ,

ling on - - - - - - - j

4. HuDiilitas—An armed figure with club or mace 1 o ^ /•
111- 1-11 w 1- Siipcrlna.
holdmg a shield and trampling on - - j ^

K. Piefas—An armed figure with sword and shield 1 r^- > r :>i^
. ,.

* Distoniia\sl\.
tramplmg on ------ j ^ i

6. Misericordia—An armed fiirure with sword and ) ;- •,.

target trampling on - - - - - j
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7. Afodestia—An armed ri^urc with sword and ^ t^, ^

shield tramphng on a crouched figure - j

8. Teniperaiicia—A fiLiure with lance, shield, and 1 j
1 ^ ,•

^ Luxuna.
banner trampling on - - - - j

9. Paciencia—A figure with sword and target ) y-_

trampling on - - - - - - j '

*

10. Piidicicia—An armed figure trampling on - Libido*

A variant of this font is to be seen not far off at Southrop,
Gloucestershire. Above each virtue, which is represented as an
armed knii^ht trampling on a vice, is its name ; while the name
of each vice is written backwards and vertically. In the panels
illustrated (176) are shewn Paciencia flagellating Ira, and Lar-
gitas trampling on Avancia ; on the font are also shewn Teinper-

aucia and Lvxuria on the right, and Misericordia and Invidia on
the left. At Belton (174) is a font, probably of the thirteenth

century, with remarkable sculptures, a fanciful interpretation

of which was given by Bishop Trollope ; four of the figures

appear to represent the four minor Orders of the Church ; one
of them (not shewn) is ringing the bells. At Harpole (184) and
Bridekirk (109) is highly complicated scrollwork, and a tree in

the centre with a fierce beast on either side ; this may be of

Eastern inspiration, representing the Tree of Spiritual Life and
Knowledge. This occurs also on the font at Haddenham, Bucks.,

and elsewhere at Dinton, Fritwell, Knook, Lathbury, Llanbadarn
Fawr,Lullington,Moccas,Stratton,Swarkestone,Treneglos, Word-
well. The Tree is said to occur in Norman sculpture in thirty-

one English churches, e.g., Oxhill (141). At Eardisley (53) two
knights are fighting, and one has pierced the other through the

leg. Masks are very common. Usualh' they are placed at each
corner of the bowl, as in many Cornish fonts ; e.g., Launceston

(203) and Luppitt (178). At Castle Rising (177) there are three

good faces on the eastern, and three bad ones on the western

panel. More rarely the\' encircle the bowl, as at Berrington

(^36).

The lion is of common occurrence but of diverse import. He
may generally be known b\' the ruff on his neck, t'.^n, at Shobdon

(S4).t He may be the symbol of St Mark, as at Castle Erome
(52). He may be a bad beast, as at Stafford (i 10) and, perhaps,

Hereford (177); for the Devil goeth about like a roaring lion,

* I'^roni Mr C. E. Ponting's paper in the Wilts ArcJi. and Nat. Hist.

Magazine.
•f This cluirch was pulled down and converted into an artificial "ruin

"

by the local st|uire to adorn his park.
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seeking whom he may devour, of whom the Psalmist said, "My
soul is among lions." But he may be a good beast and a symbol
of Christ, who is the Lion of Judah ; eg, on the pedestal of the

font at Hazeboro', where above the head of each lion is a little

stone tabernacle, showing what a saintly creature he is. One
characteristic of the good lion is that he sleeps with his eyes
open :

" Est ICO scd ci/slos, ociilis quia doniiit aperIis ;
Temploruni idcirco positits ante fo7-as."

On the Eardisle}- font he has one eye shut and one e}'e open
;

therefore any interpretation of the story on that font which
makes him a bad beast is mistaken. Here and there is a relic

of Classical Mythology. At West Rounton a centaur with bow
and arrow is shooting a man at short range ; this creature

appears also at Bishop Wilton, Stoke sub Hamdon, Darenth,
Adel, and Kencott. At Luppitt (178) is a centaur carrying a
spear, and with a big foliated tail, while in front are fearsome
beasts facing one another with grinning jaws. Some of these

may be figments of the imagination—" gorgons and hydras
and chimairas dire"—more probably every one had a mean-
ing to him who wrought it. Some no doubt are attempts
to materialise the winged creatures of the Apocalypse and
Ezekiel. Sometimes perhaps the representation is of nothing
more than a hunting scene ; e.g., the lion hunt at Zedelghem
(16S), unless this be intended to symbolise the formidable
nature of the contest of the spiritual warrior with powers of evil.

One very common beast is a creature with a square forehead
;

perhaps he may be a wolf; it is depicted at South W'ootton

(192), Toftrees (193), Curdworth (132), Shernborne (frontispiece).

Other strange beasts are seen at Chaddesley Corbett (55), South-
ampton (170), Topsham (186), and Ham. At Covvlam the beast
has a human head in his mouth; at Ham (137) he grips

another in his claw. At East Haddon (187) a man is gripping
^vith each hand a huge goose-like creature. At Darenth (186)
is a winged quadruped with a human face, whose tail a man
grasps with his left hand, while he threatens to knock it on
the head with a club in the otlier : the creature looks round
astonished.

On several early fonts a salamander is represented. A sala-

mander, inverted, is carved beneath the appendage of the
Youlgreave font (64). Round the font of Salehurst, Sussex,
is carved a cordon of salamanders. The salamander is emble-
matic of the virtue of the righteous man, which enables him to

pass through the fires of temptation unhurt. For the Apostle
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Paul saith :
" Through faith they quenched the violence of hre "

;

and Isaiah saith of the just man :
" When thou walkest through

fire, thou shalt not be burned." Moreover, lAnanias, Azarias, and
Misael came forth from the burning fiery furnace with no smell

of fire on their garments. How was this ? It was supposed that

they were clothed with a sort of spiritual asbestos. To this day
certain tribes in W'estern China wear asbestos garments, and
clean them by heating them red hot. This practice was well

known to the mediaeval zoologists ; for one of them, Vincent de
Beauvais, in the Specti-uin Natnralc, affirms that Pope Alexander
III. had a tunic made of salamander skins, which, when dirty,

was cleansed by being thrown into the fire instead of being put
into the wash-tub. But why salamander skins ? Because there

actually does exist a small frog-like reptile with rows of tubercles

on its sides, which secrete a milky poisonous fluid sufficient to

extinguish a live coal and slightly to retard the action of fire.

Applying their Bibles to the elucidation of botany and zoology,

the savants arrived at the remarkable specimen of symbolism
noticed above. Salamanders are said to occur * on fonts at

Norton, Derbyshire; Haddenham, Bucks. ; Sculthorpe, Norfolk;

Bridekirk and Dearham, Cumberland ; Winchester Cathedral
;

St Austell and Luxulyan, Cornwall ; and Studham, Beds. In

all the representations the legs are set far forward, and there

is a single knot in the tail. The font at Ashford-in-the-Water
is later than the rest, being of fourteenth centur)^ work, and
of extraordinary design ; the head of the salamander being

represented emerging from one side of the bowl, while the

tail with its single knot enters the bowl from the opposite side.

Quite a considerable number of fonts rest on animals. At
Stafford (iio) and Hereford (117) they are lions; at Elmley
Castle (93) they are lacertine in character ; others are shewn
at Holdgate (54), Castle Frome (52), Crick (44), and Wiston,
Suffolk. There are curitjus examples of the fourteenth century
at Brixham, Devon ; and of the fifteenth century at Laxfield (89)
and West Drayton (256).f

At Locking (188) is an archaic bowl on modern supports
;

here also archaism does not spell antiquity ; for the knights

wear the flat-topped helmet that was in fashion in the last

half of the twelfth century ; e.g., it is worn by the older effigies

in the Temple Church, London. Their hands are locked

together ; by way of a pun, it lias been suggested, on the

* In some of these, however, the cre.ituie may be a dragon and not a
salamander at all.

t See illustrated paper by Mr J. Tavernor Perry in the Nciv Reliquary.,

xi. 189.

2 A
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name of the village ; unfortunately for this ingenious explana-

tion, the clasped hands also occur on the holy water stoup at

Kilpeck (48), Herefordshire. It is to be noted that another

Dev'onshire village, not far away, is named Loxton
; and it has

been suggested that both names refer to Lok or Lokc, the

Scandinavian Vulcan or devil, whose s\'mbol was the serpent,

and whose worship may have been introduced by Scandinavians

mining for lead in the Mendips.* Very strange and archaic

also is the font at Stoke Canon (i8o). ]^ut its caryatides

appear to wear the Locking type of helmet. Moreover, no one
could have designed this type of font unless he was already

familiar with the type supported on one central c\-linder and
four outer shafts, such as the font at Isle Abbots

; a t\'pe which
hardl)' appears before the middle of the twelfth century.

The font at Stone, Bucks. (188), has had a chequered history.

Originally it was in the church of Hampstead Norris, Berks.,

but on the presentation of a new font in 1767 it was removed
to the Rector's garden. Mr J. G. Akerman, Secretary to the

Society of Antiquaries, London, who had married into the

Rector's family, conveyed it to Kensington ; later it travelled

to a southern suburb of London ; finally it was recognised,

bought, and presented to Stone Church, the whitewash with

which it was covered was scraped off, and it was supplied with

a modern pedestal.!

The fonts at Brookland in Romney Marsh and Burnham
Deepdale in Norfolk contain illustrations of the Months, copied

no doubt from the MS. calendars at the beginning of the Psalters.

The Brookland font is of lead (80) and contains the signs of

the Zodiac as well as the Months. The two fonts are described

by the Rev. G. M. Livett in Archceologia Cantiana as follows.

The signs of the Zodiac at Brookland begin with March, and
are thus inscribed :—Capricornus (by error for Aries), Taurus,

Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagutarius {sic\

Capricornus, Aquarius, Pices {sic). The names of the months
and the subjects, as set forth by Mr Livett, are as follows :

—

Janvier—two faced Janus seated at a table with Saxon drinking-

horn and goblet, drinking the old year out and the new }'ear in.

Fevrier—a man seated by a fire, warming himself Jl/ars—

a

man pruning a vine. Avril—a bareheaded figure in a long

robe, holding in each hand a sprouting branch ; this refers to

* See paper by Rev. C. G. Ashwin read before the Somerset Archaeo-
logical Society. I am indebted to Miss A. E. Gimingham for these notes

about Locking.
t "Wanderings of a Church Font," in Bui'/dc?; 25th July 1846; and

Records of Bucks., vi. 354 and ix. 193.
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the Processions or Perambulation at Rogation tide, the Gang-
days falling occasionally in April, though more often in May as

it is represented at Burnham Deepdale. Mai—a knight on a

palfrey with a hawk on his left fist. Jvin—a man mowing with

a long-bladed scythe. Jvillet—a man working with a rake at

the hay. Avovt—a man reaping with a sickle. Sctenbre—a man
threshing corn with a flail. Vitovvre—a man standing in a

hooped vat and holding up a bunch of grapes. Novcnbre—

a

swineherd holding aloft a hooked stick for beating oaks, and a

pig feeding on the fallen acorns. Deccnbre— a man with up-

lifted axe killing a pig. The subjects should be compared with

those at Purnham Deepdale, which in some cases differ. The
latter are described by Mr Livett as follows :—On the North
side is January, a man carousing ; February, a man warming
himself; Illarc/i, a man digging; April, a man pruning a plant.

On the East side is May, a woman carrying a flag in the Proces-

sions at Rogation Tide
;
June, weeding

; July, a man mowing
;

August, a man binding a sheaf On the South side is September,

a man threshing ; October, a man barrelling wine ; November,
[iigsticking; December, four people at a table spread for Christmas

dinner. A sister font has been recently kicked out of the church

of Warham All Saints, and is now part of a rockery and filled

with ferns.*

Of all the Norman fonts the finest in design is the group in

North-West Norfolk, comprising the fonts at Shernborne (frontis-

piece), Toftrees (193), Sculthorpe (197), and South Wootton

(192), the work of a great, unknown, original genius. The font at

Preston, Suffolk (198), seems to be a clumsy copy based on these.

The characteristic features are the contrast of the circular basin

and the scjuare rim ; the attachment of corner shafts to the bowl

;

the fine shadow effects produced by the projection of the rim

beyond the faces of the bowl ; the variation in the number of

supports, and where the bowl has five supports, the fact that the

central shaft is not thicker than the outer ones. Add to this the

extraordinary richness and beauty of the interlacings, and at

Sculthorpe the admirable figure sculpture, and one has a group
of fonts unsurpassed in Europe. The font at Hunstanton (198)

is plainly a thirteenth century version based on their design,

omitting the Romanesque ornament, and substituting, as at

I'algrave (92), plain circular panels to be filled probably with

painted and gilded gesso or some such composition. The main
group is no doubt quite late in the twelfth century ; the inter-

lacing work might be thought to be of earlier date, but devices

composed of interlacing rings are of wide occurrence, and are

* See Archu'ologia Cantiana, xxvii. 255, and Reliquary, ix. 54.
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often quite late in date; r.<,'\, the chessmen of walrus i\ory from
the Isle of Lewis now in the British Museum; Staffordshire Clog
Almanacks; and mediitval floorinLj tiles; they were still in use

as notarial signs in the seventeenth century.*

The group of Cornish fonts is quite sui generis. From the

twelfth to the fifteenth century they have a physiognomy quite

tlieir own ; moreover, to a considerable extent the design that

Roche

was in vogue in the twelfth century still survived in the
fifteenth. One peculiarity was the employment of non-con-
structional shafts (page 45); e.g., St Cuby (41); another the
frequent employment of masks at the angles of the bowl ; e.g.,

Launceston (203); St Cuby (41), Bodmin (200); another is the

frequency of the design illustrated from Altarnon (202). There
are nine fonts with the design of a ]jetallcd circle flanked b\- a

* Neiu Rcliquayv, \'iii. 123.
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serpent with two heads with extended jaws and forked ton<,rues
;

and heads at the angles * Of the Norman fonts the most
magnificent is that at St Petroc's, Bodmin (200) ; there is a sister

font at Roche (199). Almost the whole exterior at Bodmin is

covered with vigorous and emblematic carving. On the south
and west sides are flowers and stems interlacing in every
direction. The design on the other sides is similar, but represents
twisted and knotted serpents. At the base of the bowl are
evil-looking lacertine monsters. The carving near the rim
is cut clear awav from the surface of the bowl, so that the

Launcc-iiou

hands may be placed between. It is inconceivable that such

a " tour de force " of design and execution could have been

produced before the thirteenth centur}.*^

To the latter half of this centur\- belongs a remarkable

group of fonts.:): All are of great size, and they are richl\- orna-

* British Arch. Assoc. Journal iox 1901, p. 215.

t I am indebted to Mr \V. H. Walford for photographs and particulars

of this font. See also Dr Fryer in Neic Rc/iquiirv, viii. 96, and in tlie

Journal of the British ArchcFolo_s,ical Association for 1901, p. 215 ; and Mr
John Gatley in the Antiquary, xv. 19, on Cornish fonts.

1 See J. Romilly Allen and Dean Kitchin in British Arch. Assoc.Journal.,

vol. ;o.
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mented. They vary in height from 3 feet 2 inches to 3 feet

6 inches ; the bowl varies in diameter from outside from 3 feet

3 inches to 3 feet 7 inches. All are supported on five legs, of

which the central one is very massive. These fonts are composed

of a bluish-black marble obtained in the quarries above the

Scheldt above and below Tournai. The river provided eas}'

carriage down to Ghent and Antwerp and the open sea. That

Lifton

in Winchester Cathedral has points of resemblance to the one
at Zedclghem * near Bruges (168) ; both contain the same three

subjects from the legendary life of St Nicholas of Myra, which
was written down both in Old French and Old English about
the middle of the twelfth century. The following are all

" shop-made " fonts from Tournai. In England—Winchester

* For the Zedelgheni and Winchester fonts see illustrated article b)' Mr
J.

Romilly Allen in New Reliquary^ iv. 259.
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Cathedral (169), East Alcon (166), St Michael's, Southanipton
(170), St Alar)^ l^ourne (i/O) ; all these four are in the county of
Harn|jshire, and the churches are in the patronage of the Bishop
of Winchester; the probability is that they were all commissioned
in the later }'ears of the wealthy and generous Heny de Blois,

Bishop of Winchester from 11 29 to 1171, than whom " >n';/io in

rebus ecclesiasticis aiigeiidis vel decorandis sollicitiorr Two more
are in Lincolnshire; one, in the Cathedral (172), the other at

Thornton Curtis, near the Humber. The seventh is at St Peter's,

Ipswich. All these places are easily accessible by water. At
Ringmore, Hants., is a font apparently copied by local workmen
from one of the four Tournai fonts in the county. Tournai fonts

are found in France, at Corbeny, Erlon, Lesquielles-Saint-Ger-

main, Ribemont, Vermand and Laon Cathedral (Aisne); Mon-
tieramey (Aube); Nordpeene, Xeuf-Berquin, Gondrecourt (Xord);

Saint Just, Breuil-le-Vert, Bury (Oise) ; Saint-Venant, Kvain,

Vimy (Pas-de-Calais), Saint Pierre de Montdidier, Berlancourt,

la Neuville-sous-Corbie (Somme). In Belgium examples occur

at Achenes, Deux-Acren, Flostoy, Gosnes, Hanzinne (now in

Namur Museum), Hour, Huy, Lichterwelde, Russon, Termonde,
Zedclghem. In Genuany there are Tournai fonts at Zyfflich

and Dulken Odilienberg.*

* Enlarts MdiiiicI, 766.
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CHAPTER XII

FONTS OF THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY

As was to be expected, a good deal of Romanesque design

lingered on into Gothic days ; and a considerable number of

fonts have been noticed above, which in spite of the general

Romanesque character of the design are nevertheless probably
of late twelfth century or early thirteenth century date. To
this period may be assigned such fonts as those at Oxhill (141),

at East Haddon (187), Coleshill (163), Lifton (204), Eydon (55),
because of the leaf scrolls

; Hunstanton (198), Isle Abbots (32)
and North Newbald (42), for their molded capitals ; North
Newbald (42) also for its engaged shafts ; Stanton Fitzwarren

(174) for its trefoiled arcading ; Lustleigh (150) for its circle

of detached marble shafts ; Anstey (225) for its figure sculpture

(mermen);* Stoodleigh (150) and St Cuby (41) for their

elongated proportions and the shape of the bowl.

Coming now to fonts of characteristic Early Gothic design,

we may divide them at once into two classes
;
(i) those of shell

marble, usually from Purbeck in the Isle of Portland, Petworth
in Sussex or Bethersden in Kent ; to which must be added
fonts in freestone which copy Purbeck design ; and (2) other

fonts in freestone.

The class of marble fonts has usually octagonal or square
bowls of tabular type, which rest normally on five legs, as at

Aldenham (207) and Battle (208) ; but on four legs, at Buxted
(208); on nine legs, at Knapton (313) and St George Tomb-
land, Norwich (309) ; on a pedestal, at Nassington (208).

The best examples; e.g., Buxted; have the typical molded
capitals and bases of the thirteenth century. Sometimes the

bowl is plain
; normally it is ornamented with shallow arcading,

which may be pointed, trefoiled or semicircular. These shell

* At St Peter's, Cambridge, is another font with mermen s^rasping their

tails ; illustrated in vol. iii. of the Way CoUectiou.
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marble fonts were iinincnscl)- [)()pular,* the}- arc fouiKl scattered

about the country in very threat numbers, cspeciall\' where they
could be waterborne. Except in Kent and Sussex, where the
local marble was more emplo)-ed, they came in nearly all cases

from Purbeck. One of the earliest examples of the emplo}'ment
of Purbeck marble is in the Norman house at Christchurch,

Hampshire, by the river
; for shafts it is employed in St Cross,

Aldenluun

Winchester, c. 1160; and in Canterbury choir in ii/S; the

shafts for the Galilee were sent round by water to Durham
c. 1 1 80. There was a great factory at Purbeck of ready-made
shafts, molded and floriated capitals, bases and annulets ; the

fonts now seen all over the country are also doubtless " shop-

* Tlie fewness of the illustrations allotted to them may give an erroneous
idea of their paucity ; the fact is, they are so uniform in design that it was
not worth wliile to illustrate many.
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made." It is a startling change t<j sucli \eiy plain and simple fonts

as these from such extraordinarily rich examples as their immedi-
ate predecessors at Castle Frome, Toftrees, Stanton Fitzwarren
and the like. But the elaboration of interlacings, rinceaux and
figure sculpture all paled before the dazzling shininess of the

polished Purbeck marble, l^eauty of material was preferred to

richness of design. It is not a mere conjecture to say so. There
is still in existence a Latin poem describing ecstatically the

Purbeck shafts of the thirteenth century work at Lincoln, which,

says the writer, "dazzled the eyes like a looking-glass." It may
be added that the grouping of four detached marble shafts at a

distance round a central marble cylinder, which is seen in so

many of these fonts, is precisely that of the piers in Chichester

presbytery,* Boxgrove, and St Thomas, Portsmouth.

P'onts of the second or freestone class are much less frequent,

but are more interesting because of their great diversity of design.

The bowl is sometimes circular, as in the freestone fonts

of Great Brington, Ogleworth (223), Bradley (214), Leiston

(59), Barnack (213), Hayes (224), x^ll Saints', Leicester (221),

Peterborough (216), Iford (223), Catthorpe (220), Studham
(212), Youlgreave (64). Sometimes it is square; as at Ash-
bury, Bosbury (215), St Giles', Oxford (222); sometimes
octagonal, as at Stowe (42), Hadleigh (218), Standon (218),

Gatton (219), Witcham (312); or hexagonal, as at Etchingham

(219). There is also a curious and beautiful class of cup fonts

(see page 51); ^.^., Shere (220), Eaton Bray (210), Leiston (59),

and Michelmersh (221), and the similar fonts of Belaugh, Norfolk,

and Leighton Buzzard, Bedford. The supports also vary much.

Just as detached gave way to engaged shafts in the nave of

Lincoln Minster, c. 1220, so the earlier fonts of the thirteenth

century usually have detached shafts, while the later ones ; e.g.,

Ashbourne (214), where the church is dated 1241, Kniveton

(44), Bradley (214), in Derbyshire, and Etchingham (219), Ogle-

worth (223), and Leiston (59) have the shafts engaged ; the

disposition of the shafts greatly resembles that of the piers of

Exeter Cathedral. Some have pedestals; which maybe massive,

as at Great Brington and Tickencote (222) ; or low and
slender, as at South Kilworth (215), Compton (215), Stanstead

(50), Michelmersh (221), Studham (212). A delightful and
original design is seen at Barnack (213); while at Chadsunt

(90) a Norman bowl with some fragments of cable ornament
rests upon reduplicated molded bases of the thirteenth century,

not unlike the wooden bases at Ashby (74).

* Illustrated in Gothic Archiiectitre in Eii^/and, 245, 247, 249 ; see ibid..,

252, on the export of Purbeck shafting to Ireland.

2 D
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In both classes of fonts the architectural features are those
of Early Gothic art. Where strii/ps occur, they are still usually
semicircular, but much more refined and delicate than before

;

e.g., at Studham (212), Ashbourne (214), Youlgreave (64).

Both pointed and trefoiled arcading occurs. Pointed arcading is

shewn at Knapton (313) and Nassington (208); pointed trefoils

occur at Ashbourne (214), Kniveton (44), Buxted (208). and
Leiston (59); and roiind-Jieaded trefoils at Bradley (214): at

Great Brington there are both. At Battle (208) there is a

'survival' of semicircular arcading; and of intersecting arcading
at Tickencote (222). Foliated capitals are less common than
molded.* In four examples the whole bowl of the font consists

of one huge/^//^/^^ rc?///(7/; at South Kilworth (215) the angle
has a tiny volute at which meets stalked sprays of conventional

foliage; at Stanstead (50) the font has big corner volutes of

Gothic type ; at Compton (215) the volutes all but efface them-
selves ; at Bosbury (215) they have disappeared altogether.

Three sets of minor capitals exhibit the transition from the

Romanesque to the Gothic treatment of foliage ;
e.g., at Stow

(42), Witcham (312), Shere (220); in the last the absence of a

necking is remarkable. Then, with greater skill in design and in

execution, we get the increasing perfection of the capitals at

Gatton (219), Eaton Bray (210), and the base at Studham (212),

where the capitals of the pier arcade are of the same perfect

type. The capitals at Etchingham (219) are c. 1287, when the

founder of the church died. At Michelmersh (221) masks are

substituted for foliage. As to the molded capitals, they are

sometimes quite rude or even non-existent ; and when they

are present, being small, they do not always have the character-

istic feature of the undercut abacus ; it is seen, however, at

Leicester (221). At Eaton Bray (210) the rim of the bowl is

treated as an abacus; at Tickencote (222) and Bradley (214)

the string at the base of the bowl. Sometimes the base is

omitted; where it occurs, the molded base has sometimes the

water-holding molding, as at Shere (220), Eaton Bray (210),

and Leicester (22i).f Double rolls are common ; e.g., at

Tickencote (222) ; and triple rolls ; e.g., at Oxford (222). I Now
that the plinth is usually rounded, there is no room for the

''spnrl' which therefore is not illustrated except in the font at

* For the moldings of the abacus and capital see illustrations in Ciothic

Architecture in England, pages 440, 685, 687, 689 ; for the foliated capitals

see pages 422, 423, 424, 432.
+ The shafts at Leicester are modern, but similar ones occur on the

sister font at IJurrough, Leicestershire ; illustrated in Simpson's Fonts.

\ For molded bases see the illustrations in Gothic Architecture in

England, pages 448, 451, 687, 689, 695.
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Stow (42), which may belong to the closing years of the twelfth
century. Broad fillets pass down the massive engaged shafts of
Ashbourne (214) and Bradley (214).

As to ornamental detail, the most striking fact is the economy
in the use of any but architectural motifs. The vast apparatus
of Romanesque ornament—billet, chevron, lozenge, saw tooth,
herringbone, sunk star, imbrications, palmette, pellet, pearl, fret!

bead and roll, cones, cat-head, &c.—is reduced to very modest
proportions. Nail head and tooth ornament are sometimes
applied to the font, for which, however, it is not well adapted

;

e.g., Oxford (222), Ogleworth (223), Great Brington, Hexham
(98), Tickencote (222). Detached sprigs of foliated ortiament
are employed with reserve at Ashbourne (214), Bradley (214),
Michelmersh (221), Catthorpe (220), Youlgreave (64), Stow {\2),
Honiton (224), Peterborough (216). Of the favourite interlacings
of Romanesque traces remain in the continuous tendrils of foliage
at Barnack (213), Standon (218), Hayes (224), Leicester (221);
at Studham (212) is an extraordinary "survival" of purely
Romanesque scrollwork. At Hadleigh (218) is a band of
"wind-blown" foliage. At Witcham (312) and Michelmersh
(221) are masks. A few details may be added from examination
of thirteenth century fonts in lead.

It is an astounding volte de face to turn from such fonts as

those of Toftrees or Stanton Fitzwarren to the pure unadorned
simplicit}- of Kniveton (44) and Leiston (59). It is but part

of the great revulsion of taste which produced whole minsters

like Beverley and Salisbur\', rel\'ing in the internal elevation of

pier arcade, triforium and clerestory on moldings alone, without

the aid of one morsel of carved leaf. What are we to say of it ?

May we say that it was when the Continental influence of the

Romanesque of Normandy at last had waned, that now only at

length free from Norman trammels the Englishman was able to

work out his artistic salvation in his own way in Gothic pure,

simple, undefiled? Probably we should attribute a great share of

the revolution in design to the masons of Purbeck. They worked
in marble, not in freestone. Foliated capitals were by no means
easy of execution in marble, though indeed, by the middle of

the century, these also were executed for Ely choir ; on the other

hand moldings of all sorts could be executed easily with the

lathe. Moreover the risk of damage to foliated ornament in

course of transport to all the distant places to which the Purbeck

work travelled, was very great ; it was inevitable that the masons

should prefer to design the fonts with as little ornament as

possible other than shallow arcading on the bowl. When, how-
ever, applied ornament is eschewed, the proportions of an object

2 E
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are revealed. And so it came about that the Purbcck masons
and all who followed their lead had to study above ever)-thint^

what is in design above and beyond e\cr}-thing else, "proportion,

the very life blood of design." Such then is the explanation
which may be offered of the remarkable fact that of the thirteenth

century fonts illus-

trated, no less than

eleven, Aldenham,
Knapton, Ashby,
I ford, Buxted, Leis-

ton, Battle, Kniveton,
St George Tombland,
Norwich, Chadsunt,
have nothing but

molded ornament

;

while four more,
Shere, Bosbur\',
Compton, Eaton
Bray, have no foliated

ornament except on
their capitals. Even
when other foliated

ornament was intro-

duced, it was em-
ployed as a rule with

great restraint ; e.g.,

at Ashbourne (214),
Bradley (214), Youl-
greave (64), Ogle-
worth (^223). Only
in one of the ex-
amples illustrated,

viz., Leicester (221),
is there seen that

vicious excess in

ornament which had marked most of the work of the later

twelfth century and which was to return once more, and to

sta}'. in the fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The
thirteenth century was the golden age of font design in the

comparatively few examples executed in freestone.

- '-I

A
IBOkj^Oh^^^^^^^^^^I

Ansley
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CHAPTER XIII

FONTS OF THF FOURTEENTH CENTURY

Bv the end of the thirteenth centur\- or a Httle earlier Eni^dish

art entered on one of its most brilliant periods. Gothic design
was perfected ; at the same time to a large extent it was
standardised. Already, under the influence of the Purbeck
masons, this had been the case with font design in marble. Now,
however, this material went out of fashion ; not only for fonts,

but for shafts, capitals, bands, bases, strings ; the marble set in

position in the early years of the thirteenth century had b\' this

time no doubt lost its polish, and its face had begun to decay
and peel away ; builders went back to the good old freestone.

The freestone design of the thirteenth century fonts had escaped
standardisation; nothing could be more absolutely divergent and
original in design than such examples as those at Eaton Bray,

Studham, Michelmersh, Barnack. In the fourteenth century the

font designers were tending towards one common goal. Take
for instance the supports. Of all the examples illustrated onl}'

three, Lowdham (232), Shilton (93), and Newick (228), retain

shafts, whether detached or engaged. Again, the circular and
the square bowls, both of which were common in the thirteenth

centur\-, have alike become rare ; only one circular font is illus-

trated, viz., Burford (239), and only two, Newick (228) and
Shilton (93), are square ; and the latter is probably a Norman
bowl recut. Public opinion is nearl)- unanimous as to the shape
of the bowl ; it is to be a pol\-gon, usually an octagon. It is

agreed that the fourteenth century font ought to be one with a

pol)'gonal bowl raised on a polygonal pedestal or that it should

be a polygonal unmounted font ; the former type had the greater

vogue. I\Ioreo\er it was a period of lavish ornament ; the sim-

plicit_\- and restraint of the thirteenth ccntur)- had completely
gone out of fashion; rich detail was lavished on e\ery inch of the

sedilia, the Easter sepulchre, the monument, the stallwork ;
and

rich detail was employed, where it could be afforded, with equal
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profusion on the font. There was a marked family resemblance
in the whole of the work done in the first half of the four-

teenth centur\-. Rich and profuse as the ornament frequently
was, however, it was employed with exquisite taste. The fonts

at Hull (238), Hitchin (235), Fishlake (234), are perfected speci-

mens of the richer design. Some of this superb design overlaps
the fifteenth century, especially in the Eastern Counties, where
fourteenth century art lingered long.

In designing the bowl of the pedestal font, which normally
was octagonal, the first question was how best to treat its eight

faces. In the preceding century a common answer had been

—

fill them with arcading. But the world had had enough of
arcading and wanted a change. Different treatments suggested
themselves. In a poor village the faces might be left plain,

as at Lapworth (228). At Brailes (228),* Offley (230), and
Ewerby (90), Goadby Marwood, Haydor and Carlton Scroope,
the extraordinary course was adopted of filling the faces with
specimens of the diversified window tracery of the day ; which is

also seen sometimes on the sides of tabular tombs. By far the

most favoured device was to emplo}' the niche. At this time the

niche rioted all over the church ; on the walls and piers, on the

tombs, on the sedilia, the aumbr}% and the Easter sepulchre,

the stallwork and the screens, the brasses and the stained glass.

Two favourite types of niche were in vogue. The one, which
appeared late in the thirteenth century, was a straight-sided

pediment, richly crocketed and cusped, and crowned with a

foliated finial ; fine examples of it occur in the monuments of

Bishop Aquablanca at Hereford, Aymer de Valence at West-
minster, and those of the Alards and the sedilia at Winchelsea

;

and, in woodwork, in the screens of St Mary's Hospital,

Chichester, and St Margaret, Lynn. To this type belong the

fonts at Lowdham (232), Patrington (230), and that at W'ickham
Market (232), to which there is a parallel in another Suffolk font

at Wortham (232), and that at St Peter's, Northampton (232).

But the most popular of all novelties was a new arch, the ogee
;

which, coming in tentatively in the Eleanor crosses and
Winchelsea choir in the last quarter of the thirteenth century,

entered the window tracer)^ c. 13 10. For about forty }-ears

after this there was a furore for it
;
people could not have too

much of the ogee arch any more than of the ogee curve, which
was introduced into the bulbous foliage of the capital, the crocket,

the finial, and the dia[)er, and the moldings of capital, base, arch,

* The date of this Ilrailes font is fixed at c. 1330 by the trails of ball-

flower. The diaper at F2\verby may be paralleled by that in the Lavatory of

Lincoln Minster.
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parapet, string course, set-off, and ground course. Nor, though
used with greater frequency up to 1349 than afterwards, did the

ogee arch ever leave Gothic architecture again.* In simpler

examples the ogee niche may assume a homel)' form, as at

Newick (228), Po\-nings (236), and Dersingham (282) ; but as

time went on, it was worked with increasing richness so far as

means allowed ; as will be seen at once by examining the

sequence from Bloxham (236) to Howden (237), Rattlesden (237),
Hedon (238) and Hull (238). In all these the niche is purel}'

decorative ; it is untenanted. But soon ever}- niche in the font

is tenanted, each with its little saint or with the representation

of some Scriptural scene, as at Burford (239), Tysoe (239),^
Hitchin (235), and Fishlake (234). The work it is true in some
of these later ones was done in the fifteenth centur}-, but it is

informed b)- the inspiration of fourteenth century design. Nor
is the exuberance of detail confined to the bowl ; it soon extends
to the pedestal. In a few instances, indeed, the pedestal is left

plain ; \iz., Lowdham (232), Lapworth (228), Brailes (228), Newick
(228), but it tends to receive rich decorative treatment. One
curious experiment at this time, by no means a success, is to

curve inwardly the shafts of the pedestal ; <\^., at Howden (237)
and St Mary Magdalen, Oxford (236).

;J:

In the later fonts the

pedestal is wholly surrounded with cusped rectangular panels
;

e.^., as at Stannion (236), where the bowl also is similarly treated
;

or as at VVickham Market (232), Rattlesden (237), and Fishlake

(234). Most original and most successful is the font at Hitchin

(235), where bowl and pedestal are brought into organic relation,

the canopies of each niche being placed on the bowl, while the

niches themselves are worked on the pedestal, which is con-

siderably thickened to receive them. It may have been the

desire to get niche room that caused so many to prefer the

archaic tub form of font ; its value is, however, only full}'

recognised at Patrington (230), Tysoe (239), and Burford (239) ; §

elsewhere its niches being tenantless. It is at this period also

that the buttress is converted into an ornamental appendage to

the font ; it is introduced clumsily at Stannion (236) and not
quite satisfactorily at St Peter's, Northampton (232). At
Patrington (230) it becomes a veritable facsimile of a panelled

* For the characteristic ornament and moldings of the period see GotJiic

Architectiir-e in Enghmd^ pages 83-87, 126-133, 437) 445) 691, 697.

t At Tysoe is seen in front St Catharine holding her wheel.

t The aisle to which this font belongs was rebuilt by Edward III. in

1337-

1^ Other tub fonts are at Noseley, Leicester ; Leckhamstead, IJucks.
;

Exton, Rutland ; and Carlton Scroope, Haydor, and Heckingham, Lincoln.
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wall-buttress with crocketed t^ablct ; at Bloxham (236) and
Rattlesden (237) it duly terminates in crocketed and finialed

pinnacle ; at Tysoe (239) it is like nothing in the world ; at

Hull (238) one is surprised to see a central cylinder peeping
through a forest of tiny buttresses (the Hull font is probably
c. 1390); at Hitchin (235) it is Jiors coiiconrs. At Stannion (236)
and Rattlesden (237) the empIo}'ment of battlements decoratively

is another proof of the late date of the work ; as also are the

Lostwithiel

supermullions in the tracery round the lower parts of the fonts

at Rattlesden and St Peter, Northampton (232). At Rattlesden
the head-dresses also point to a date late in the fourteenth

century. A characteristic design in Warwickshire ; e.g., W'ootton

Wawen (228)* and Lapworth (228) has corbelled heads projecting

* The moldings of the font at Wootten Wawen are rather peculiar, and
are so shallow that, when compared with those at Lapworth, one suspects

fifteenth century work.— F. T. S. H.

2 G
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from the base of the bowl ; it is found sporadically up and down
the Midlands. Other examples in Warwickshire are at Snitter-

field, Aston-Cantlow, and Weston under Weatherley.*

Traces of painting remained on fonts at Wolston, Warwick-
shire {c. 1320), and at Wickham Market, Suffolk, about the same
period,"]" but have been scraped off.

The remarkable font in Holy Trinity, Hull (238), has been

described as composed of stalagmite ; but it is certainly a

coralloid marble, i.e., one containing distinct coral fossils. I

Stalagmite fonts are reported also from Nicholaston and

Reynoldston in Gower.
At Lostwithiel, Cornwall (233), is a very strange font. From

the fact that the bowl rests on five supports and from the

moldings of the base, it may be early in the fourteenth century.

But the character of the sculpture and the mixture of sacred

and profane subjects, combined with the retrogressive nature of

font design in Cornwall at all times, make a later date feasible

and even probable. Facing east is seen the Rood with its Mary
and John ; on the right is a huntsman blowing his horn and

a dog running in front ; on the left is the head of a mitred

bishop or abbot with foliage issuing from the ears and mouth.

On the corresponding panel (not seen in the photograph) is a

grotesque head with snakes whose heads dangle above each

ear.

* Note by Mr Y. T. S. Houghton.
+ Keyser's List., Ixiii.

; Note by Mr Crofts.
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CHArTP:R XIV

FONTS OF TIIF FIFTFFNTH AND FARLY
SLXTFENTH CENTURY

From the latter part of the fcnirteenth century up to the

Dissohition onward a vast number of fonts were remade : many
of which are simple and plain, such as Brancaster (282)
and Pilton (300), while others are the most magnificent
examples which we possess, such as Hadleigh, Stoke by
Nayland,* and the series of fonts on which is depicted the

administration of the Seven Sacraments. As to design, the first

thing noteworthy is that the tendency to copy and plagiarise

which was noted in the fourteenth century is still more pro-

nounced ; and as there is less of freshness and originality, there

is consequently less of interest. When a man hits on a good
thing in design, whether it be a Seven Sacraments font, or

another typical East Anglian t)'pe, e.g., that at Snape (245), the

neighbouring parishes seem to have given their mason instruc-

tions to make a copy of it ; or, as in the case of some screens,f

to produce work which shall be a blend of two or three others.

In the fourteenth century the types of font had practically been
reduced to two, the pedestal font and the tub font. Now,
though examples of the latter were still }:)roduced, e.g., at

Bradfield, Lindficld, Penshurst, I'ilminster and Carfax, Oxford,
the pedestal font was practically the accepted type for the whole
country. So again the octagonal form of bowl also became
normal. For the most part, ex[)eriment ceased

;
people pre-

ferred to accept convention ; then as now it was easier to be

like other people than to be oneself

The main field for design lay in the rectangular panels of the

bowl. These are separated at St James, Taunton (256), merely

* This font bears on the front step tlie rose en soldi, the Yorkist badge
assumed by Edward I\'. after the battle of Mortimer's Cross in 1461.

t See Screens and Galleries, 4 1

.

2 H
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by a chamfered shaft ; usually this is rounded, as at Yaxham
(251), Cromer, Bygrave, Hadleigh, Saxmundham, Aylsham,
Oulton ; at Stalham (258) and Stoke by Na\'land (250) each
panel is surrounded by a molded frame ; at Fakenham (258) the

shaft receives a good molded capital and base ; at Bading-
ham (244), Snape (245), Walsoken (242), West Drayton (256),
and Laxfield (89) it becomes a buttress carrying a crocketed
pinnacle ; this gives way at Walsingham (243) to a niche carry-

ing a pinnacle; and at Dereham (246) to a niche with overhanging
canopy enshrining a tiny saint. Where the panel is occupied by
a figure, or a figure scene, or shields, or emblems, these may
occupy the whole space, as at Stoke by Nayland, Saxmundham,
Aylsham, Snape, Stalham, Taunton St James, West Drayton,
Fakenham, B}'grave, Oulton ; or, taking a hint from the oak
stalls, above the heads of the figures may be set delicate taber-

nacles in stone, as at Badingham (244) and Laxfield (89) ; or

they may be conceived as standing beneath some lierne vault of

a Norwich or Gloucester choir, as at Walsoken (242), Walsing-
ham (243), and Dereham (246). At Stalham (258) the ribs of a

lierne vault are utilised to bring into relation pedestal and bowl.

The faces of the bowl are variously filled ; usually with a single

figure; sometimes, as at Stalham, with two. At Docking, Norfolk,

on the bowl the four Latin Doctors alternate with the four

Evangelists, and at the foot of the bowl are the symbols of each

Evangelist. The reintroduction of so much figure sculpture,

which had been greatly in fashion in the twelfth century, but

had been almost wholly dropped in the two following centuries,

is one of the most notable characteristics of the late Gothic

font. It is on a par with the great abundance of painted

saints on the screens, of alabaster figure scenes on "tables," and
of "storied" stained glass. Its motif no doubt was more
religious than artistic ; it was an attempt to make intelligible

and vivid to all the great realities of the Scriptures and of the

histories of the saints and martyrs and doctors of the Church.

Where figure sculpture is not attempted, the whole panel may
take the form of a niche, as at Hadleigh (226), a most charming
design, which but for the miniature vaults, the battlements and
the band of angels (a modern reproduction) might well be four-

teenth century work. In the sister fonts of Cromer (251) and
Yaxham (251) only the canopies of the niches are employed, set

against unmeaning rectangular panelling. In the best examples
equal care is bestowed on the pedestal. At Laxfield (89) it

receives exceptional treatment, being low and molded ; the lowness

of the pedestal being made up for by the height of the steps.

At Westhall (246), Trunch (293), St James, Taunton (256),
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Aylsham (250), and Fakenham (258) there is panelling more or

less ornamented; at Cromer (251) and Yaxham (251) are two
tiers of square flowers ; at Broughton-Sulney, Notts., and
Cothelstone, Somerset (32), the pedestal, and at St Mary's,

Nottingham, the bowl repeat the rectilinear window-tracer\- of

the day just as Brailes, Offley, and Ewerby had repeated the

curvilinear tracery of the early fourteenth centur\'; at West
Drayton, Broadhembury,* and Queen's Camel the pedestal is

hollowed, leaving only buttresses, as at West Drayton (256), or

rectangular supports, as at Broadhembury (254) and Queen's
Camel (254). At Irstead (251), Snape (245), Saxmundham (248),

Oulton (248) the pedestal is surrounded by four or eight figures
;

at Stalham (258), Walsoken (242), and Walsingham (243) each
figure, and at Badingham (244) a whole-figure group is framed
within a niche. Even more complex designs abound ; r.^^., at

Dereham (246), not only are figures ensconced in niches of

the pedestal, but other tiny figures, saints alternating with

lions, are seated round its base. The pedestal at New
Walsingham is ornamented with representations of the four

Evangelists, the four IJving Creatures, and the four Latin

Fathers of the Church. The sumptuous design at Stalham (258)
may be compared with those at All Saints and at St James,
Norwich ; where there are eight saints on the pedestal and two
on each of the eight faces of the bowl. Round the pedestal at

Docking there are eight female saints ; among them are St

Catharine with sword and wheel ; St Dorothea with pincers

;

St Margaret with spear and dragon ; St Mar\^ Magdalen with

vase and long hair. Nor is this all. In the best examples there

is yet another band of ornament intermediate between and serving

as a transition between enriched pedestal and enriched bowl.

At Fakenham (258) it is represented by moldings; at Stalham

(258) and Badingham (244) it is a mimic vault ; at Taunton
(256) and West Dra}-ton (256) it takes the form of foliage ; the

commonest de\icc is that of an encircling band of angels ;
as

at liadleigh (226), Walsingham (243), Stoke by Nayland (250),

Aylsham (250), Dereham (246), Walsoken (242), Oulton (248),

Irstead (251); while at Saxmundham (248) and Snape (245)
there are two bands ; one of angels and one of flowers. The
band of angels is a favourite motif in Somerset. At West
Drayton (256) it is exchanged for a strange band of grotesques

and flowers of fourteenth century character. The base also

may be nicely molded, as at Cromer (251), or have a band of

* Miss A. E. Gimingham suggests tliat it is possible that the figure in

front may be St Aldhehn, who leaned on his ashen staff through so long a

sermon that the staff took root and blossomed in his hand.

2 I
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flowers, as at Snape (245), Aylsham (250), Hadleigh (226) and
Stalham (258) ; or be lettered with the names of the donors of

the font, as at Walsoken (242). Even the faces of the steps are

frequently enriched with ornament. At Stoke by Nayland (250)
are shields with what are probably the bearings of the donor

;

at Dereham (246) are foliated quatrefoils; at Yaxham (251)
quatrefoils inscribed in a circle ; at Snape (245) quatrefoils in-

Isygrave

scribed in a square ; at Walsingham (243 ) and Laxfield (Sg)

cross-barred oblongs ; at Stalham (258) Catharine wheels. The
present dedication of Stalham is to St Mary ; but in many cases
older dedications were abandoned in her favour. The fact that

there is a public house in the village called the " Catharine
Wheel"* also indicates that if Stalham Church was not dedi-
cated to St Catharine, there was in it an important altar or

* As noted by Re\-. T. N. Baxter.
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light in her honour. Now that the towering Doom with its

Mary and John has been hacked down and the briUiant stained

glass of the windows has been destroyed, the most imposing
feature left in the great churches of the Eastern Counties is

the loft}'-platformed font.

The Instruments of the Passion were very frequentl)' repre-

sented on the panels of the bowl. They occur, together with

elaborate heraldry, at Fakenham (258) ;* sometimes they occupy
every panel of the bowl, as at Bygrave, Herts. (252), and St
Clement's, Hastings. The Holy Trinity is illustrated from Stalham
(262) ; the Dove is barely visible ; its beak points upwards, and
it o\ershadows the head of the Crucified with its wings. ]- The
corresponding panel on the west represents Our Lord's Baptism

;

the remaining six panels contain each two Apostles. The Cruci-

fixion is shewn from Aylsham (250), St James, Taunton (256),

and West Dra}'ton (256). At Northfleet, Kent (262), is seen the

Baptism of Christ, with the dove and the Manus Dei to the left

;

the next panel to the right has the Agnus Dei. In the next
panel (262) Christ rises from the grave, holding in His left hand
a cross and banner; this may be the resurrection banner ex-

pressive of victory over death; it is usually pure white, very

long, and has a red cross on it ; c'.g:, in Fra Angelico's picture in

the National Gallery of Christ in glory surrounded by saints

and angels. The next panel to the left shews a chalice within

which is the Sacred Host surrounded by rays of glory, from

the midst of which rises Our Lord ; this occurs also at Stan-

way, Essex. At Irstead, Norfolk (251), is the Vernicle of

St Veronica—the handkerchief with the miraculous print of

Our Lord's face—and cruciferous nimbus ; this occurs also at

St Osyth, Es.sex.

Many of the fonts of this period shew traces of rich colour.

It was the custom, however, of the Post-Reformation church-

warden to whitewash the font or to daub it sky-blue, or to paint

it to look like marble ; at " restorations " this has been scraped

away, and almost always the original painting with it. Remains
of rich gilding and varied colouring may still be seen on the

fonts of Brooke, East Dereham, Gresham, Loddon, New Walsing-
ham and Great Witchingham, Norfolk ; and at Gorlcston, West-
hall and Woodbridge, Suffolk.

The Cornish fonts form a class apart. Among the materials

employed in them are granite, clvan, marble, Caen stone, syenite,

* On this font are the arms of John of Gaunt, who died in 1399. On the

whole it seems to be an example rather of late fourteenth than of fifteenth

century design.

t Another representation occurs at Snape.
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sandstone, and local stones of great merit named pol}-phant,

catacleuse, serpentine, Pentewan, green Tintagel, and the porce-

lain stone of St Stephen's, with occasionally native porphyry.*
The most striking feature about them is their great conservatism

of design, twelfth century forms and ornament persisting till the

fifteenth centur)- or later and deceiving many into attributing

to them far too early a date ; e.g., the Norman cable orna-

ment is still employed. The font at St Goran has the

cable ornament and its shafts have for bases Norman cushion

capitals inverted
;

yet the quatrefoils and the heraldry shew
that it is fifteenth century work ; other fonts of retrogressive

design are those at St Neots and Boconnoc. These fonts

also, and the South-Western fonts generall}^ frequenth' retain

the five legs which were common in the twelfth and thirteenth

century, but which were now out of fashion elsewhere ; e.g.,

Broadhembury (254). Even the peculiar twelfth century type
with non-constructional legs at the corners (page 45) is still

in use ; e.g., at Queen's Camel, Somerset (254), where the corner

legs are charmingly hollowed into niches. Other fine fonts

of this type are at Bradford Abbas and Winterbourne-
Whitchurch, Dorset.

Two groups of fonts deserve separate mention ; both are

specially East Anglian. The first is of a pattern on the same
general lines, but varying much in details, according to the

wealth and generosity or the reverse of the parish. TJie

essentials of the design are the arrangement on the panels of the

bowl of shields, Tudor roses, the symbols of the Evangelists or

demi-angels: while round the pedestal stand (not in niches) lions,

" woodhouses," angels, kings, queens or saints. The shields were
often left blank, either to be painted or to be carved with the

arms of the donor of the font ; sometimes they bear the instru-

ments of the Passion. The " woodhouse,".^.^., at Saxmundham
(248), is a hairy savage with a club, who appears in heraldry also.

The "savage man" lives in the deserts of India and has one
horn in the middle of his forehead. He lives in high trees on
account of the ser[)cnts, dragons, bears, and lions which abound
in those parts. He is naked, except he has killed a lion, when
he uses the skin as a garment ;t hence he is represented as a

hairy man. The Evangelists are represented, Matthew by an
angel, Mark by a lion, e.g., Saxmundham (248) and Oulton (248),

Luke by an ox, as at Aylsham (250), John by an eagle. In the

richer examples there is a band of angels at the base of the

bowl. If a parish was small and poor, its font bowl might

* Atttiqiimy, xv. 19.

t Early Chri.^tian Synibolisiii, 362.
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alternate blank shields with Tudor roses
; a richer parish might

alternate Tudor roses with the Evangelistic s\-iTibols, as at

Oulton r24<S) ; or might afford to have the Evangelistic emblems
alternating with angels, who sometimes bear the instruments of
the Passion, as at Saxmundham (248) ; or demi-angels might
alternate with lions, as at Corton, Pakefield and Somerleyton,
Suffolk ; or the churchwardens might even rise to the prodigality
of such a font as that at Snape (245), with eight figures round
the base, and with figure groups on the panels of the bowl (that

in front represents the Father flanked b\' censing angels,

holding in His lap the Crucified). The date of the font at Hoxne,
Suffolk, is known. It is a ff)nt with the four Evangelists and four
angels on the bowl, and eight figures round the pedestal ; the
armorial bearings prove it to have been executed between 1460
and 1472. This type of font was in fashion at the ver}- beginning
of the century ; for an inscription on the font at Acle, Norfolk,
asks for the prayers of those who gave it in the year 141 o ; and
that at Darsham, Suffolk, has an inscription to the effect that it

was given by Geoffrey Symond, who is known to have been
rector of Bradwell in 1404.* Though this type of font is pre-

eminently East Anglian, it occurs now and then elsewhere, e.g.,

at Staple, Kent. So great is the general similarity of design in

the group, that one is tempted to say that they are "shop-made";
that they were bought ready-made, like the Purbeck fonts of the

thirteenth century. But this can hardly be. It would be quite

impossible to transport safely a font with such delicate work
as that of East Dereham, or one with such a wealth of figure

sculpture as is seen at Snape. Besides we have the accounts for

the East Dereham font ; and though, owing to the paucity of

freestone in Norfolk, the block was imported (it came by water
to Lynn) yet it was not carved at the quarry, for a separate
payment for the mason is shewn.f We must therefore explain
the general similarity of the fonts of this grou|) as simply due to

copyism ; one parish gets a font of original and beautiful design;
it is highly appreciated by the neighbouring parishes ; finally it

is copied far and wide.

A still more important group consists of those fonts which
have the Seven Sacraments represented on their bowls. With
the exception of Farningham in Kent, a shockingly rude
example, and Nettlecombe in .Somerset, all are in I^ast x\nglia

;

* Eiii^lisli Church Fiirnititre., 180.

+ The accounts of the font at East Dereham, Norfolk, are printed by
Mr Richard (JOll,^'h in Arckccoiogta, x. 196. The font cost £12. 13s. gd. in

1468, of which ^10 was "payd to the mason for workmanship of the seyd
funte "

; he would receive about .£150 in our money.

2 K
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sixteen in Norfolk, twelve in Suffolk.* The date of the font at

East Dereham is known from the churchwardens' accounts for

1468 ; the font at VValsoken was presented in 1544 ; at Bading-
ham the round turban hat in the panel of Matrimony points to

a date c. 1485 ; at Glemham and Woodbridge ladies wear the

butterfly headdress of r. 1483. On other fonts is seen the horned
headdress oft'. 1467. On the Melton font the armour is that in

use c. 1 5 10 to c. I520.f From their geographical distribution,

and from the similarity of the representations, it has been
thought that these fonts also were all made at a common centre.

But the East Dereham font appears to have been carved on the

spot. And the order of the sacraments varies so greatly that

plainly each mason and each parson did just as he pleased. In

{^w fonts is the normal order observed ; viz., Baptism, Confirma-
tion, Holy Eucharist, Penance, Extreme Unction, Holy Orders,

Matrimony ; indeed, hardly two fonts exhibit the same order.

Most of the subjects were greatly mutilated by Dowsing and
other fanatics c. 1643 ; ^t Southwold special pains were taken in

hacking away every bit of the figure sculpture. Artistically

perhaps the finest are those at New Walsingham, Walsoken and
Norwich Cathedral ; the latter comes from the demolished
church of St Mary in the Marsh. The two in best preservation

are at Gresham and Sloley. The fonts of Great VVitchingham
and Westhall retain most traces of colour and gilding. All are

octagonal, and are pedestal fonts. The pedestals are usually

enriched with eight statues standing in niches ; on the bases are

sometimes seated figures of the Evangelists holding books, with

their emblems in alternation. A cast of the Walsingham font

ma\' be seen in the Cr\-stal Palace; and another at Hull.;J: In

Rinham.
Brooke.
Burgh, near Aylsham.
Cley.

East Dereham.
(ireat Witchingham.

Badingham.
Blythlnirgh.

Cratfielcl.

Denston.

* Norfolk.

Gresham.
Little Walsingham.
Loddon.
Alarsham.
Martham.

Suffolk.

(iorleston.

Great Glemham.
Laxfield.

Melton.

Norwich Cathedral.

Sail.

Sloley.

Walsoken.
West Lxnn.

.Southwold.

Westhall.
Weston.
Woodbridye.

t The information about these fonts is summed up in two exhaustive

papers, illustrated with photograjihs, by Dr Fryer (see Jh7>lioo-mp/iv), to

which I beg to express my acknowledgments.

\ Unless, with other valuable casts of mediaeval work, it has recently been
broken up by the Art Committee of the Hull Corporation.
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nine fonts the Crucifixion is represented on the eighth panel
;

in seven the Baptism of Our Lord, e.g., at Gresham (266) ; in

three the Last Judgment.
At Gresham, in the scene of the l^aptism of Christ, which

is on the eastern i:)anel, the Baptist is pouring water from a

pitcher over the head of Our Lord, who stands up to His knees

in water ; an acolyte holds Christ's tunic ; at the top the dove
descends and the Lather speaks. To the left is represented

Extreme Unction (260) ; the priest is about to anoint the sick

man, who is propped up \cry high in bed for artistic reasons
;

his left hand rests on the service book held by an acolyte ; to his

left is another acoh'te with the chrismatory ; on the coverlet is

probabl)^ the dish on which five wisps of wool were placed in the

form of a cross, with which the priest wiped the places which he

had anointed, viz., the eyes, ears, nostrils, mouth, hands. This

wool after use was carefully burnt or buried in the churchyard.

At Cley the priest is seen bending horizontally over the sick

man. Next comes Confirmation (260). which on all these fonts

is confirmation of infants (at Gresham the bishop's mitre has

been knocked off). In 1287 the Synod of Exeter ordered
" that children receive the sacrament of confirmation within

three years of their birth, if they have the opportunity of being

brought to their own or some other bishop; otherwise their

parents shall fast on bread and water every Friday until they

are confirmed." Arthur, son of Henry VII., was confirmed at

his christening ; Mary I. and Elizabeth also received the rite

at their baptisms. Elizabeth was baptized by the Bishop of

London, her godparents being "the olde Dutchesse of Norfolk

and the olde Marchionesse of Dorset, widdowes "
; she was con-

firmed by the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Marchioness of

Exeter being her godmother
;

(it was usual for the godparents
at confirmation to be different from those at baptism).

Next comes Baptism (260), which differs from the representa-

tion of Our Lord's Baptism in being immersion in a font. The
priest has the long and full English surplice, and the stole. At
Walsingham (264) two acolytes in long surplices carry an open
service book and the chrismatory ; and a godmother carries the

Chrism cloth. In all cases the method of administration is by
immersion. Next comes Mass, shewn at the moment of the

Elevation of the Host; at Gresham (261) it is a singularly

impressive scene ; on the altar are two candles and the missal
;

on the right the sanctus bell with its rope is shewn, as also

at Brooke, Cley, and Marsham. At Walsingham (264) the

celebrant wears a dalmatic below the chasuble and above the

alb, and so is probably a bishop or abbot. Next comes Con-
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fcssion; in this scene the penitent is kneehng before a seated

priest, and is being flagellated ; in fifteen fonts the devil is shewn,

the idea being that the devil comes out of a man when he makes
confession and does penance; at Westhall (261) the devil is

departing, defeated and crestfallen, with his tail between his legs.

Next comes Holy Matrimony (261) ; the priest usually wears
alb and stole ; and usually is shewn joining the hands of bride

and bridegroom ; this is shewn also at Badingham (244). The
seventh sacrament at Gresham is that of Ordination (261); a

New Walsingham. Mass New Walsingham. Baptism

clerk is standing behind the bishop, holding a thurible of
incense.

The font at Sail has not only the figure scenes, but the
emblems below of each sacrament. Baptism is symbolised by
a casket for the holy oil; Confirmation by a mitre; the Eucharist
by an altar slab

; Penance by a rod ; Extreme Unction by the
soul as a little figure rising out of a shroud ; Ordination by a
chalice

; the eighth panel is a representation of the Crucifixion,
up to which an angel below gazes in an attitude of adoration.
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CHAPTER XV

POST-REFORMATION FONTS, BASINS,
AND BOWLS

Some time elapsed before the religious changes affected the font.

In 1544, i.e., five years after the Dissolution, S. Honyter and
Margaret his wife presented Walsoken with a Seven Sacraments
font (242) as magnificent as any that had gone before. But the

impulse, together with church building in general, soon slackened,

and few new fonts were put up between the reign of Elizabeth

and the great Civil War. To the reign of Elizabeth belong
dated fonts at EUesmere, Salop, 1 569, and Edlington, Lincoln,

1590; to the reign of James I. a font at Whixall, Salop, 1608,

and a font cover at Shorwell, Isle of Wight, c. 1620 ; to that of

Charles I. font covers at Saham Toney, Norfolk, and Dorton,
Bucks., 163 1 ; and fonts at Great St Mary, Cambridge, 1632

(266) ; Great Greenford, Middlesex, and Byford, Herefordshire,

1638 ; Rackheath Magna, Norfolk, and East Ham, Essex, 1639.*

Other well meant fonts put up between the Reformation and
the Rebellion are to be seen at Bedminster, Somerset ; Brewood,
Stafford

; St Andrew and St Peter, Droitwich ; Maiden, Ockham
and Wisley, Surrey. Some fonts were broken up in the Civil

War ; Cromwellian troopers destroyed the bowl of Newark font

in 1646 (96). But it \\as not till the Commonwealth expressly

forbade their use that there was a general destruction of fonts.

With the Restoration returned the old order of things, and
new fonts were put up instead of those that were destroyed.

Several of these bear the dates 1660 and 1661 ; e.g., Wolverhamp-
ton (96) and Painsvvick (266). In 1662 the Act of Uniformity
was passed, by which no one might hold a living who had not
previously read the service from the newly revised Prayer Book
and declared his " unfeigned assent and consent to everything
therein." This involved the disuse of basins and the re-use of

* English Church Furniture, 173.

2 L
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fonts ; consequently parishes which had destroyed their fonts,

or had them destroyed for them, had to put up a new font ; or

if only the bowl had been broken up, had to put a new bowl on
the old pedestal. Quite a large number of fonts of both sorts,

as was to be expected, are found with the dates 1662 or 1663 ;

e.g., Astbury (297) and Wensley (266), both 1662. Dated fonts

after this are plentiful ; e.g., the bowl of the font at Rothbury,
Northumberland (loi), has the date 1664; the font in Peter-

borough Museum is dated 1669. " Restoration " bowls on ancient

pedestals are shewn at Newark (96) and Wolverhampton
(96) ; where the buttresses separating the niches in the pedestal

point to a fifteenth or early sixteenth century date. At Elmley
Castle the base appears to be of the twelfth century, the bowl of
Post-Reformation date (93). Sometimes the ancient font, though
disused and removed, had not been broken up ; and when
restored to the church, as at Kniveton (44), had the date cut

on it. That is how Pre-Reformation fonts sometimes come to

bear a Post-Reformation date, especially 1660, 1661 or 1662
;

which, e.g., in the Norman font of Parvvich, Derb)'shire, and the

fifteenth century font of Church Langton, Leicester, marks the

date when it was replaced in the church after Puritan ejection.

So also at Wycliffe, Yorkshire, the base of the font, like the
church, is mid-thirteenth century ; while the bowl is Post-

Reformation. At Haltwhistle, Northumberland, there is a

Pre-Reformation font with the date 1676 cut on the bowl.*
Where both pedestal and font had perished, a brand new

font had to be erected. At this point comes the turning of the

ways in font design. Some people, good Churchmen and good
archaeologists to boot, insisted on reverting to the hallowed type
of font that had been in vogue till the Dissolution. But more
than 120 years had elapsed since the Dissolution: four genera-
tions of men had lived and died since then ; the Gothic crafts-

man, his son and his grandson, had all passed away and had
taken their craftsmanship with them ; Gothic art was no longer
a living art. Gothic fonts therefore had to be designed un-
directed by traditions of Gothic craftsmanship. The natural
result followed. The pseudo-Gothic fonts of the Restoration are

mere Gothic shells ; the Gothic spirit is not in them ; for such
work as that in the best of them, e.g., those at Great St Mary,
Cambridge (266), Tilney All Saints (115), Darley Dale (276), or
the bowl at Wolverhampton (96), the mason would have been
put in the stocks by any Christian parish in the fifteenth century;
while hanging would not have been good enough for those who
wrought the fonts of Tuxford (308) and Bottesford (268), or that

* EnglisJi Church Fiir}tiiiire, 175 and 181.
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of Wensley (266), to which the churchwardens in proud satis-

faction affixed their initials. Fortunately there were others who
had good sense and good taste as well as good Churchmanship,
who knew that good work could only be the outcome of a

living art, the art of the day, which was no longer Gothic.

There was never in the long history of the English episcopate a

better Churchman or a more generous and enlightened lover of

art than John Cosin. It is a liberal education to go and see, as

every Churchman should try to do, the work he did, first in

Brancepeth Church, where he was rector, afterwards in Auckland
Castle chapel and Durham Cathedral, when he was bishop. Did
Cosin put up a sham Gothic font in Durham Cathedral ? No.
It was the most charming chalice imaginable, pure white marble,

wholly classical, wholly delightful, but of late kicked out of Cosin's

cathedral by those who cared nought for Cosin and his good
works. It has found an asylum in the church of Pittington (35).

What is Pittington 's gain is Durham's loss. Durham now
boasts of a pseudo-Norman font of the well-known mid-Victorian

brand. Fortunately Cosin's noble font-cover (296) has been
allowed to remain ; one of those intimate and delightful blends

of Classic and Gothic which are so common in France and Spain,

but so rare and precious with us ; and of which Brancepeth
Church is a veritable treasure-house. Most of these charming
marble chalices have been swept away by architects and com-
mittees under the impression that only one form of beauty is

compatible with true religion. Here and there one survives.

There is a marvellous series of classical fonts still left in the

churches built by Wren and his successors, such as those of St

Catharine Cree (270), St Stephen, Walbrook (270), St James,
Piccadilly; many of them sculptured by famous artists. A late

example is shewn at St Mary's, W'arwick, c. 1706 (34). Chalice

fonts still remain in the cathedrals of Canterbury and Exeter

(34). The latter was specially made for the christening of

Henrietta, youngest child of Charles I. (afterwards Duchess of

Orleans), who was born 21st July 1644 in Bedford House,
Exeter. She was christened in Exeter Cathedral when only a

fortnight old, and to this haste probably may be attributed the

inferior carving of the heads on the font.* The cover is of the

same date.

But besides these two classes there was yet another, composed
of those who v/ere neither good archaeologists nor good Church-
men. To the unfeigned satisfaction of such folk the Common-
wealth had formally ordered that fonts should be destroyed and
should be replaced by basins. And though after the Restoration

* Note by Miss E. K Prideaux.
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1

the basin mostl}- gave way to the old font or to a new one, )-et

for more than two centuries there were those who clung affec-

tionately to the Puritan basin, even if the\- hid it inside the font,

as some do still. These basins were usual!)' of base metal, tin or

pewter. At St Peter Cheap, London, in 1574 there was paid
" vijs. ixd. for a tin basson for the font." A pewter baptismal
ewer, which at one time has been gilt, was scheduled by Mr
R. C. Hope at Ashwell, Rutland. At Wellington also a font

basin of pewter may be seen.* At Hawerby, inside the font is

an ordinary pewter basin still in use for baptism; it is 3 J inches
high, 3 inches across the bottom, and 6 inches across the rim.

The rim is horizontal and octagonal and bears the inscription

"Parish of Hawerby, Co. Lincoln, 1820." t At P'ritton, Suffolk,

"the font used to be a large silver vase, the gift of Richard
P^uller, Esq., in iy6Q."l A christening bowl forms part of the

regalia in the Tower of London ; it is engraved in the Reliqiinry,

Old Series, xxiii. 132 ;
it is somewhat chalice-shaped, with a lid

;

it is of silver, double gilt, very massive, and elaborately enriched
with figures, foliage and flowers. At Audlem, Cheshire, is a

silver font-bowl with the inscription :
" For the more decent

celebration of the Holy Sacrament of Baptism in the Parish

Church of Audlem. This Bason is humbly dedicated to the

Font there by Ann Evans, widow of W'm. Evans, M.A., xxxv
years master of the Free School of the said Parish, out of her

regard for her said late Husband's intentions, tho' not required

by his will, 1744" (36). Sometimes the churchwardens' accounts,

as at St Martin, Leicester, shew that a low columnar support was
provided to hold the basin

;
probably this was so at Hawerby.

Not always was so much trouble taken ; sometimes it was
placed in or on the old font, sometimes on or under the altar.

In no case was the substitution of basin for font due to any
desire for greater propriety or correctness of ritual. If, however,

it had been desired, man}' precedents, both mediaeval and
ancient, might have been adduced. It is doubtful what was the

character of the pelvis argeiitea presented by Constantine (page

119); as it weighed 20 lbs., it may have had the character of a

font. Pearlier still, St Claudius is said to have been baptized by
Pope Caius (283-296) super pehiiii ligncam ; i.e., over a wooden
bowl. In a toinbstone of the fifth centur}' at Aquileia (8),

portraying the baptism of a girl, she stands in a bowl which
does not quite reach her knees. In the xActs of Pope Marcellus,

a fifth or sixth century revision of an older text, a pelvis is

* Masse's Peivicr Plate, 91, 95, 96.

t I am indebted to Rev. S. J. Bastow for description and drawing.
t I am indebted to Rev. T. N. Baxter for this item.
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described :
" Eadein Iwra allata est aqua ct catechizavit eum et

benedixit fontcm et deposuit etnn nudum in pelvini dicens . . .

et elevavit eum de pelvi et duxit eum ad sanctum Marcellum."

In a still later version a deacon is described baptizing a Persian

princess in a silver basin :
" Catechizavit earn et allata aqua deposuit

earn nudam in concJiam argenteam* Again, in an ivory from

Rheinau (lo) Our Lord stands

in a vessel so small that only

the feet are covered. This

ivory seems to be not later than

the seventh century, for the

river-god Jordanus is repre-

sented.

One further change re-

mained—the substitution of an

earthenware bowl for a metal

basin. During the first half of

the nineteenth century a bowl

of Wedgwood ware was often

placed within the font or on a

pedestal, or else formed the

sole baptismal vessel. These
earthenware basins are now
very rare. In the South Ken-
sington Museum is a christen-

ing bowl, 13 inches across, of

Nottingham brown stoneware,

bearing the date 20th November
1720. A large and massive

specimen in earthenware (now
in the Hooker Museum, Kew,
once used as a font in a country

church) is 17I inches in dia-

meter and iii inches high.f A
Wedgwood christening basin on

awell-designed pedestal remains

at Essendon (272). Another
variety in vogue was a shallow

Wedgwood saucer with a cover ; the whole precisely like a

muffin dish. At Street, Somerset, a small octagonal china

bowl is in use, each panel containing a quatrefoil ;
it stands

on four feet ; the lid also is octagonal, and terminates in a finial.

At Enham, near Andover, about 1830, "a Spode's font" was

* Cabrol's Dictionnaire, Fasc. xiii. 355.

t Professor A. H. Church \n Josiah 'jredg7L'ood, Seeley, 1901.

Essendon
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ordered by the Archdeacon to be supplied. Spode's manufac-
tory was at Stoke-upon-Trent. His fonts were basins of hard
white stoneware. Sometimes, however, the form was that of
a font; e.jf., Hutt of Cambridge in 1843 produced for sale

models in pottery of the font at Deddington in Oxfordshire.
At West Wickham, Kent, a little trivet used to swing out,

and upon it was a wooden hand bowl such as scullions use
in a kitchen sink ; and in this hand bowl of about twelve
inches diameter Hone found a common blue and white Staf-

fordshire ware half-pint basin. While inveighing against it,

Hone in his vehemence broke " the baptismal slop-basin

"

and had to replace it at his own expense.* Some of these
christening bowls, as the dating of them shews, were made
for some particular christening and for that only, after which
they would be stored up as heirlooms. Some have symbolic
ornament ; e.£:, three little panels containing the emblems of

the Three Persons of the Holy Trinity ; viz., a hand, a cross

and a dove. The substitution so largely of the basin or the
bowl for the font was due no doubt largely to the destruc-

tion of so many fonts in Puritan times. But it was in a

measure also due, no doubt, to the fact that the English Prayer
Book includes a special service for the Private Baptism of

Infants ; and that this service was in very frequent use in the

eighteenth century, not because the child was in imminent
danger of death, but because it was desired to make of the

ceremony a social function. So much was this the case both
with the nobility and the wealthier bourgeois that a basin for

private baptism was part of the stock in trade in many
churches in the eighteenth century. There is a baptismal

bowl of ligiiuiii vitce at St John's, Clerkenwell ; and one
of silver at St Margaret's, Westminster, dated 1792. St James,
Garlickh}'the, and St Bride in the City of London each
have a small portable font for private baptism ; that of the

former is of silver, that of the latter is metal plated. Mr
lulwin Freshfield says, "

I was astonished not to find more
of them in the City ; for our ancestors were ver}- much
given to private baptism ; all my family for two generations

were christened in this house, which was then their home
* In the early days of the Gothic Revival it was alleged that Mr 'Compo,'

the eminent architect, submitted plans for a church; a thing after the

manner of Pugin's Contrasts^ only more so. The good old parson timidly

remarked that he did not see any indications of the font. "Font, my dear

sir, Font," says Air ' Compo,' " I assure you that fonts are now quite obsolete.

We supply a charming little thing in Wedgwood at three-and-six, which can

be placed on the Communion table when wanted, and beneath it when not

wanted."—J. T. F.

2 M
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and is now our office." Where a baptismal metal- basin or

earthenware christening bowl survives, it should be guarded

with jealous care ; it is the last legitimate representative,

however unworthy, of an ancient family whose pedigree stretches

on in unbroken descent from the bathrooms of Imperial Rome
and the Early Christian baptisteries.
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CHAPTER XVI

DESECRATION AND DESTRUCTION

And so we reach the last scene of all, that ends this strange,

eventful history—that of the desecration of fonts. The Civil

War was disgraced b)' the desecration of several fonts. At
Yaxley in Huntingdon and in St Paul's Cathedral the Puritans
baptized colts in the fonts. At Lostwithiel, Cornwall (233), a

horse was brought to the font and christened " Charles," in

contempt of His Sacred Majesty.

These outrages, however, were committed by people acting

conscientiously, according to the light that was in them. No
such plea can be urged for the desecration or destruction by
Churchmen of fonts in which generation after generation of their

forefathers have been hallowed to the service of God. There is,

however, one point of which we may give them the benefit. It

is that the ancient fonts, unlike the altars, were never consecrated.

It was the water in them which was hallowed. The form for the

benediction of the water of the font is printed by the Surtees

Society in the York Manual, vol. Ixiii. 10 ; also in Maskell's

Monumeiita Ritualia Ecclesice Aiiglicance (1846), i. 13. There
seems to have been no such thing as a consecration of the font

itself But even this quibble will not benefit the font-destro)-crs.

For it is recorded in Duncombe's Cautetbtay, page 52, that in

1636 the font in the cathedral was consecrated by John, Bishop
of Oxford. To the priests as to the bishops, ever since, the

font has been considered hallowed. So are they without excuse.

Nevertheless there was one Kentish vicar who had good and
conscientious motives for destroying a font. At the time of the

Commonwealth, the Vicarage of Marden was held by a certain

Mr Cornwell. The Rector of Staplehurst was a Baptist. At a

meeting at Cranbrook the Baptist Rector gave his \iews on
Infant Baptism. Mr Cornwell of Marden said that he would
answer his reverend brother at the next meeting of the clergy.

WHien, however, Mr Cornwell came to the next meeting, he said
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that he had studied the subject, and found that Infant baptism
was a dekision and a snare contrary to Scripture and the custom
of the Early Church, and in order to prove the courage of his

convictions he had smasJicd th.e Mardeti font. After the Act of

Uniformity, it was necessary to provide a new Vicar for Marden
;

who, finding no font, had one constructed, together with a cover,

and placed upon this font the date of the said Act of Uniformity,
namely, 1662.

Many a font, especially of the plainer sort, has been turned
out of doors, and is now to be seen, some in a vicar's coach-house
or backyard or garden

;
perchance serving as a well-head, as at

Coombe (276), some lone in the churchyard, as at Upton St
Leonard (276), some converted to base uses in a neighbouring
farmyard. Carter recorded with indignation in 1799 that at

Westminster Abbey the font had been turned out and was lying

upside down in a side-room. In 1842 a correspondent in the

Church Intelligencer wrote that out of upwards of fifty churches
visited by him between London and Lancashire the font was in

use in only six ; all sorts of substitutes were in use ; in one case

a tea-cup. Wheatley {Coininon Prayer, 1759, page 313) re-

monstrated vigorously against such laxit)-. " How then can all

this be done in confusion and precipitance, without an}- timel)-

notice or preparation, in private, in the corner of a Bedchamber,
Parlour, or Kitchen (where I have known it to be administered),

and there perhaps out of a Basin, or Pipkin, a Teacup, or a

Punchbowl (as the excellent Dr Wall with indignation ob-

serves)?" At Rotherfield (121) the old font was discovered in

1892 lying in a field where it was used as a cattle trough ; a

churchwarden was tenant of this field in 1816 ; no doubt it was
he who appropriated it ; it has been restored to the church once
more. That at Bickington (278) is shewn as it was found in

fragments in a barn. The font at Tideswell was found by a

late vicar in a rubbish heap, where it had been left by the

eighteenth century churchwardens, who used it as the parish

paint pot when they beautified the church with blue and
mahogan)' paint. The fine lead font at Barnetby-le-\\'old,

Lincolnshire, was fcnmd in the church coalshed. The font at

Leigh, near Cricklade, was alienated and applied to base uses

c. 1630; the stem was found built up in the church tower; the

bowl was picked up in a neighbouring village. At St Hilda,

South Shields, a disused font used to stand among the tomb-
stones. Mr Pollard, a benevolent old church\\arden, happening
to notice it, exclaimed in his dear old North country accent,
" Pair aud thing, that all of us wee bit bairns were christened in !

give it a coat of paint." Which the\- did. It is now in the
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church. In the south aisle of the church at Stratford-on-Avon

are the battered remains of a famous font—that in which

Shakespeare was baptized ; it was turned out of the church in

the eighteenth century, and was used as a water cistern till 1823.

Hone's Tabic Book for 1830 relates that "some years ago the

fine old font of the ancient parish church of Harrow on the Hill

(276) was given out to mend the roads with. The feelings of a

lady parishioner were outraged, and she was allowed to place it

in her garden. Instead of the old stone font the churchwardens

put up a marble ' wash-hand-basin-stand-looking-thing.' " The

Bickington

old font was restored to the church in 1846, at which time the

"restorers" broke off the original rim and divided the fragments
among themselves as keepsakes. When Hazlebeach Church,

Northants, was "restored " in i860, a new font was set up ; and
the ancient font was solemnh' interred beneath the church floor,

whereupon another font, yet more ancient, was discovered ;
this

was reinterred ; and now this parish has the proud distinction

of being the only one on record which is definitely known to

have buried two ancient fonts. At West Rounton, Yorkshire,

the ancient font was found in i860 upside down beneath the
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pulpit, which it helped to support. At x^Xmblestoii, Pembroke,
the bowl was found at one farm used as a pig trough ; its base
and pedestal were found in another farm ; the latter had been
hollowed out and was in regular use as a cheese press. Dr Cox,
while visiting the churches of Derbyshire, found fonts used as " a

vase for flowers, a drinking trough for cattle, a pickling tub for

pork, a sink in a public-house, and for baser uses." And let me
not forget to record in conclusion that the parish of Scarrington,

Nottinghamshire, still continues to use a thirteenth century font

as a pump trough.
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PART IV

CHAPTER XVII

F O X T - C O V E R S

By Francis Bond and Frederick Charles Eden

The origin of the font cover, unlike that of the font and the

screen, is perfectly well known. It was the custom in the old

English churches to allow the water, once hallowed, to remain
in the font for a considerable time. Unfortunately this hallowed
water was of great value for black magic, and so was sometimes
stolen. Accordingly Edmund Rich, Archbishop of Canterbur)-,

in 1236 ordered that the font '' decoitcr cooperiatur" ; also that
''''fontes baptismales sub sera claiisi teneantnr proper sortilegia ;

*

i.e., fonts were to be kept locked under seal because the hallowed
water was used in magic.f The same directions had been given
in 1220 by the Bishop of Durham ; viz., that the font should be
ke]:)t locked and sealed because of black magic.;*: In 1287
Bishop Ouivil of Exeter enjoined that each church in his diocese

should have a " baptisterinin lapideuui bene seratian." By Edmund
Rich it was enjoined in 1236 that the water should be changed
at least once a week ;

" Jtltra septem dies in Baptistei-io non
serz'etiir." In the First English Prayer Book it was ordered
that " the water in the P'onte shal be chaunged every moneth
once at the least " ; according to present usage fresh water is put
into the font for each baptism or group of baptisms.

It was the business of the parish to provide both font and
cover. Robert, Archbishop of Winchester, in 1305 includes

* " Quae honcstius est taccrc quaui dicerc" (Lyndewode).
+ Quoted /;; extcuso in I'eacock's Eiit^IisJi CluircJi Furniture.
1 Wilkins' Concilia., i. 572 and ii. 139.

2 N
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Littlebury

staples in nearly all cases have

* Paley's Fon/s, 25

among furniture to be pro-

vided by the parishioners

''''

foiitcin cum serum " ; font

and lock.

At first the covers were
only flat lids fastened down
by bar and staples. The
ancient cover and staple

remain in several places.

At Ford, Sussex, the font

cover is still kept padlocked.

At Wickenby, Lincolnshire,

the original fastening re-

mains, consisting of an iron

bar, one end of which is thrust

through a hole in an upright

wooden handle in the centre

of the cover, and into a staple

at the side ; the other end has

an eyelet or loop, which is

padlocked to a similar staple

on the opposite side.* The
staples may be seen at Hun-
manby, Yorkshire ; West
Stoke, Sussex ; and else-

where ; the bar remains at

Farcett, Hunts. The earliest

entry referring to a font cover

is one in the Exeter Fabric

Rolls for 1323-4 ;

" for a cord

for the baptismal font, 3d."
;

the cord implying the exist-

ence of a font cover, and one
so large that it could not be

lifted off by hand. At Lever-

ton, Lincoln, 3d. was paid in

1498 "for stabelles and hoder

things to ye font." These
staples were the irons let

into the side of the font and
fastened in their places with

lead, on which the lock hung
and the hinge turned. The

been wrenched out, but marks
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may often be seen shewing where they were leaded into the
stonework of the rim of the font ; e.g: at Witcham (312).

In the inventories there is frequent mention also of a font

cloth of linen or silk; at Willesden it was a '' paiinus de siiidone."

In 1566 the churchwardens of Branston, Lincolnshire, sold, as

superstitious, " a painted cloth that covered the funte"; in the

same year and in the same diocese the churchwardens of

Sempringham report that out of two albs they had made cloths

for the communion table and font. In 15 19 the font of Morton,
Yorkshire, was reported to be defective in the staple, to have
neither lock nor key nor font cloth. This latter entry makes
it plain that the font cloth was not a substitute for a font

cover, but was used in addition to it ; the cloth being laid on
the font and the lid shut down upon it, to protect the water
from dust.

Sometimes not only the font but the cover as well was
protected by a cloth. At Ufford the cover is surmounted by a

painted wooden disc, to the under side of which is attached an
annular iron ring for a curtain to run on. The object of this

probably was the preservation of the cover, but the result has

been the destruction of many of its delicate pinnacles flicked off

as the curtain was drawn aside. At St Gregory's, Sudbury, also

an engraving in Neale's ClmrcJies shews a wooden tester of

classic form with curtains over the font cover
;

this has now
been improved awaw

The finial is often an interesting feature. It may be the

Blessed Virgin, as at Frieston, or some other saint ; an angel, as

at Ewelme (288); the cover at St Matthew's, Ipswich, is sur-

mounted by a figure of the patron saint ; often, as in late

examples at York and elsewhere, it is a dove, symbolising the

Holy Spirit ; Dowsing in his diary records that at St Giles',

Cambridge, he removed a dove " from the high loft of the font."

Sometimes it is a pelican, as at Southacre (294), North Walsham
(283), Saham Toney and Ufford (280). At St Werburgh, Derby,
the desk of the lectern rests on a well-executed pelican vulning
herself, with her four \-oung ones ; this pelican \\'as the finial of

the font cover till 171 1.*

It was rare for any other material than oak to be emplo)'ed.

But at St Stephen's, Norwich, the cover is of iron, now gilded,

and consists of eight eagles' necks, held together by a ring

beneath the heads, so as to form an open canopy of good
outline ; the eagle above is probably a modern addition. The
font at Dulwich College, of the year 1729, is of copper. There
was formerly an iron font cover at St Anne, Lewes. Abroad,
* Dr Cox's Churches of Derbyshire., vol. iv. page 179 and Plates vii. and x.
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fine examples may be seen in brf)n/.e, e.spcciall\- in Germany and
the Netherlands

; e.g., at Brandenburg (74).
From the fourteentii century the font covers became, especi-

ally in East Anglia, towering tabernacles of open-work tracery.

Richest of all is that of Ufford, Suffolk* (280); where Dowsing, the
Suffolk iconoclast, could not helj) admiring "a glorious cover over
the font, like a Pope's trij^lc crown, a pelican on the top picking
its breast, and all gilt over with gold." The fine covers at Ewelme
(288) and Worstead (288) are composed of a number of thin

radiating boards, perforated with tracery, and cut into pinnacles
and buttresses on their outer edges, their inner edges being
attached to a central post.

The font covers were probablx' in all cases richl\" painted and
gilt. It could still be seen in i843t at Castle Acre that "the
cover once had been brilliant and gorgeous in the extreme r29o).

The colours employed were white of the purest and most jjerfect

brilliancy, alternating with scarlet and green
:|:

of tint equally

vivid, and thickly covered with cinquefoil rosettes in gold ; the

whole so disposed as to impress the eye with the most pleasing

combination instead of the tawdry and unmeaning glare which
such an arrangement would seem to imply. About 1780 the

then incumbent, however, caused the gilding to be retouched and
the whole to be repainted, and this was done of one uniform

scarlet. Nevertheless, as this coat of scarlet has flaked off in

many places, it is easy to recover the original appearance of the

cover. The groined roof of the shrine work is lined in the

interstices of the gilded ribs with a rich crimson substance ; and
beneath it, most probabh^ stood figures of the Virgin and Child,

occupying the place now inappropriately filled with a gilded fir

cone. The niches ranged round the tapering pinnacle of the

cover were also doubtless intended for the reception of small

figures." Sometimes panels were left for painted figures, e.g., at

Southacre, Norfolk, as on the chancel screens (294). At Foulsham,
Norfolk, the interior of the cover had paintings of the Evangelists.^

The best example is the seventeenth century cover of Terrington

St Clement, Norfolk, which has well-preser\ed paintings of the

l^aptism and Temptation of Our Lord, i T\\q painted beam for

* Detailed drawings of this will be found in Ceiling's GotJiic Details,

ii. 51 ; and in Biiildi?jg Neivs, May i8th, 1888.

+ Notices of Castle Acre, by Rev. J. H. Bloom ; London, 1843.

;|: These were the favourite colours also in the screens ; see .Screens aiid

Galleries in Em^lis/i C/u/rc/ies, j~i, for the colour schemes of the East .Anglian

painters.

v^ Keyser's List, Ixxxi.

II
Two plates of detailed drawings arc given in the ArcJiitcctiiral Associa-

tion .'^/cetc/i Boole, 3rd series, \ol. 6.
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the suspension of the cover still remains at North W'alsiiiL^hani

(283) and Sherini^ham.
Fine examples of Gothic font covers remain in Suffolk at

Ufford, Worlini^worth, Sudbury St Gregor)-, Bramford, I lepworth,
Frostenden, Ipswich St Matthew ; in Norfolk at Trunch, Sail,

VVorstead, Brancaster, Dersingham, North Walsingham, Merton,
Southacre, Costessey, Castle Acre ; in Lincolnshire at Fosdyke
and Frieston ; in Northants at Ashby St Legers ; in Essex at

Takeley and Fingringhoe (11 feet high, in three stages) ; in the

churches of St Nicholas and St Andrew, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
both probably early in the sixteenth century ; in Yorkshire at

Selb\', Almondbury, Thirsk and Hackness ; that at Shaugh
Prior, Devon, was found in an old barn, the greater part broken
and rotten, terribly damaged ; the crowning finial was found
elsewhere and consists of a headless and handless Bishop, carved

in a spirited manner ; this cover is 8 feet 9 inches high.

The earliest font covers are those at Luton in stone, and Rising

in oak. The latter may well have been presented by Sir Hugh
Hastings, who built the church before his death in 1347 ;

a plate

in ArcJiceologia, vol. xvi. page 335, shews it as it was in 1809.

The tendency t(j shew increased honour to the font persisted

for a long time after the Reformation. Enquiries were frequently

made to churchwardens as to whether their font had " a decent

covering."* In 1558 the churchwardens at Stratton, Cornwall,

paid "for a loke to the vonte, vjd." Among other requisites at

Alnwick in 1608 is mentioned "a covering for the font." Early

in the seventeenth century Cosin asks, "Whether have you a

font of stone, with a comely cover, set in the ancient usual place."

Font covers of Post-Reformation date still survive in consider-

able numbers. Examples of Jacobean fonts are illustrated

from Aldenham (207), Banwell (92), Bloxham (236), Bolton

Percy (312), Bristol St Philip (311), presented in 1623, Burgh

(311), which like the pulpit maybe of the year 1623, Bygrave

(252), Cockington (304), Colebroke (3T2\ Congresbury (310),

Durham ('296), Exeter Cathedral (34), Knapton (313), 1704,

London St Katharine Cree (270) and St Stephen Walbrook

(270), Marks Tey (78), Norwich St George Tombland (309),

Pittington (35), Poynings (236), Rodney Stoke (310), Rother-

field (121), Saxmundham (248), Sedlescombe (311), Skipton

(309), Skirbeck (3ii),-|- Stanford in the Vale (306), Ticehurst

* Articles to ho. incjuired of within the diocese of Norwich, 1618 ;
ditto in

the archdeaconry of Norwich, 1638 ; ditto in the diocese of Exeter, 1638 ;

ditto in the chocesc of Durliam, 1662.

t The Skirl)eck cover belonj^cd to a font destroyed Ijy Cromwell, and is

too large for the present font, which was put up in 1662.

2 O
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(304), Tuxford (308), Walpole St Peter (306), 1627, Wells
Cathedral (312). Those at Swymbridge (302), Pilton (300),
and xA.stbury (297) are especially fine examples of late

Renaissance detail. Notable Post-Reformation font covers

remain also at Lancaster, 1631 ; Chiddingstone ; Abingdon,
1634; Rotherham, turned out by Sir Gilbert Scott as "out of

keepini^," but brought back in 1880; Norwich, St Gregory;
Chorley ; Newington by Sittingbourne, an Elizabethan rim
buffet;* Newington by Hythe, a floor buffet; Plymstock; Rad-
bourne ; Northallerton and Rothwell, Yorkshire, 1662 ; Sefton,

1688 ; Canterbury Cathedral ; and elsewhere. The Rotherfield

cover is peculiarly interesting. It bears the date 1533 on one of

the panels of the canopy, and it is mentioned in the ancient

Churchwardens' account book. " Tha cownte of John hayward
and William hosmer theldre from the fest of Saynt Richard the

yer of owr lord MCCCCCXXXII to the XVIII day of Aprill

the yer of our lord MCCCCCXXXV and the XXVI yer of the

reigne of King henry the eight and so for iii yers. . . . Item
receyved of diverse persons to the tabernacle of the fonte iij li. . . .

Item they accompte leid owt to the tabernacle of the fonte iij li.

vijs. ijd. . . . Item payd for the tabernakyll of the vont iijs. iiijd."

The detail of this font cover is thoroughly Classical in character,

nevertheless it is of Pre-Reformation date. Beverley Minster

(308) possesses a grand font cover of the eighteenth century
;

examples of the eighteenth century remain also at York, St
Martin le Grand, Ulcomb, Burstow, Nuthurst, York wSt Mary
Bishophill Senior, and elsewhere.

The following classification of font covers is based on statistics

of some two hundred ancient examples. Font covers may be
di\-ided into two classes ; those which are movable, and those

which are fixed, (i.) Of the movable covers the simplest is a

mere flat lid lifted off by hand. This was sometimes painted
;

in 1466 the sum of 2s. was paid " for peyntyng of the font

lydde." (2.) A common late type consists of an octagonal lid,

molded on the edge, which bears eight radiating trusses, rising

from the angles and meeting at the head of a central baluster-

shaped post, just below the finial, roughly suggesting a crown
;

A^., Bolton Percy (312), Saxmundham (248), Wells Cathedral

(312), Bynings (236), Barsham, brought from PLllingham in 1892.

Frequently the same form was employed, but boarded over
;

reminding one of the little ogee cappings of the turrets of many
a Jacobean hall ;

e.o-.^ Bygrave (259), Aldenham (207), Colebroke

(312), Exeter Cathedral (34); and raised on a solid or open drum
at St Katharine Cree (270) and Knapton (3 1 3). Another favourite

* See page 299.
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design was that of a pointed cone ; e.g., Banwell (92), Great
Mytton, Rodney Stoke (310). Another was a dome, as at

Alphamstone.

(3.) Others were counterpoised. These are hung either from
roof, beam, or crane, and vary greatly in size, some being almost
as large as the larger fixed covers, and others being light enough
to lift off by hand. The balance weight takes a variety of forms,
e.g., a rose at Ewelme (288), a cherub at Frindsbury (292), a vase
of iron painted, at Skirbeck (311). Often it is a simple annular
weight of lead through which the suspending rope runs ; or it

resembles an ordinary clock-weight, as at St Andrew's, Newcastle,
or a simple stone is used, as at Takeley. Sometimes the counter-
poise is out of sight above the tower ceiling, or is concealed in

the supporting framework or crane or tester, as at Astbury and
Pilton. The crane re-

mains at Warminghurst,
Sussex * (298), and at

St Alphege, Canterbury.
Malcolm in 1803 de-

scribed a font at St
Benedict's, Gracechurch
Street, London, in which
the cover was crowded
with emblematic carv-

ings and was suspended
from an iron crane. In

the Netherlands and
Germany, where heavy
covers of brass were
common, the crane re-

ceived great develop-

ment ; e.g., at Hal ; St

Pierre, Louvain ; Breda ;

Bois-le-Duc ; Zutphen ; Ypres and Dixmude. In the South

Kensington Museum is a cast of the Hal crane ; it is ornamented

with tufts of leaves and XdiVge fleu7's-de-fys.

(4.) Sometimes the cover was wound up with a winch. At
Sail, Norfolk, there remains a tall cover suspended from the end

of a wooden crane projecting ten feet from the front of the tower

gallery ; a rope runs along the horizontal member of the crane

and down to the winch (294). A similar projecting beam remains

at Merton, Norfolk, of the same date as the cover below ; at

Warminghurst (298) and St Alphege, Canterbury, the projecting

* Illustrated in Sussex Collections, xliv. 43. It is of late Jacobean date
;

somewhat ornate, but poor and stiff in design.

Warminghurst
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member is of iron tracery : in none of these three examples,
however, was a winch employed.

In York Minster (295) there still remains hit^h up in the

centre of the nave on the north side a mediaeval dragon-head in

wood from which was suspended the chain which held the font

cover. At Potter Heigham (299) there may be seen a pulley

near the apex of the roof round which the rope passed by which
the font cover was raised and lowered. At Knapton there are

two round beams in the roof, like long rollers, which have been
used for the ropes or chain to raise and lower the font cover.

The other class consists of covers which cannot be lifted off

0( these seven varieties may be distinguished.

I. The first class comprises what may be called " Rim
Buffets." They are fixed to the rim of the font and have
shutters opening like those of a triptych ; e.g:, Ticehurst (304)

Potter Heigham

and Newington, near Sittingbourne, have three of their sides

forming a door which opens outwards upon hinges. They are

fairly numerous. Gothic examples remain at Bramford and
Hepworth (290).* Marden, Burgh (1623) (311) and Walpole St

Peter (306) are Post-Reformation examples.

2. The next type may be called the " P'loor Bufiet." It rests

on the floor, not on the rim ; and thus cases up the font com-
pletely. It is provided with doors for access to the font, like

the Rim Buffet. There are Gothic examples at Littlebury (2S4)

and Thaxted (286) ; and fine Post-Reformation ones at

Terrington St Clement, and Stanford in the Vale (306).

3. The third class is composed of covers which also rest on

the floor, but are in open tabernacle work. Thus they are

* A MS. Memorabilia Ifcpworthiana^ dated 1873, shews that the

Hepworth cover is largely modern work by a local carver.
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reminiscent of the ciborium or baldachino of a Hii^h Altar.

Such a font cover goes far to put the font in dignity on a level

with the altar, recalling the former equipollence of the two
greater sacraments. The finest example surviving in oak is

that at Trunch, Norfolk (293) ; the full beauty of its design can
only be realised by replacing in imagination the lost coronal of

delicate pinnacles and flying buttresses. Similar in design, but
largely modern work, is the fine font cover at St Peter Mancroft,

Norwich. A fine Post-Reformation cover of Jacobean detail

but Gothic design, presented by Bishop Cosin, remains in Durham
Cathedral (296) ; and other covers of similar design at Brancepeth
and Darlington. One example, and that a very early one
(fourteenth centur}-), remains in stone, at Luton (295) ; it is often

called a baptistery ; but is nothing but a stone font cover of the

baldachino t}'pe. With such covers as these there might be,

and probably always was, another cover resting directly on the

font ; as also at Tuxford (308). The staple still remaining
in the Trunch font shews that this certainly had a cover in

addition to the canopy.

M. Camille Enlart quotes several examples of the latter

types of font cover; Amaseno, Italy, a good Gothic example,
1291 ; and several Renaissance examples; of which that of

Magny-en-Vexin (Eure) is of stone, as at Luton ; examples in

wood of the Trunch type remain at Saint-Melaine (C6tes-du-

Nord) ; Giumiliau, Pont-Croix (Finistere) ; Beuvry (Pas-de-

Calais) ; Corte (Corsica). This last type of cover, independent
of the font, has been regarded as the lineal descendant of such
an altar ciborium as still exists at Cividale ; but it is far more
likely that it is only a modification of the ordinar}' East Anglian
font cover of the fifteenth century, placed on the floor to get rid

of the difficulty of raising and lowering.

4. The fourth class consists of " Telescopic Covers." In these

the covers are fixed to the roof or to a crane, or to a beam, as at

North W'alsham (Norfolk) (283). where the original beam
remains ; in these the lower stage is so arranged that it can
be pushed up to slide over the upper, like a section of a telescope.

It is kept in position by a counterpoise in the interior of the

upper part, like a modern window sash. There are magnificent
specimens of this class of cover at Ufford (280), Sudbury St
Gregory (283), and Castle Acre (290). That at North Walsham
has lost its lowest stage. That at Castle Acre is described as

follows by Mr Bloom :
" When the font is required to be used,

the Unver ])art of the canopy is easily raised, folding back upon
its own shaft, on the principle of the telescope, and thus will

remain suspended for as long a period as necessary, supported
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by counterpoise weii^hts in the interior, connected with cords
and pulHes concealed in the substance of the tracery, and acting
precisely in the same way as a modern window sash. At the
conclusion of the baptismal service the cover is easily replaced
on the orifice of the font by a slight pressure of the hand. The
whole contrivance is exceedingly curious and interesting, as

exhibiting at once a specimen of art and a mechanical ingenuity
of a period at least as remote as the fifteenth centur\\"

5. The fifth class consists simply of a canopy suspended a

few feet over the font ; e.g., Tuxford, Notts., which has the

inscription "Francis Turner, 1673" (308).

6. A variant of the last is a canopy affixed to a wall or pillar

which is panelled down to the ground ; a design evidently
deriving from that of a Jacobean pulpit and sounding-board.
These are of late date, and are used in conjunction with
counterpoised covers. Very fine examples of late Jacobean date
remain at Astbury (297), Pilton (300) and Swymbridge (302).

7. In a few Jacobean examples the font is provided with a
lid which opens in two leaves, as at St George Tombland,*
Norwich (309), or slides out, as at Saham Toney, Norfolk (1636),
beneath a dome-like canopy carried by four short columns fixed

to a frame on the font rim.

Some of the font covers have inscriptions ; e.g., that of Knap-
ton (page 113). On that of Terrington St Clement, Norfolk, is

the curious pentameter " Voce Pater. Natus corpore. Flarnen ave.

Mat. 3
"

; an allusion to the Baptism of Our Lord, when the

Father spake, the Son was baptized, and the Holy Ghost
{^'flanien ") descended in the form of a dove. Several covers
bear inscriptions recording donors. At Southacre (294) Master
Richard Gotts and Master Geoffery Baker, Rector, " Jioc opus

fierifecerunt!' That at Ranworth was given in 1505 by Thomas
Archer and Agnes his wife.

There are numerous entries for making, painting, hanging
and repairing font covers. The earliest is in a Fabric Roll of
Exeter Cathedral for a cord for the baptismal font, 3d. At
Hedon are two entries for 1372: "Item, pro factura unius
cooperture pro funte in ecclesia, ijs.," and " pro clavis pro eadem
cooperture, ijd." At Yatton xvis. was paid to John Cross,

carpenter, in 1450, "pro coopertione baptisterii "
; this was the

same John Cross who made the great screen at Yatton in I454.t
At St Michael, Cornhill, a cover was made in 1466.

" Item, payde for t}'mber and workmanship of the font

lydde, ijs. ijd.

* The small shafts under the bowl are modern.
t See Screens aiut Catteries in Engtisli Ctii/rc/ics, 68.
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" Item, for ij polyes and ij ropes for tlie same, iiijd.

" Item, for ij yerds and a half grene bokeram for lyning of
the font, xvid.

" Item, for peyntyng of the font lydde, ijs."

In 1473 at the same church 3d. was paid "for xiiij fadom
corde for the cording of the font." In 148 1 at Cowfold, Sussex,
vjd. was paid " pro yre pro fifantae et a loke." At Leverton
there was paid in 1498 "for stabelles and hoder things to

ye font, iijd." ; in 1503 "for a lokke mak}-ng to ye font, iid."
;

in 1506 "for a loke makyng to hyng of ye font, id."; in

1536 "to Karver of Boston whan he cam to se ye fonte, iiijd." ;

and " to ye same for makyng a covering to the fonte, 5s."

At Yatton in 1506 there was paid for a line, 2d.; in 1533 for

a ring and staple, id. ; in 1534 for mending the cover, xijd. ; in

'539 for a lock, iiijd. ; in 1546 for a lock and key, 5d. At St
Lawrence, Reading, in 1521 there was paid xijd. "for makeyng
of the cover for the Fonte." At Temple Balsall in 1538 there

was " a fifauntstone of tymber Ij-ned with lede with a small here

of iron over." In a list of Parish Church Goods* in Berkshire,

A.l). 1552, font cloths of linen painted and others of bockeram
are mentioned. By the middle of Elizabeth's reign font covers

were being destro}'ed ; thus at St Mary, Reading, in 1570 there is

a contemptuous entry of xijd. paid " for takynge downe ye thynge
over the funt." In Nicoll's Leicestershire, i. 572, there are parish

accounts for 1571 "Paid for taking down things over the font,

1 2d. ;" "Paid for cutting down a board over the font, I4d." St
Mary, Reading, apparently dispensed for a time with a font

cover ; but two years later a new cover was put up, for there is an
entry: 1573, " For making the cover over the font, 4s. ; " "For
3 lbs. of lead to set fast the hook over the font, 3d." After this

date, right on into the eighteenth century, there are entries

shewing that new font covers were continually being put up. Thus
at Great VVigston, Leicestershire, a cover for the font in 1 599 cost

IS. 8d. At All Saints', Derby, in 1620, there is an " Item, paide
to William VVadsworth for two paire of bonds, a hasp, and a

staple, a lock, a hook, a pin to hang the pullis on, another at the

top of the cover, and 2 staples, all these are about the font, 5s. 8d."

Also " Item, to John Borne for a cord to hang the cover in extra-

ordinary hemp and waxed, 5s." ; and in 1621 "P^or an houreglasse
and j)aynting the barres about ye font, 7s 6d.; other items occur
for 1623, 1633, 1636 in connexion with the font cover. The old

font with its cover was destroyed in 1647 ; consequently a new
font had to be provided in 1662. The cover seems to have been
added in the following year ; for there is an entry " 1663 ; Item

* Walter Money edit., Oxford, 1879 ;
pages 7, 16, 19, 30.

2 O
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for putting to the Font rope lod." ; and again, " 1717, A rope

for the Font, is. od." In 163 1 at Stockton, Norfolk, 13s. 4d.

was paid " for the Cover of the funte " and 4s. od. " for the paint-

ing of the funte." At Bishop's Stortford in 1633 there was
" paid to old haynes for a cover for the ffonte and for ye formes
and other work, xijs. xjd." In 1636 St Mary, Reading, had once
more got a font cover and paid i is. " for painting the ffont to the

cover," Even in the eighteenth century new covers were still

being made for fonts ; a very fine example remains in Beverley
Minster (308). All Saints', Derby, had still a font cover; for in

17 17 there was paid is. "for a Rope for the Font." In 17 19
there was paid at St Mary le Tower, Ipswich, "to Mr Hardy for

a new cover for the Funt, i8s." Occasionally the space round
the font was railed off to serve as a baptister)\ This was the

case at All Saints', Derby; where in 1620 there was "paid to

John Dampert for inclosing the font about for a cover and for

other work, £'^. 14s."
; again, in 1636, there was "paid for pikes

for the font, 8d." The railings round the font at North Walsham
have only been destroyed in modern times.

A very large number of font covers have perished. The
Gothic covers were frequently of highly complex and intricate

design ; and when they fell into disrepair, it was beyond the

degraded craftsmanship of later days to execute the necessary

repairs. One of the finest was at Ranworth. Norfolk,* which,

having been damaged by the fall of the angel of lead which
served as counterpoise, was swept away as useless lumber at a

"restoration" early in the nineteenth century. The Jacobean
covers have suffered still more ; many have been swept away
simply because they were ungothic, ergo unchristian. We are

told that the cover of the magnificent font at New Walsingham
was " removed at the restoration by Mr G. E. Street and lost."

Perhaps Mr Street shared the plentiful lack of appreciation with
which Mr G. R. Lewis wrote of the cover of the font at New
Walsingham in 1843; he described it as "a high canopy; in

design, arabesque heathenism. In this design, bearing the date
1610, we have neither a beginning nor an end, unless the end of

it was to shut up the font ; for this stupid piece of deformity is

screwed tight enough down on the top of the font, with the
exception of one of its spindles which is loose, and admits of
being removed in case parents should wish their infants im-

mersed, when the opening would be found just wide enough to

admit of the child being poked through." The cover was
removed and stowed away in a loft. It is inscribed "Ex dono

* See drawing made in 1705, in Norfolk and Notwich Arch. Sac.
V. 268.
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Jane dominae Sidnc}', in pi.u mentis indicium." Alas for

Lady Sidney's pious mind! She had wished that her body
should be buried in jjeace and that her name should live for

evermore ; but now she is of them " which have no memorial
;

who are perished as though they had ne\er been, and arc become
as though they had never been born."

2 R
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Algeria - 18

Alliate, Italy - 18

Almondbury - Yorks. 289
Alnwick - Northumber-

land
289

Alphamslone - Essex 289, 298
Alphington Devon. 37, 149,

151, 153,

155

154 E. K. Frideaux.

Altarnon Cornwall 147, 155'

199

202 W. H. Walford.

Alveston Gloucester. 151
Amaseno, Italy 301
Ambleston Pembroke. 279
Amiens, France 15,23, 123
Ancona, Italy - 13 "s Garrucci.

Anglesea 5«
Anstey - Herts. 206 225 A. Whitford Anderson.
Antwerp, Belgium - 204
At|uileia, Istria

—

Baptistery - 18,23 22 Cabrol's Dutioimairc.

Spoon - 14
Tombstone - 14, 271 "s Garrucci.

Ash Surrey 76 78 W. Marshall.

"" This column gives the name of the photographer or the draughtsman, but in

a few cases that of the donor of the illustration.
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Place. County. Text. Illustiation. Source.

Ashbourne Derby. 46. 209,
211. 217,

^^5

214 Mrs Eden.

Ashby - Suftblk 57, 77, 209.

225
2S9

74 F. Bond.

Ashby St Legers Xorihaiits. ...

Ashford-in-the-Water Derbv. iS5

Ashover - do.' 79- 171 $2 Ilarr) Gill.

Ashwater Devon. 135
-\skwell - Rutland 271
Astburj' - Cheshire 267, 291,

29S. 303
297 F. H. CroJsley.

Aston E\Te Salop. j65_
Aston Ingham Hereford. 77, "7
Aswarby Lincoln. 45
Aube. France - 205 ...

Auckland Castle Durham. 269
Audlem - Cheshire 73, 271 36 J. S. Cotton.
Auxerre, France 28
Aveburj- Wilts. 37, 139,

149, 151

140 Miss C. Ransome.

Avington Berks. 37, 126,

139. 143

120, 142 F. R. Taylor.

Aylesbury Bucks. 50, 51, 144,

151, 153,

155

56 W. Marshall.

Aylsham Norfolk 247, 249,

252, 253.

255- 259

250 H. C. Beckett.

Badingham Suffolk 247, 249,

259. 264

'' 1 ! G. C. Druce.

Badsey - Worcester. 7-

Bamberg, Germany - 13- 14 10 C. F. Refers.
Banwell - Somerset 47, 95. 2S9.

291. 2QS
92 F. H. Crossley.

Ban, Italy 18

Barnack - Northants. 209, 217, 213 J. F. East."

Bametby-le-Wold - Lincoln.
227

79, 87, 277
Barsham - Suffolk 291
Barton - Cambi. S9
Barzano - 21

Bath Somerset 6 .

Battle - Sussex 206. 211, 2^ W. H. Walford.

Beckley - Oxon.
225

37, 67, 126 65 W. Marshall.
Bedminster Somerset 265
Beeley - Derbv. 126
Belaugh - Norfolk 57,209
Bellon - Lincoln. 15s, 181 174

1
T. G. Thorold.

Beninglon do. 94 1

Bere Regis Devon. 47, 143, 151 48
J

H. R. Wintle. 1



Index locorum

Place. County. Te.\t. Illustration. Source.

Berlancourt, France 205
Berlin, Prussia

-

ir C. F. Rogers.
Berrington Salop. 37- 45.47-

139. 240
136 F. T. S. Houghton.

! Bessingby Vorks. 37. 149.

151. 157

3S C. Goulding.

Bethersden Kent 206
Beuvry, France 301
Beverley Minster Vorks. 46, 94, 144,

153. 291,

307

147, 30S F. Bond.

Do. St Mary - do. "5
Bickington Devon. 149, 151.

153. 155.

277

27S Harry Hems.

Bideford - do. 47,147. 155 4S W. H. AValford.

Bignor - Sussex 6
Bingley - Yorks. 107, 127,

129, 153

130. 130 E. E. Gregory.

Binham - Norfolk 259
Binstead - Sussex 47, 149, 155 49 G. C. Druce.

Bishop Auckland Durham. 269
Bishop's Storlford - Herts. 307
Bishop Wilton Yorks. I S3
Bjcirland, Sweden - 63 62 Miss Swann.
Bledlow - Bucks. 51. 151
Bloxhani - Oxon. 43. 231.

233, 2S9
236 G. G. Buckley.

Blylhburgh Suftblk 259
Boconnoc Cornwall 46. 255
Bodmin - do. 153. 199. 200, 201 G. Randall Johnson.

Bois-le-Duc
203
29S

Bologna - 24
Bolton Percy - Yorks. 2S9. 291 312 G. G. Buckley.

Borden - Kent 95
Bosbury - Hereford. 209, 211, 215 Alfred Watkins.

Botley - Hants.
225

139- 147-

149

140 W. H. Walford.

Botlesford-by-Belvoir Leicester. 26S F. J. Allen. :

Bourn Lincoln. "5
Boxgrove Sussex 209
Bradbourne Derby. 37. 126 120 G. C. Druce.
Bradford - Devon. 58
Bradford Abbas Dorset 255
Bradley - Derby. 46, 209,

211. 217.

214 G. C. Druce.

Bradlev - Lincoln.
--5
113

Brailes - Warwick. 229. 231.
249~

22S F. T. S. Houghton.

Braniford Suffolk 289, 299
Brancaster Norfolk 241, 2S9 282 G. H. widdows.
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Place. County. Text. Illustration. Source.

Brancepeth Durham. 269, 301
Brandenburg, Ger-

many - 43, 76, 287 74 F. J. Allen.

Branston Lincoln. 285
Bration - Devon. 151, 155 202 G. Randall Johnson.
Braybrooke Northants. 45, 97 93 Mrs Eden.
Brecon - Brecon. 95
Breda, Holland 298
Bredon - Worcester. 57
Brewood- Stafford. 265
Breuil-le-Vert, Francu 205
Bridekirk Cumberland 107, 181,

185

109 F. H. Crossley.

Brighton, St Nicho-

las Sussex 37, 155,

165, 175

162 W. H. Walford.

Brington

-

Hunts. 58
Brinklow Warwick. 36
Bristol, St Philip - Gloucester. 151, 289 3" Miss M. V. Perry.

Do. Temple do. 33
Brittany, France 67
Brixham - Devon. 185
Broadhembury do. 249, 255 254 G. Randall Johnson.
Brobury - Hereford. yi^ 153 152 Alfred Watkins.
Brooke - Norfolk 253, 259,

263
Brookland Kent 37, 79, 87,

189

80 G. C. Druce.

Broughton-Sulney - Notts. 249
Bruges, Belgium 204
Brundall- ' - Norfolk 79, 87
Buckfastleigh - Devon. 45, 143,

147, 151,

155

41 W. H. Walford.

Bucknell- Salop. 127
Burford - Oxon. 43, 69, 227,

231
289, 299

239 G. G. Buckley.

Burgh - Lincoln. 311 F. C. Eden.
Burgh Norfolk 259
Burghill - Hereford. 79, 87 84 Cecil Gethen.
Burnham Dcepdale - Norfolk 149, 189,

191

46, 144,

190 E. ^L Beloe.

Burnham Norton do. 148 G. H. Widdows.
149, 151,

155
Burnham Thorpe do. 138
Burnsall - Yorks. 139, 143 142 PL E. Illingworlh.
Burrough Leicester. 211
Bury, Oise 205
Buxted - Sussex 206, 211, 208 J. C. Stenning.

Byford - Hereford.
225

265
Bygrave - Herts. 247, 253,

291

252 A. Whitford Ander-
son.
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Place. County. Text. Illustration. Source.

Cabourne Lincoln. 139
Cambridge Cambs. 273

Great St Mary do. 265, 267 266 J. F. East"."

St Giles do. 285
St Peter do. 206

Cann Dorset 117
Canterlniry

—

Cathedral Kent 20, 75, 89,

139, 147,

207, 269,

275, 291
St Alphege - do. 298
St John's Hospital do. 67
St Martin's - do. 37, 91 90 W. H. Walford.
St Mildred - do. 71

Capel Surrey 95 92 G. C. Druce.
Carlisle - Cumberland 73
Carlton Scroope Lincoln. 229, 231
Castleacre Norfolk 287, 289,

301

290 G. H. Tyndall.

Castle Frome - Hereford. 13, 50, 51, 52 Miss G. A. Fryer.

97, 144, 52 C. Gethen.

146, 153,

158, 161,

181, 185,

209
Castle I\ising - Norfolk 47, 151,

153, 155,
181

177 G. H. Widdows.

Catel (St Mary de
Castro), Guernsey 75

Catthorpe Warwick. 209, 217 220 Noel Russell.

Chaddesden Derby. 57
Chaddesley Corbett Worcester. 50,51, 153,

183
55 F. T. S. Houghton.

Chapel Allerton,

Leeds - Yorks. 115
Checkley Stafford. 167
Cherise, France 61
Chichester Cathedral Sussex 209

Do. ' St Mary's
Hospital (screen) - do. 229

Chiddingstone Kent 291
Chigwell Smealv Essex 76
Childrey - - ' - Berks. 79, 87 86 G. C. Druce.
Chilham - Kent 77
Chirens, France 61, 66 62 Miss Swann.
Chobham Surrey 77
Chollerton Northumber-

land
99 ICO Noel Russell.

Chorley - Lancashire 291
Christchurch - Hants. 207
Christiania 77
Church Layton Leicester. 267
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Place. County. Text. Illustration. Source.

Cirencester Gloucester. 76
Cividale, Friuli 18, 23, 301 22 Cabrol's Diction-

iiaire.

Claydon - Oxon. 77
Clee Lincoln. 139
Cley Norfolk 259, 263
Clifton Hampden Oxon. n
Clisson, Loire In-

ftjrieure 66

Coates - Gloucester. 43, 50
Cockington Devon. 115, 289 304 Harry Hems.
Coggesliall Essex 135
Colebrolce Devon. 289, 291 312 Harry Hems.
Coleby - Lincoln. 211 224 Miss F. Bagust.

Colemore Hants. 135
Colcshill - Warwick. 149, 151,

155, 157,

165, 206

163 F. T. S. Houghton.

Cologne, Germany - 43, 158
Coltersworth - Lincoln. 167

Compton Surrey 209, 211,

225
215 G. G. MacDowell.

Congre.sl)ury - Somerset 37, 147 310 Miss A. E. Giming-
ham.

Constantinople 18, 113
Conway - Carnarvon. 71 72 F. T. S. Houghton.
Coombe - Oxon. 277 276 J. F. East.

Corljeny, Aisne 205
Corbridge Northumber-

land
99

Cornelly - Cornwall 91

Cornwall 51,57, 106,

144, 155,

199, 253
Corte, Corsica 301
Gorton Suffolk 257
Gosseuii, Loire 66
Gostessy - Norfolk 289, 291
Gothelstone Somerset 32, 249 32 F. Bligh Bond.
Cottam - Yorks. 37, 45, 143 39 C. Goulding.

Cottesmore Rutland 165
Cowfold - Sussex 305
Gowiam - Yorks. 37, 45,

149, 158,

173, 183

159 G. Randall Johnson.

Crambe - do. 46, 149,

151, 153

148 G. Hepworth.

Cranbrook Kent 21

Cratfield - Suffolk 259
Cremona, Italy 19 17 F. Bond.
Crick Northants. 46, 146,

185
44 Noel Russell.

Cromer - Norfolk 247, 249 251 F. R. Taylor.

Crowland orCroyland Lincoln. 63 63 Roland Paul.
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Place. County. Text. Illustration. Source.

CuUompton Devon. 241, 247
249

Curd worth Warwick. 91, 131,

147, 183

132, 133,

134

F. T. S. Houghton.

Darenlh - Kent 37, 143,

149, 151.

155, 167,

173, 183

186 G. C. Druce.

Darley Dale - Derby. 43, 267 276 G. H. Widdows.
Darlington Durham. 301
Darsham Suffolk 257
Dearliani Cumberland 185
Deddington Oxon. 273
Dedham - Essex "3
Deerhurst Gloucester. 127, 129,

153

128 G. G. Buckley.

Deer-Seta 19
Denston - Suffolk 259
Derby, All Saints' - Derby. 305, 307

Do.' St Werburgh do. 285
Dereham, East Norfolk 94, 247,

249, 252,

253, 257,

259

246 G. H. Tyndall.

Dersingham do. 231, 289 282 G. H. Widdows.
Deux-Acren, Belgium 205
Dinant, Belgium 61

Dinas Mowddwy Merioneth. 43, 61, 66,

76, 107

62 Miss Swann.

Dixmunde 298
Docking - Norfolk 247, 249
Dodington Gloucester. 77
Dolton - Devon. 105, 138,

153, 155

102, 102,

103

G. Randall Johnson.

Dorchester Oxon. ?,7, 79, 171 83 J. F. East.

Dorton - Bucks. 265
Doulting- Somerset 105
Down Hatherley Gloucester. 87 87 A. H. Pitcher.

Drayton, West Middlesex 185, 247,

249, 253

256 A. Whitford Ander-
son.

Droitwich Worcester. 265
Diilken Odilienberg,

Germany 205
Dunino - Fife 27
Dunkeswell Devon. 47, 139 48 A. Hartley.

Durham Cathedral - Durham. 149, 207,

269, 289,

301

296 J. R. Edis.

Dyrham - Gloucester. 151

2 S
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Place. County. Text. Illustration. Source.

Eardisley Hereford. 50, 153, 53 C. Gethen.

165, 181, 53 Mrs Leather.

183

Earnley - Sussex 146

Easby Yorks. 149, 151,

155

146 Worthington G. Smith

East Anglia - ... 91, 94, 144,

229, 241,

253, 257,

287, 301

East Ham Essex 265
Eastrington Gloucester, 47 49 Mrs Eden.

Eaton Bray Bedford. 57, 209,

211, 225,

227

210 E. W, Smith.

Edburton Sussex 79,87
Edgmund Salop. 127

Edinburgh 75
Edlinglon Stafford. 265
Efenechtyd Denbigh 76 76 An-/i, Cambrensis.

EUesmere Salop. 265

EUingham 291

Ehnley Castle - Worcester. 97, 146

185, 267
93 G. G. Buckley.

Elmswell Suffolk 57
Elton Derby. 67
Ely - - - Cambs. 217

Enham - Hants. 272
Erlon, Aisne - 205

Essendor Herts. 67, 272 272 E. E. Squires.

Etchingham - Sussex 46, 209,
211

219 J. C. Stenning.

Evain, Pas de Calais 205
Ewelme - Oxon. 285, 287,

298

288 W. Marshall.

Ewerby - Lincoln. 43,57,91,
155, 229,

249

90 Do.

Exeter, Cathedral - Devon. 33, 209,

269, 284,

289, 291,

34 E. K. Prideaux.

Do. St Martin - do.
303
66 66 E. K. Prideaux.

Do. St Mary Steps do. 155, 157 145 Miss A, E, Giming-
ham.

Do. St Pancras - do. 37
Exton Rutland 43, 231

Eydon - Northants. 50, 149,

151, 155,

157, 206

55 Mrs Eden.

Eythorne Kent 87

Fakenham Norfolk 247, 249,

253

258 F. Bond.
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Place. County. Text. Illustration. Source.

Farcet Hunts. 284
Farningham Kent 32,44,257
Feniton - Devon. 69 68 G. Randall Johnson.

Fincham - Norfolk 97, 149. 156 E. M. Beloe.

151. 155. 156 do.

157. 158,

159, 171

Finistere, France 301
Fingringhoe - Essex 289
Fishlake - Yorks. 229, 231 234 G. Hepworth.
Florence, Italy 24
Flostoy, Belgium 205
Ford Sussex .284
Fordington St

George Dorset 71 72 R. G. Bartelot.

Fosdyke - Lincoln. 289
Foulsham Norfolk 287
Frampton-on-Severn Gloucester. 79 81 A. H. Pitcher.

Frejus 20

Frieston - Lincoln. 285, 289
Frindsbury Kent 298 292 E. Hermitage Day.

Fritton - Suffolk 271

Fritwell - Oxon. 181

Frostenden Suffolk 289

Galliano - 21

Gatton - Surrey 209, 211 219 G. C. Druce.

Germany 205, 287,

298
Ghent, Belgium 204
Gidding, Little Hunts. 75 74
Gillingham Kent 67
Giumiliau, France - 301

Glastonbury Somerset 157
Gloucester Gloucester. 247
Goadby Marwood - Leicester. 43. 229
Gondrecourt, Nord - 205
Goodmanham - Yorks. 43' "5.

125, 131

253' 259

112, 121 C. Goulding.

Gorleston Suffolk

Gosnes, Belgium 205
Grado, Istria - 18

Gravenhurst - Bedford. 57
Gravesend Kent 63
Great Abingdon Cambs. 89
Great Bowden Leicester. 57
Great Brington Northants. 209, 211,

217
Great Glemham Suffolk 259
Great Grcenford Middlesex 265
Greatham Sussex S7

Great Kimble - Bucks. 51- 151 56 Miss F. Bagust.

Great Maplestead - Essex 139
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Place. County. Text. Illustration. Source.

Great Mytton - Salop. 289, 298
Great Plumstead Norfolk 77
Great Salkeld - Cum berland 99
Great Wigstone Leicester. 305
Great Witchinghara Norfolk 253, 259
Gresham - do. 253, 259,

263, 264
Baptism do. 260 T. N. Baxter.

Baptism of Christ - do. 260 do.

Confirmation do. 260 do.

Extreme Unction - do. 260 do.

Mass - do. 261 do.

Matrimony - do. 261 do.

Ordination - do. 261 do.

Grinton - - - Yorks. 155 286 G. Hepworth.
Guernsey, Catel (St

Mary de Castro) - 75
Gunwalloe Cornwall 43, 125,

155

120 G. Randall Johnson.

Hackness Yorks. 289 292 R. Hawksworlh
Barker.

Haddenham - Bucks. 181, 185
Haddon, East - Northants. 37, 139,

149, 157,
183, 206

187 Noel Russell.

Haddon, West do. 45, 139, 158 Mrs Eden.

157, 159, 158 do.

165
Hadleigh Essex 113, 209,

217

218 A. Whitfoid Ander-
son.

Hadleigh Suffolk 113, 241,

247, 249,

252

226 G. G. Buckley.

Hainichen, Saxe-Al-
tenlmrg 77

Hal, Belgium - 298
Haltwhistle - Northumber-

land
267

Hampstead Norris - Berks. 189
Hanzinne, Belgium - 205
Haresfield Gloucester. 87 86 A. H. Pitcher.

Harlow - Essex "3
Harpole - Northants. 155, 181 184 Mrs Eden.
Harrow - Middlesex 149, 151,

278
276 Noel Russell.

Hartland Devon. 47, 57, 147,

149, 153,

155

50 W. H. Walford.

Hassingham - Norfolk 77
Hastings - Sussex 253
Hawerby Lincoln. 271
Haydon Bridge Northumber-

land
99 98 J. E. Hamilton.
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Place. County. Text. Illustration. Source.

Haydor Lincoln. 229, 231
Hayes Middlesex 209, 217 224 H. C. Beckett.

Happisburgh - Norfolk 183
Hazlebeach Northants. 278
Heckington Lincoln. 57, 231
Hedon - Yorks. 231, 303 238 G. Hepworth.
Ileigham Norfolk 113

Helpringham - Lincoln. 45, 167
Hemingborough Yorks. 149
Hendon - Middlesex 43, 149 148 G. C. Druce.

Hepworth Suffolk 289, 299 290 F. C. Eden. .

Hereford Hereford. 153, 181,

185, 229
177 Cecil Gethen.

Herongate - . - Essex 139
Hexham -, . - Northumber-

land
94, 99, 217 98 Noel Russell.

High W)-combe Bucks. 75
Hildesheim, Ger-
many - 43, 76

Hitchin - Herts. 229, 231,

233
23s A. Whitford Ander-

- son.

Hoare - - " - Kent 77
Hockworthy - Devon. 146
Hoddam - Dumfries. 138
Hognaston Derby. 167

Holdgate Salop. 51, 155,

185
54 F. T. S. Houghton.

Hollington Sussex 57
Holt Worcester. 51

Holyrood, Scotland

-

75
Honiton Clyst - Devon. 217 224 G. Randall Johnson.
Hook Norton - Oxon. 161, 171
Houghton Regis Bedford. 50
Hour, Belgium 205
Hoveringham - Notts. 71 68 E. L. Guilford.

Hovingham Yorks. 157
Hovvden - do. 231 237 C. Goulding.
Hoxne Suffolk 257
Hucking - Kent 71
Hulcott - Bucks. 37
Hull Yorks. 57, 229,

231, 233,

240, 259

238 C. Goulding.

Hundleby Lincoln. 57
Hunmanby Yorks. 284
Hunstanton Norfolk 151, 191,

206
198 G. H. widdows.

Hutton Cranswick - Yorks. 167
Huy, Belgium - 205

Iffley Oxon. 155
Iford Sussex 209, 225 223 G. C. Druce.
Ham Stafford. 139, 167,

183
137 do.
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Place. County. Text. Illustration. Source.

Ilfracombe Devon. 151
Ingleton - Yorks. 165
Ingoldisthorpe Norfolk 97 93 G. H. widdows.
Invergowrie, Scot-

land ... 138 ...

Ipsley Warwick. 57
Ipswich, St Margaret Suffolk 71

Do. St Mary - do. "5
Do. St Mary-le-

Tower - do. 307
Do. St Matthew do. 285, 289
Do. St Nicholas do. 179
Do. St Peter - do. 205

Irstead - Norfolk 249, 253 251 G. Randall Johnson.
Isle Abbots - Somerset 32, 46,

139, 144,

189, 206

32 G. J. Gillham.

Jersey, Prince's

Tower - 66 64 Albert Smith.
Jerusalem 18

Junius Bassus, Rome 14 9 Grisar.

Kea Cornwall 46
Kells, Ireland - 15
Kenardington - Kent 76
Kenchester Hereford. 97 98 Alfred Watkins.
Kencott - Oxon. 183
Kenfig - Glamorgan. 155
Keysoe - Bedford. "3
Kew Surrey 272
Kilpeck (font) - Hereford. 151. 153 150 Cecil Gethen.

Do. (stoup) do. 47, 143,

144, 189
48 Miss G. A. Fryer.

Kilton - Yorks. 249
Kilworth, South Leicester. 209, 211 215 Noel Russell.

Kingstone Kent n
Kinnerley Salop. "3
Kirkburn Yorks. 37, 149,

153, 165,

167

161 C. Gould'ing.

Kirkby - Lanes. 47, 139,

143, 167,

171

113, 206,

141, 164 F. 0. Creswell.

Knapton - Norfolk 313 T. M. Birdseye.

211, 225,

289, 291,

299, 303
Kniveton Derby. 46, 209,

211, 217,

225, 267

44 G. C. Druce.

Knook - Wilts. 181
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Place. County. Text. Illustration. Source.

Lancaster 291
Lancaut - Gloucester. 79
Landewednack Cornwall 115 ii'6 W. 11. Walford.
La Neuville - sous -

Corbie, Somme - 205
Langridge Somerset 173
Lanmeur, Finistere,

France 61

Lanreath Cornwall 47, 149,

155

145 W. H. Walford.

T^aon, Aisne - 205
Lapworth Warwick. 229, 231,

233
63

228 V. T. S. Houghton.

Lastingham Yorks.
Lateran, Rome 141, 171

*8
Garrucci.

Lathbury Bucks. 181

Launceston Cornwall 153, 155,
181, 199

203 G. Randall Johnson,

Laxfield - Suffolk 51,91, 185,

247, 252,

259

89 G. C. Druce.

Lechlade Gloucester. 71 70 J. F. East.

Leckhampstead Bucks. 231
Leeds Yorks. "5
Leicester, All Saints Leicester. 209, 211,

217, 225

221 Mrs Eden!'

Do. St Martin do. 36, 271
Leigh Wilts. 277
Leighton Buzzard - Bedford. 57, 209
Leistfin - Suffolk 57, 209,

211, 217,

225

59 G. C. Druce.

Lenton - Notts. 43,51, 165 160 Harry Gill.

Le Puy, France 20
Lesquielles - Saint-

Germain, Aisne • 205 ...

Leverton Lincoln. 69, 284
3^5

Lewes Sussex 87, 287
Lewknor Oxon. 155 147 Miss F. Bagust.

Lichterwelde, Bel-

gium - 205
Liege, Belgium 76, 123,

124

lis M. Saintenoy.

Lifton Devon. 149, 155,

157, 206
204 G. Randall Johnson.

Lilleshall Salop. 45
Lilstock - Somerset 155 152 G. Randall Johnson,
Lincoln, Bailgate - Lincoln. 99
Do. Minster do. 46, 151,

153, 171,

205, 209,

229

172 E. Mansel Sympson.
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Place. County. Text. Illustration. Source.

Line! field Sussex 43, 241
Little Billing - Northants. 37, 50, 107,

123, 127
38 H. C. Beckett.

Little Bowden do. 57
Littlebury Essex 299 284 E. B. 'Warr.

Little Missenden 51

Little Shelford Cambs. 89
Llanbadarnfawr Cardigan. 181

Llanfair Cwminwd - Anglesea. 58
Llangenydd, Gower Glamorgan 151

Llanmadoc, Gower - do. 151

Llantwit Major do. 155
Locking - Somerset 143, 153,

155, 185,

189

188 Miss A. E. Giming-
ham.

Loddon - Norfolk 253, 259 ...

London

—

British Museum
(chessmen) Middlesex 199

British Museum
(ivory) do. 15 II C. F. Rogers.

Crystal Palace Surrey 259
Dulwich College - do. 285
St Benedict,

Gracechurch St. Middlesex 298
St Bride do. 273
St Catharine Cree do. 33, 269,

289, 291

270 F. R. Taylor.

St Giles-in-the-

Fields do. 76
St James, Garlick-

hythe do. 273
St James's, Picca-

dilly do. 33, 171,

269
St John, Clerken-

vvell do. 273
St Margaret, West-

minster do. 273
St Martin, Lud-

gate, E.G. do. "3
St Michael, Corn-

hiLl - do. 303
St Paul's Cathe-

dral - do. 275
St Peter Cheap - do. 271
St Stephen Wal-
brook do. 33, 269,

289
270 F. R. Taylor.

South Kensington
Museum - do. 107, 272,

298
Temple Church - do. 185
Tower - do. 271
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Place. County. Text. Illustration. Source.

London-
Tower, St Peter-

ad-Vincula Middlesex 135
Westminster Al)bey do. 277
Westminster Cathe-

dral - do. 61

Longdon Worcester. 77
Lopham - Norfolk 291
Lostwithiel Cornwall 240, 275 233 W. H. Waiford.

Louvain, St Pierre,

Belgium 298
Lowdham Notts. 227, 229, 232 E. L. Guilford.

Loxton - Devon.
231

189
Lucca, Italy - 35 Alinari.

Do. S. Giovanni - 19 19 F. Bond.
Ludford Magna Lincoln. 138
Ludgvan

-

Cornwall 151

Lullington Somerset 113, 181 114 G. A. Harrison.

Luppitt - Devon. 45, 155,

167, 181,

183

178 G. Randall Johnson.

Lustleigh Do. 144, 206 150
Luton Herts. 289, 301 295 W. Marshall.

Luxulyan Cornwall 185

Lynn Norfolk 229, 257
Lyons, France - ... 20

Madrid, Spain

-

14 8 Garrucci.

Magna Castra - Hereford. 99
Magny - en - Vexin,

Eure - 301

Maiden - Surrey 265
Malmesbury - Wilts. 105, 157
Marden - Kent 275, 299
Market Bosvvorth Leicester. 57
Marks Tey Essex 76, 289 78 H. Bedford Pirn.

Marsham Norfolk 259, 263
Marske - Yorks. 43
Martham Norfolk 259
Masham - Yorks. 106

Maximian, Ravenna 13 10 C. F. Rogers.

Mazan, France 20

Mears Ashb\- - Northants. 43, 153,

155

40 Mr P'awsett.

Melas 20
Melbury Ikibb Dorset 106, 138,

153

104 W. G. Corbett.

Mellor - Derby. 139
Mellon - Suffolk 259
Melton Mowbray Leicester. 113
Melverley Salop. U3
Mendips - Somerset 189

2 T
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Place. County. Te.xt. Illustration. Source.

Meon, East Hants. 46, 151,

153, 171,

205

166 G. C. Druce.

Meppershall - Bedford. 57
Merton - Norfolk 289, 29S

Metz, France - 30
Mevagissey Cornwall 45, 47, 147,

155

41 W. H. Walford.

Michelmersh - Hants. 209, 211,

217, 227

221 G. C. Druce.

Milan, Italy - 14, 60, 119
Milton, South - Devon. 139 136 G. Randall Johnson.

Moccas - Hereford. 181

MoUand - Devon. 47, 151 49 Miss Saunders.

Monkwearmouth Durham. 105

Montier, Aube 205
Montpezat, Tarn-et-

Garonne 77
Morton - Yorks. 285
Morville - Salop. ?,7 180 F. T. S. Houghton.
Morwenstow - Cornwall 2,7, 126

144, 147

126 G. W. Saunders.

Munich, Bavaria 122

Murano, Italy - 21

Namur, Belgium 205
Naples, Italy - 18

Nassington Northants. 206, 211 208 Noel Russell.

Neon, Baptistery of,

Ravenna II, 28

17

Alinari.

F. Bond.

Nettlecombe - Somerset 257
Neuf-Berquin, Nord 205
Newark - Notts. 36, 115,

265, 267
96 H. Bedford Pim.

Newbald, North Yorks. 46, 144,
206

42 C. Goulding.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne Northumber-
land

289, 29S

Newick - Sussex 43, 227, 228 G. C. Druce.

Newington-by-Hythe Kent
231

291
Newington - by- Sit-

tingbourne - Kent 291, 299
Newton Regis - Warwick. 71

Nicasa, Bithynia "3
Nicholaston, Gower 240
Nocera dei Pagani,

Italy - 18

Norbury - Derby. 46
Nordpeene, Nord - 205
Normandy 153, 155
Northallerton - Yorks. 291
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Place. County. Text. Illustration. Source.

Northampton - Northants. 43, 88, 229,

231, 233

232 G. C. Druce.

Northfleet Kent 253 262 H. C. Beckett.

North Grimston Yorks. 165
Norton - Derby. 185
Norwich Cathedral - Norfolk 247, 259

Do. All Saints - do. 249
Do. St George

Tombland do. 206, 225,

289, 303
309 F. Bond.

Do. St Gregory do. 291
Do. St James - do. 249
Do. St Peter

Mancroft - do. 301
Do. St Stephen do. 285

Noseley - Leicester. 231
Nuffield - Oxon. 117
Nun Monkton Yorks. 63 62 Miss Swann.

Oakham - Rutland 91, 139,

149

90 Mrs Eden.

Ockham - Surrey 265
Odiham - Hants. 69, "3 68, III

III

W. Marshall.

G. C. Druce.
Offham - Kent 32
Offley - Herts. 229, 249 230 A. Whitford Ander-

son.

Ogleworth Gloucester. 209, 217,

225
223 A. H. Pitcher.

Oise, France - 205
Old Radnor - Radnor. 44, 131 130 G. Randall Johnson.
Old Warden - Bedford. 57
Ombersley Worcester. 77
Orford - Suffolk 91. 149
Orleton - Hereford. 37, 45, 57

149, 151

182 Alfred w'atkins.

Ostia, Italy 75, 119
Oulton - Suffolk 247, 249,

255, 257

248 F. Bond.

Over Denton - Cumberland 100 Mrs Graham.
Oxenhall Gloucester. 79
Oxford, Bodleian Oxon. 15 II C. F. Rogers.
Do. Carfax do. 43, 241
Do. St Giles - do. 209, 217 222 F. J. Allen.
Do. St Mary

Magdalene do. 231 236 F. Bond.
Do. St Peter-in-

the-East - do. 138
Oxhill - Warwick. 37, 139

149, 181,

206

141 F. T. S. Houghton.

Oystermouth. Gower 151
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Place. County. Text. Illustration. Source.

Padworth Berks. 179
Painswick Gloucester. 265 266 Mrs Eden.
Pakefield Suffolk 257
Palgrave do. 46, 57, 95,

97, 151,

155, 191

92 F. Bond.'

Parenzo, Istria 18
Parham - Sussex 79.87
Paris 122
Parma 26, 29
Pas-de-Calais, France 205, 301
Patricio, or Patrishow Brecon. 107, 127 I'o's WorthingtonG. Smith.
Patrington Yorks. 14,43,57,

229, 231
230 C. Goulding.

Pengwern Hall Denbigh. 61
'

62
Penmon - Anglesea 71,99, 127,

138, 153

100 Mrs Jessie Lloyd.

Penn Bucks. 87
Penshurst Kent 43, 241
Perranzabuloe - Cornwall 43, 45
Pesaro, Italy - 21
Peterborough Cathe-

dral Northants. 147, 209,

217

216 H. Plowman.

Do. Museum do. 43, 267 266 do.
Petworth Sussex 206
Piltoa - Devon. 291, 298, 300 F. H. Crossley.

Pinhoe - - do.
303

43
Piolenc, F'rance 123
Pisa, Italy 24, 25, 27,

29
Pitminster Somerset 43, 241
Pitsford - Northants. 69 68 W. Marshall.
Pittington Durham. 33' 149,

269
291

35 F. Bond.

Plymstock Devon.
Poitiers, France 19, 21 20 Architecture.
Pola, Istria 18, 21
Poltimore Devon. 47 46 G. Randall Johnson.
Pompeii, Italy 6 7 Cell.
Pont-a-iVIousson,

France 123 118 M. Saintenoy.
Pont-Croix, France - 301
Pontianus, Baptistery

of, Rome 6 Cabrol's Diction-

itaire.

Porchester Hants. 37, 149,

153, 155

154 A. R. Marshall.

Portbury - Somerset 71, 151
Portishead do. 151
Portland - Dorset 206
Portsmouth Hants. 209
Porwich - Derby. 267
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Place. County. Text. Illustration. Source.

Potter Heigham Norfolk 76, 299 74 T. N. Baxter.

Do. Roller - 299 299 do.

Potterne - Wilts. 37, 91.

97, 107,

123, 127

III H. Bedford Pirn.

Poynings Sussex 43. 231 236 G. C. Druce.

Preston - Suffolk 45. 153.

155. 191

198 G. G. Buckley.

Purbeck - Dorset 51, 206,

207, 209,

217, 225,

227, 257
Puy, Le, France 20
Pyecombe Sussex 79, 87,

267
85 G. C. Druce.

Queen Camel - Somerset 249, 255 254 F. Bligh Bond.
Quimper, Brittany - 66

Rackheath Magna - Norfolk 265
Rainhani Sussex 67
Rampton Cambs. 89
Ranworth Norfolk 303, 307 , ,..

.

Ratby - - Leicester, 57
Ratley Warwick. 135
Rattlesden Suffolk 231, 233 237 F. Bond.
Ravenna, Italy

—

Arian Baptistery - 14, 15, iS

Baptistery of Neon 12, 13,15, iij'28 Alinari.

18,25,26, 17 F. Bond.

29, 123
Maximian, Chair

of - - - 13 10 C. F. Rogers.
Palace of Theo-

doric 123
Reading - Berks. 61, 305,

307
Reighton Yorks. 43, 45, 144,

151, 155
39 C. Goulding.

Reynoldslon, Gower 240
Rheims, France 25, 124 ...

Rheinau, Germany - 14, 272 10 C. F. Rogers.
Ribeniont, Aisne 205
Riez, France (bap-

tistery) 19 22 Cabrol's Diiiion-

naire.

Ringmore Devon. 37
Ringmore Hants. 205
Roche Cornwall 203 199 W. 11. Waiford.
Rochester Kent "5
Rodney Stoke - Somerset 289, 298 310 F. H. Crossley.

Rolvenden Kent 57
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Place. County. Text. Illustration. Source.

Rome, Italy - 12, 24, 123,

124

...

Baths of Caracalla 7
Bathroom 6 7 Rivoira.

Catacombs - 5,6
Junius Bassus, Sar-

cophagus - 9 Grisar.

Lateral! Baptistery 13, 16, 18,

23, 26

Lateran Sarcopha-
gus - 14, 171 8 Garrucci.

Minerva Library - 30
Minerva Medica,
Temple of 7

Pantheon 6
Pontianus, Baptis-

tery in Ceme-
tery of 6, 13, 21 6 Cabrol's Diction-

naire.

Priscilla, Cemeterv
of - - '- 18

S. Andrea Apos-
tolo - 23

S. Callistus, Cata-

combs of - 12, 15 8

9

Garrucci.

Wilpert.

SS. Petrus and
Marcellinus,

Cemetery of 12 8 Wilpert.

S. Stefano, Bap-
tistery 18, 21

Rothbury Northumber-
land

105, 153,
267

lOI, lOI W. Maitland.

Rotherfield Sussex 125, 277,

289, 291

121 P. A. C. Clarke.

Rotherham Yorks. 291
Rothwell do. 291
Rowberrow Somerset 105 103 W. Percival - Wise-

man.
Rudford - Gloucester. 71
Rufford - Lanes. "3
Runham - Norfolk 135
Rushton - Northants. 117

. Russon, Belgium 205

St Albans Herts. 75
St Anthony Cornwall 117 116 G. Randall Johnson.
St Austell do. 185
St Buryan do. 251 W. H. Waiford.

S. Callistus, Cata-

combs of, Rome • 8

9

Garrucci.

Wilpert.
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Place. County. Text. Illustration. Source.

St Cuby - Cornwall 45, 46, 57,

144, 153,

155, 199,
206

41 W. H. Walford.

St Denis, France 124
St Donat's Glamorgan 155
St Enodock Cornwall 73
St Gall, Switzerland 29, 88, 119
St Goran Cornwall 255
St Jean de Perpignan 123
St John Lee - Northumber-

land
99

St Just, Oise - 205
St Keverne Cornwall 267 117 W. II. Walford.

St Leonard, Haut
Vienne 20 ...

St Mary Bourne Hants. 179, 205 170 G. C. Druce.

St Mary in the Marsh Norfolk 259
St Mt;laine, Cotes du
Nord - 301

StNeot - Cornwall 255
St Nicholas at Wade Kent 77
St Nicholas de Ma-

cherin, Isere 66

St Osyth Essex 253
SS. Petrus and Mar-

cellinus, Rome 8 Wilpert.

St Pierre-de-Mont-

didier, Somme 205
St Pol de Leon,

Brittany 61

St Stephen's - Cornwall 255
St Venant, Pas de

Calais - 205
Safve, Sweden

-

63
Saham Toney - Norfolk 265, 285,

303
Salehurst Sussex 183
Salisbury Wilts. 217
Sail Norfolk 259, 264,

289, 298
294 G. H. Tyn'dall.

Salona, Dalmatia 18, 21, 23
Sandbach Cheshire "3
Sandhurst Gloucester. 37, 79 82 Canon Sewell.

Saxmundham - Suffolk 247, 249,

255, 257,
291

248 F. Bond.

Scarrington Notts. 279
Scartho - Lincoln. 139
Sculthorpe Norfolk 46, 153,

155, 173,

185, 191

197 E. ^I. Bel'oe.

Sedlescombe - Sussex 289 3" J. C. Stenning.

Sefton Lanes. 291
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Place. County. Text. Illustration. Source.

Selby
_

- - - Yorks. 149, 289
Sempringham - Lincoln. 285
Severn-Stoke - Worcester. 117

Shaugh Prior - Devon. 289
Shere Surrey 209, 211,

225

220 J. C. Stenning.

Sheringham Norfolk 289
Shernborne do. 46, 144,

151, 153,

155, i«3,

191

Frontis-

piece
,

G. H. Widdows.

Shilton - Oxon. 43, 66, 97,
227

93 J. F. East.

Shobdon

-

Hereford. 50, 153,
181

32

54 C. Gethen.

Shorne - Kent
Shorwell, Isle of

Wight - 265
Siiotteswell Warwick. 152 F. T. S. Houghton.

Siddington Gloucester. 165

Siena, S. Giovanni - 27

Silk Willoughby - Lincoln. 37, 149,

155

38 F. R. Taylor.

Siston Gloucester. 79
Skipton - Yorks. 289 309 H. E. Illingworth.

Skirbeck - Lincoln. 289, 298 3" W. Marshall.

Slimbridge Gloucester. 87 ...

Sloley Norfolk 259
Smeaton - Yorks. 37
Snape Suffolk 241, 247,

249, 252,

253, 257

245 G. C. Druce.

Snitterfield Warwick. 240
Soissons, France 14
Somerleyton - Suffolk 257
Southacre Norfolk 151, 285,

287, 289,

303

294 G. H. Tyn'dall.

Southampton - Hants. 46, 153,

155, 167,

183, 205

170 F. R. Taylor.

South Brent - Devon. 47, 147,

153, 155

49 W. H. Walford.

Southfleet Kent 14, 32
South Hayling Hants. 127, 138
Southrop Gloucester. 181 i'76 F. T. S. Houghton.

South Shields - 277
Southwell Notts. 165
Southwold Suffolk 259
South Wootton Norfolk 46, 144,

153, 183,

191

97, "3.

192 E. M. Beloe.

Stafford - Stafford. no W. Marshall.

146, 185
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Place. County. Text. Illustration. Source.

Stainburn Yorks. 57
Stalham - Norfolk 247, 249,

252, 253
Baptism of Christ

-

do. 2 T. N. Baxter.
Font - do. 2<;8 G. Randall Johnson.
The Holy Trinity - do. 262 T. N. Baxter.

Standon - Herts. 209, 217 218 A. Whitford Anderson
Stanford in the Vale Berks. 289 306 W. Marshall.
Stannion - Northants. 231, 233 236 A Whitford Anderson
Stanstead Essex 47, 147,

209, 2 1

1

50 Noel Russell.

Stanton Fitzwarren - Wilts. il, 94, 97
151, 153,

155, 179,
206, 209,

217

174 Hon. Mrs Agar.

Stanway - Essex 253
Staple Kent 257
Staunton - Gloucester. 99
Stockhohn, Sweden - 107
Stockton - Norfolk 307
Stottesdon Salop. 50, 167
Stoke Kent 61

Stoke Canon - Devon. 46, 139,

143, 153,
189

180 Miss E. K. Prideaux.

Stoke by Nayland - Suffolk 94, 241,

247, 249,
252

250 F. R. Taylor.

Stoke-on-Trent Stafford. 135, 273
Stoke sub Ilamdon - Somerset 183
Stone Bucks. 153, 155,

189

188 Mrs Hoare.

Stoneleigh Warwick. 37, 139,

149. 155,

171

137 A. Whitford Ander-
son.

Stoodleigh Devon. 153, 155,
206

150 G. Randall Johnson.

Stow Lincoln. 46, 94, 144,

155, 209,

211, 217

42 G. Hadley.

Strata Florida - Cardigan. 127

Stratford - Essex 76
Stratford-on-Avon - Warwick. 278
Stratton - Cornwall 181, 289
Street Somerset 272
Sludham - Bedford. 185. 209,

211, 217,

227

212 E. W. Smith.

Sturry Kent 71

Sudbury, St Cregory Suffolk -85, 289,

301

94, 259,

283 F. Bond.
""

Suffolk - ...

289

2 U
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Place. County. Text. Illustration. Source.

Sussex 125, 206,

207

Sutton Bonnington - Notts. 67 65 R. 0. Yearsley.

Swarkestone - Norfolk 181

Swinford Leicester. 46 41 Noel Russell.

Swymbridge - Devon. 89, 291,

303

302 F. H. Crossley.

Tadcaster Yorks. 69
Takeley - Essex 289, 298

Tamworth Warwick. 71

Tangley - Hants. 87

Tangemere Sussex 31, 126 30 G. C. Druce.

Taunton - Somerset 241, 247,

253
256 Mrs Eden.

Tebessa, Tunis 18, 21, 23

Temple Balsall Warwick. 77, 305
Tenby - Pembroke. 151

Termonde, Belgium 205

Terrington St Cle-

ment - Norfolk 287, 299,

303
161Thames Ditton Surrey

Thaxted - Essex 299 286 T. M. Birdseye.

Thirsk - Yorks. 289
Thotington Suffolk 97
Thornton Curtis Lincoln. 205 1

Thorpe - Surrey 32 1

Thoydon Garnon Essex II
i

i

Thurgarton Priory - Notts. 71

Ticehurst Sussex 291, 299 304 J. C. Stenning. ^

Tickencote Rutland 139, 209,

211, 217

222 H. C. Beckett.

Tidenham Gloucester. 37, 79 81 C. Gethen.

Tidesvvell Derby. 277
Tilbrooke Bedford. 69
Tilney All Saints - Norfolk 115, 267 114 T. N. Baxter.

Tingrith - Bedford. 57
Tissington Derby. 139, 167

Tivoli, Italy - 18

Toftrees - Norfolk 144, 151,

153, 155,

157, 183,

191, 209,

217

193, 194,

195, 196

E. M. Beloe. j

Tollard-Royal - Wilts. 135
Tolleslmry Essex •117

Tonge Kent 71 . . i

Topshani Devon. 183 186 G. Randall Johnson.

Torcello, Italy 18, 21, 25

Torksey - Lincoln 21

1

224 Miss F. Bagust. 1

Tournai, 15elgium

—

Tapestry 123 118 M. Saintenoy.
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Place County. Text. Illustration. Source.

Tournai, Belgium

—

Fonts - 46,51.57,
15'. 153.

204, 205
Tours, France - 27
Treneglos Cornwall 181

Tretire - Hereford. 99
Trieste, Austria 21

Trunch - Norfolk 247, 289,

301
293 T. M. Birdseye.

Tuxford - Notts. 267, 291,

301, 303

308 R. J. Atkinson.

Twyford - Leicester. 97
Tyre, Palestine 18

Tysoe Warwick. 43. 173.

23', 233

239 F. T. S. Houghton.

Ubley - Somerset 45. 51,

151, 153

40 Miss A. E. Giming-
ham.

Ufford - - - Suffolk 285, 287,

289, 301

280 H. Percy Adams,

Ulcomlje Kent 291

Upleatham Yorks. 43
Upper Denton Cumberland 99
Upton St Leonard - Gloucester. 277 276 A. H. Pitcher.

Uriconium Salop. 99
Utterhy - Lincoln. 95 95 J. J. Cresswell.

Valence, France 20

Venasque, F'rance - 19, 123

Venice, Italy - 119 122 Cattaneo.

Vermand, Aisne 205
Verona, Italy - 13, 26 27 Alinari.

Vimy, Pas de Calais,

F'rance 205

Waithe - Lincoln. 139
Walbcrton Sussex 37, 126 120 G. C. Druce.

Walpole St Anilrew Norfolk 69
Walpole St Peter do. 117, 291,

299

306 W. Marshall.

Walsgrave-on-Sowe - Warwick. 37, 151 148 Noel Russell.

Walsham, North Norfolk 89, 285,

289, 307

283 F. Bond.

Walsingham, New, or

Little do. 94, 247
Font - do. 249, 252,

253. 259,

289, 307

243 W. T. Alston.
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Place. County. Text. Illustration. Source.

Walsingham, New,
or Little-

Baptism Norfolk 263 264 W. Marshall.

Mass - do. 263 264 do.

Walsoken do. 94, 115,

247, 249,
252, 259,

265

242 F. Bond.

Waltham 149
Waltham-on-the-
Wolds - Leicester. 139

Walton - Lanes. 45, 149,

157, 158,

171, 173

164 F. 0. Cresswell.

Walton-on-the-Hill - Surrey 79 83 H. Bedford Pim.
Wansford Northants. 37, 45>

149, 153,

171

182 F. T. S. Houghton.

Warborough - Oxon. 87
Wareham Dorset 77, 79, 149 84 W. H. Walford.
Warham All Saints - Norfolk 191

Warminghurst Sussex 298 298 Miss E. K. Prideaux.

Warndon Worcester. 57, 284
Warwick Warwick. 33, 269 34 W. Marshall.

Wells - Somerset 291 312 F. R. Taylor.

Wenden - Essex 71
Wensley - Yorks. 267, 269 266 H. E. lUingworth.
Wessobrunner Gebet 122 124 C. F. Rogers.
Westhall, Font Suffolk 253, 269 246 F. Jenkins.

Do. Penance - do. 264 261 'do.

Westley - Essex 77
West Mersea - do. 99
Westminster Abbey 229, 277

Do. Cathe-

dral 61

Weston - Suffolk 259
Weston Turvillc Bucks. 51, 151
Weston - under-

Weatherley - Warwick. 240
West Rounton Yorks. 71, 1S3,

278
West Stoke - Sussex 284
Westwell Oxon. 146, 151,

153

150 W. Marshall.

West Wickham Kent 67, 273
Whitchurch - Somerset 151
Whixall - Salop. 265
Wickenby Lincoln. 284
Wickham Market - Suffolk 229, 231,

240
232 F. Bond.

Wiggenhall St Peter Norfolk 63
Willesden Middlesex 285
Wilne - Derby. 106, 138,

153

105 G. U. widdows.
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Place. County. Text. Illustration. Source.

Wimpole Ca nibs. 43
Winchelsea Sussex 229
Winchester Cathedral Hants. 46, 57, 143,

i5i> 153,
i55> 173,

175. 179,

185, 204

169 H. C. Beckett.

Do. St Cross do. 207
Windsor - Berks. 30 29 Smith's Diitionary

of Christian An-
tiquities.

W^interbourne- Whit-
church Dorset 255

Wirksworth

—

Font - Derby. 152 C. B. Keene.
P.R. Font - do. 33 268 do.

Wisborough Sussex 135
Wisley - Surrey 265
Wiston - Suffolk 185
Witcham Cambs. 43> 209,

211, 217
312 J. F. East.

Wiltenhatn, Long - Berks. 79, 87 85 W. Marshall.

Wolfhanicote - Warwick. 37,47, 126 38 V. T. S. Houghton.
Wolston - do. 240
Wolverhampton Stafford. 36, 106,

265, 267
96 F. 0. Cresswell.

Woodbridge - Suffolk 253, 259
Woolstaston - Salop. 91
Woolstone Berks. 87
Wootton, South Norfolk 46 192 E. M. Beloe.

Wootton Wawen Warwick. 233 228 F. T. S. Houghton.
Wordwell Suffolk 181

Worlingworth - do. 113, 289
Worstead Norfolk 287, 289 288 W. Marshall.

Worth - Sussex 91
Wortham Suffolk 229 232 J. F. E. Faning.
Wraxall - Somerset 67 65 H. Bedford i'im.

Wrington do. 249
W'roxeter Salop. 94, 99 98 N. W. Paine.

Wychling Kent 87
Wvcliffe - Yorks. 267
Wyken - Warwick. 37

Yatlon - Somerset 67, 303
305

247, 249,

65 G. J. Gillham.

Yaxhani - Norfolk 251 G. H. Tyndall.

252
Yaxley - Hunts. 275
York-

Minster Yorks. 173, 299 29s F. Bond.
St Manin-le-Grand do. 291
St Mary Bishop-

hill Senior do. 291
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Place. County. Text. Illustration. Source.

Youlgreave Derby. 67, 183,

209, 211,

217, 225

64 G. G. Buckley.

Ypres, Belgium 298

Zara, Dalmatia 18

Zedelghem, Belgium 175, 183,

204, 205

168 E. M. Beloe.

Zell, Baden - n
Zutphen, Holland - 298
Zyfflich, Germany - 205
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Abacus, undercut, 211

Accessories of fonts, 60 et secj.

Adam and Eve, 167, 171
Adults, baptism of, 3, 5, 31, 32
Affusion, 15
Agnus Dei, 135, 167, 253
Agriculture, operations of, 189, 191
-Vlphabets on fonts, 117
Angels, 247, 249, 255, 257
Anglo-Saxon fonts, 118-143
Annunciation, 157
Anlhemion, 155
Apocalypse, 183, 249
Apollos, 25
Ajjostles, 171, 253
Appendages of fonts, 60 et secj.

.Arcading, Gothic, 206, 209, 229
,, intersecting, 149, 21

1

,, Norman, 149, 211

Archaic fonts, 124, 139
Archaism v. anticjuity, 44
Asbestos, 185
Ascension, 165
Aumbry near font, 69
Auxerre, Council of, 28

Bai.oachino over piscina, 23
Baptism, Jewish, 24, 25

,, Joannine, 25
,, late representations of, 263
,, mode of administration, i, 7

,, parochial, 28, 29
,, restricted to whom, 24, 25
,, seasons of, 24
,, secondary position of, 2

liaptisteries, 18

,, parochial, 24
Baptistery, geographical distriijution of, 18,

19, 20

,, position of, 25

,, scale of, 24, 25
Base, moldings of, 151, 211
Basins and bowls, t,^, 123, 271, 272, 273

,, bequests of, 61

Bathrooms, Roman, 6

Bath-shaped fonts, 123
Battlements, 233, 247, 249
Bede, 5
Benedictio aquse, i, 94
Biblical subjects, 157
Bignor, 6
Billet, 153
Block fonts, 43
Book rest, 67
Bowl and supports differ, 91, 95, 97

,, reduplicated, 60

,, shape of, 57
Bowls and basins, 271, 272, 273

,, classified, 51

,, earthenware, 36
,, new, 267

Brackets, font, 67
Brass fonts, 75
Brick fonts, 76
Brittany, fonts in, 61

Bronze fonts, 75
Buckinghamshire fonts, 50, 51
Buffets, floor, 299

,, rim, 299
Burial of fonts, 131, 278
Buttress, 231
By/.antinc motif, 179

Caui.k, 149, 255
C'aius, Pope, 123, 271
Caldrons, 43
Camel's skin, 14

Ca|)itals, Corintliianesque, 143, 151
cushion, 139, 151, 255
early Gothic foliated, 211

,, molded, 21

1

,, plantain, 151

,, scalloped, 151

,, water-leaf, 149. 151

Catacombs, baptism in, 5

,, baptisteries in, 6, 18

Cat heads, 155
Caumont, de, 51
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Celtic spirals, 129
Centaur, 183
Chalice fonts, Norman, 47, 51

,, ,, Renaissance, ^^, 269
Charlemagne, 29
Charles I., fonts of, 265
Chelsea, Council of, 30
Chevron, 157
Chrism cloth, 263
Chrismatory, 69, 263
Christ, baptism of, 5, 12, 14, 15, 16, 158,

159, 165, 253, 263, 272
,, life of, 157

Christening bowls, 271, 272, 273
Ciborium over piscina, 23
Classification of fonts, 37
Clevis, King, 25, 124
Colonnade of piscina, 23
Colour, 253, 259, 287
Commonwealth, 265
Communion, first, 23, 24
Confession, 264
Confirmation, 24, 25, 263
Consecration of fonts, 275
Constantine, Emperor, 18, 75, 119, 271
Copyism, 241, 257
Cornelius, 123
Cornish fonts, 181, 199, 240, 253, 255
Cosin. Bishoix 269
Cost of font, 257

,, font covers, 291, 303, 305, 307
Covers, lids, 284
Craton, 123
Cross, descent from, 165
Crosses and pillars, Pre-Conquest, 99, 13S
Crucifixion, 165, 253, 263
Cruets, 69, 71

Cup-shaped font-bowls, 51, 57, 209
Cuthbert, Archbishop, 20

Daniel, 167
Dated fonts. 267
David, King, 167
Dedications changed, 135
Depth of water, 16

Descent from the Cross, 165
Desecration of fonts, 167, 171, 181, 191,

275, 277, 278, 279
Design, borrowed ; see Copyism

,, fourteenth century, 227, 229
,, fifteenth century, 241

,, retrogressive, 255
,, thirteenth century, 209, 217, 225

Desk, font, 67
Destruction of fonts, 269, 275, 277, 278

,, font covers, 305, 307
Devil, the, 264
Diana, 175
Dimensions of fonts, 94

Diomede, 113
Doctors, Latin, 247, 249
Domed bathrooms, 7
Doorway, processional, 88
Dove, 179, 253, 285
Dragon, bruised, 167
Drill holes, 155
Drippings, disposal of, 60, 61

,, receptacles for, 60-67
Duns Scotus, 31

Early fonts, 1 19-143

,, Gothic fonts, 206-225

East Anglian fonts, 255-264
Edgar, King, 30
Egypt, flight into, 158
Elevation of the Host, 263
Elizabeth, fonts of, 265

Oueen, 33, 75, 117, 263
Ethelbert, King, 01

Eucharistic symbol, 179
Eudoxia, 135
Eusebius, 18

Evangelistic symbols, 167, 247, 255, 257,

259
Eve, 167, 171

Exeter, synod of, 263
Extreme unction, 263

Ferrar, Nicholas, 76
Figure sculpture, 247
Fillets, 217
Finial of font cover, 285
Fish symbol, 159
Floor buffets, 299
F'oliage, conventional, 217
Font cloths, 285

,, construction, 91

,, cover, beam of, 288

,, ,, earliest. 284, 289

,, ,, pulley of, 299

,, ,, use of, 281

,, ,, winch of, 298

,, covers, 281-313

,, ,, baldachinos, 301

,, ,, canopied, 303

,, ,, classified, 291-303

,, ,, conical, 291

,, ,, construction of, 287
cost of, 303, 305, 307

,, ,, counterpoised, 298

,, ,, crane of, 298

,, ,, crown-shaped, 291

,, ,, eighteenth century, 291

,, ,, Gothic, 289

,, ,, Jacobean, 289, 291

,, ,, leaves of, 303

,, ,, lids, 291
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Font covers, inetal, 285, 287
of pulpit type, 301

,, ,, telescopic, 301

,, donors, 1 15

,, drainage, 94
,, parish provides, 281

Fontlets, 71

Eonts, railed, 89
,, replaced in churcli, 267

,, Roman, 94
,, superposed, 91

,, supersede piscinae, 31

,, underground, 27
Freeman, Professor, 79
Fret, 153

Gablrt, 233
Gell, 6

Gibbons, 171

Godparents, 263
Gold fonts, 75
Gothic, dead, 267
Gregory, Pope, 5
Griffe, 153
Guilloche. beaded, 155

Hallowing of fonts, 275
Handles of fonts, 67
Hands clasped, 143, 185

,, laying on of, 15

Hastings, Marquis of, 75
Head-dress, 233, 259
Helmets, 185
Heraldry, 253
Herringbone, 155
Honeysuckle, 155
Host, the sacred, 253
Hutt's fonts, 273

iMliRlCATIONS, I 55
Immersion, partial, 30

total, 21

Infant baptism, 3, 24, 29, 30
Inglesant, John, 76
Inscribed fonts, 79, 91, 107- 117

,, font covers, 303
Interlacings, 79, 127, 153, 155,

217
Intersecting arcading, 139, 149
Isaac, sacrifice of, 167

Jael and Sisera, 167

James I., fonts of, 265
Jerusalem, ride into, 165

Jew baptized, 122

[ewish baptism, 12

191, 199,

Joannine baptism, 25
John l^aptist, 12, 13, 14, 15, 25
Jordanus, 13, 14, 15, 16, 272

Key ornament, 15^
Kneeling step, 94

Last Judgment, 263
Last Supper, 165
Lazarus, raising of, 165

Lead fonts, 77
Ledge near font, 71

Leo, Emperor, 113
Leo III., Pope, 23
Liber roniificalis, 13, 75
Lining of font, 94
Lions, 113, 167, 181, 183, 257
Llangollen, 5
Locker near font, 69
Lok, 189
Lord's Supper, 165
Lozenge, 155
Lyson, 6

Magi, 157
Magic, 281

Maillet, M., 61

Manns Dei, 253
Marble fonts, 203-209
Marcellus, Pope, 271
Masks, 155, 181, 211, 217, 233, 240
Mass, 263
Material of font, 75
Matrimony, 264
Medallions, 155
Mermen, 206
Milan, Council of, 60
Monopods ; see Pedestal font. 144
Monsters, 46, 113, 183, 185, 203
Months, 189, 191

Mortars, 71

Moses striking rock, 12

Mounted fonts, 32, 43, 45

Naii.hkad, 155, 257
Nativity, 157
New Testament, 157. 158, 159, 165, 167,

Niciva, Council of, 12, 13

Niche near font, 71

Niches, 229, 231, 247, 249
Noah, 167
Norfolk, Norman fonts in, 191

Norman fonts, 144-205

,, fonts, retention of, 157
,, moldings, 146

2 X
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Norman ornament, 146, 153-157
Norwich diocese, 33
Nude catechumens, 21, 23

OcTA(;oNAL fonts, wh)-, 57
Oil at baptism, 21, 23, 69, 71

Ogee curves and arches, 229
Olaf, King, 25
Old Testament, 167, 169
Open air baptism, 5

Orders, minor, iSi

Ordination, 264
Origen, 29
Ormerod, Dr, 79
Ornament, excessive, 225, 227

Painting, 253, 259, 287
Palindrome, 113
Palmette, 155
Partitioned fonts, 60, 61
I'assion, instruments of, 253
Patera, 155
Peacocks, 179
Pearl, 153
Pedestal fonts, 32

,, ,, Norman, 47
Pediments, 229
Pelican, 285, 287
Pellet, 155
Penance, 64
Peruzzi, 6

Peter receives keys, 165
Pewter fonts, 76
Pillars and crosses, 138

,, grooved and fluted, 139
Pinnacles, 233, 247
Piscina, above-ground, 26

,, diminution of size, 29
,, near font, 63
,, scale of, 26, 27

,, shape and depth, 21

,, sunk, 21

Platforms, 94
Plinths, 94
Polished font, 131

Polypods, 45
Poiitijicale Koinaiiinn, 61

Porch, baptismal ceremonies in, 25, 88
Position of font, 88
Post-Reformation fonts, 265-274
Prayer Books, 31, 88, 265, 273, 281
Pre-Conquest crosses and pillars, 99, 13S

,, fonts, 119-143
Pseudo-Gothic, 267
Purbeck marljle, 206-209, 217, 227
Puritan ejection of fonts, 267

QuiviL, Bishop, 281

Raeui.a, 14
Railed fonts, 307
Recut fonts, 91, 95
Remodelled fonts, 91, 95
" Restoration" fonts, 265, 267
Restraint and reticence, 225
Resurrection banner, 253
Rich, Archbishop, ']<^, 281

Rim buffets, 299
Rials, new, 97
Rinceaux, 155
Rituale Kornamiut, 60
Rogers, Rev. Clement F., 12

Roman altars, 99
,, columns, 97

Roses, 155
Rosettes, 155
I'voyal font, 75
Runes, 107, 129

Sacraments, seven, i, 257-264

,, syml)o]s of, 264
St Aldhem. 105, iq5

St Ambrose, 50, 57
St Augustine, 5, 24, 91
St Boniface, 5
St Catharine, 249, 252
St Chrysostom, 16, 21

St Claudius, 123, 271
St Cuby, 144
St Cyril, 3, 16, 21

St Dorothea, 249
St George, 179
St Gregory of Nyssa, 16

St Isaac, 3
St John Chrysostom, 25
St Lawrence, 173
St Margaret, 143, 173, 249
St Mary Magdalen, 173, 249
St Mary the V^irgin, 173
St Michael, 179
St Nicholas, 173, 204
St Paulinus, 5
St Peter ad Vinaila, 135
St Remi, 24
St Silvester, 75
St Thomas Aquinas, 31

St Veronica, 253
Salamander, 183
Saliva, 71, II

5

Salt, 69, 71

Samson, 167
Sanctus bell, 263
Sarum, Rite of, 67, 88
Sawtooth, 155
Scripture history, 247
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Scrollwork, 79, 149, 155
Seven Sacrament fonts, 257-264
Shafts, Norman, 149
Shafts; j^t' Supports
Shallowness of ])iscina, 16

Sham Oothic, 267
Shell marble, 206 209
Shields, 255, 257
Shmgle, 155

_

"Shop-made" fonts, 204, 207, 257
Silver fonts, 75
Sisera and Jael, 167
Sixtus III., Pope, 13
Snakes, 157
Spirals, 129
Spode bowl, 36, 272
Spoon, baptismal, 15
Spur, 153, 211

Stalagmite, 240
Standard designs, 227, 241
Staples, 97, 284
Star, sunk. 155
Steps, 94, 252
Stoups, 71
Strings, Gothic, 211

,, Norman, 147
Sudary, 69
Supermullions, 233
Supports, addition of, 45

,, constructional, 45
,, detached or engaged, 46, 144,

209
,, non-constructional, 45
,, number of, 46, 144

Surplice, 263
Symliolism in fonts, 57

Taherxaclks, 241
Tabular font bowls, 51, 57
Tank, l)aptismal ; see Piscina

Tendrils, 217
Tertullian, 5, 24, 29
Thirteenth century fonts, 206-225

Tooth ornament, 217

Total immersion, 7, 21, 30, 31, 263
Tournai fonts, 203-205
Transitional fonts, 206
Tree of life, iSi

Trefoils, 21

1

Trini'y, the Holy, 253, 257, 273
Triple submersion, 16

Tub fonts, 31, 42, 43, 44, 125, 231
Twelfth century fonts, 144-205
Two, three, or four fonts, 125

Unikormity, Act of, 265, 277
Unmounted font ; see Tub fonts

Vaui.tinc, 247, 249, 287
Vernicle, 253
Vine and branches, 179
Virgin and Child, 173
Virtues and Vices, 179, 181

VVandei^ings of a font, 1S9

Water, depth of, at baptism, 12

,, descending from rock, 14

,, from above, 13

,, heaped up, 13

,, in font, changing of, 281

,, holding base, 153
Weaver, Lawrence, 79
Wedgwood bowl, 36, 272
White robes at baptism, 23
Window tracery, 229, 249
Wolf heads, 155, 183
Wood fonts, niediDeval, 76

,, ,, pre-Conquest, 43, 123
" Woodhouses," 255
Wren, y:,

York Manual, 88, 275

Zigzag, 157
Zodiac. 189

Printed at The Dakien Press, Edinburgh.
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